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Ed 101-Instructional Matierials and Procedures for Teacher
and Aides of American Indian Children
Spring 1981:
Instructors:

Humboldt State Univeristy
Brenda Beal & Don MacLean

Objective:
Each participant will plan and implement an in-service
activity centered on a Native American topic.
Evaluation:
Each participant will present his/her in-service
activity at least once in a field situation.
Its effectiveness in the field WIIT be evaluated by audience and peers.
According to the funded ITEP pruposal, (p. 30) "Juniors,
Seniors, and graduates will plan, develop and present three
in-service training sessions for 15 teachers, 15 aides, and
other educational personnel."
Topics suggested by the proposal (p . 37) are:
Guidance
Careers
Exemplary practices for aides
Educational evaluation
Integrating Indian culture units within existing
curriculum
Using Indian cultural materials in reading and
r.1ath
Meeting the needs of Indian handicapped and special
education children
Cultural values clarification

RESPECT AND THE THREE INGREDIENTS OF THE
AMERICAN POMO INDIAN BALL DANCE
My people, the Native California Porno Indians, were grouped
into small bands and were relocated onto trust lands by the
United States

F~deral

Government.

The United States Federal

Government established these trust lands for Indians as a method
'

to obtain resourceful Indian lands for immigrants and descendants
of immigrants known as Americans.

In California, the Porno

Indians were placed onto trust lands called rancherias.

These

Porno rancherias were located in Lake, Mendocino, and Sonoma
Counties.

Our struggle to survive within the immigrants' and

descendants of immigrants' world has brought about much destruction to our traditional culture and values.

Adjusting to our

innate and tremendous skills to survive, there remains a handful of Porno bands who battled against total assimilation to
maintain our traditional culture and values.

My particular

band, the Big Valley Pomos, are one of the last groups of
Pornos whose traditional culture and values remains alive and
strong.
The Big Valley Pornos once lived on trust lands in Lake
County, California.

My elders terminated the Big Valley

rancheria in the fifties and no longer remain wards of the
United States Federal Government.

The descendants of the

terminated Big Valley Pornos are " now homeless Pomos and are

-2wards of the United States Federal Government as individuals
and are not recognized as a tribal group.

Even though we were

faced with this unusually unique situation, the Big Valley
Pomos and descendants subsistance and education are still the
foundation of our traditional culture and values.

The follow-

ing are some of the foods we still use at different times of
the yearly

seas~ns

to survive.

In the summer we would travel

in family groups to the nearest coast to gather seaweed, abalone,
kelp, mussel, and other kinds of sea foods to help supplement
our winter months survival.
and quails.

During the fall we hunted mud hen

The winter months we would fish for catfish, bass,

carp, and perch from the lake.
and rabbits.

We would also hunt for deer

During the spring months we would begin planting

our gardens and collecting herbs.

Near the end of spring we

would fish in the local creeks for hitch and suckers.
tion was a way of life to the Big Valley Pomos.

Educa-

A young child

would learn many different skills and values as he/she experienced each day.

They would learn many different kinds of

knowledge we pick up in today's educational system--without the
pressures.

The young Porno children learn more than academic

skills, they also learn how to survive and live in harmony with
their environment.
We, the Big Valley band of Pomos, call ourselves "XA-BENNA-PO", meaning Rock Village.

My ancester originally inhabited

the northwestern side of Mount Konocti in Lake County.

I

-4Respect
The XA-BEN-NA-PO's spiritual leader is called, "The
Maru."

The Maru would choose from thevillage certain special

people to be her captains.
the dances.
of the year.

The captains help the Maru manage

The dances were usually performed at certain times
They were almost always performed to give thanks,
I

bless people, and for asking for good to come to the people
who traveled away.

Every dance performed followed a strict

concept of respect which would be carried over into the
XA-BEN-NA-PO'S everyday life.
The Three Ingredients
The Porno Ball Dance is a dance performed for friendship
between men and women.

The XA-BEN-NA-PO understood the con-

cept of adding and subtracting while performing the Porno Ball
Dance.

The XA-BEN-NA-PO would learn geometry through the

construction of the round house.

The round house is the house

where the dances were performed.
Addition
During the Big Head and Flat Head dance the people would
make balls out of tules.
perform the ball dance.

These tule balls will be used to
The ladies would throw their tule

ball at the person they wish to dance with.

Then the tule ball

captain would collect all the balls and place them in a bag.
When each pair of couples enter the round house for the ball
dance they would reach into the bag and pull one ball out a

-5piece.

Depending on how many couples dance, a child could

learn to count by adding 1 + 1 until all the dancers would
have a ball.

For instance if there were 11 couples there

would be 22 balls.
Subtracting
Near the end of the ball dance the tule ball captain
would collect ail the b~lls from each dancer.

At this time,

a young child could learn the concept of subtraction as each
couple turned in their ball, 22-1=21 and so on.
this process until they reach 22-22=0.

They continued

This meant no more

balls and dancers so the dance is over.
Geometry
While the young XA-BEN-NA-PO child studied the inside of
the round house during a dance, they would become aware of the
geometric construction of the building.
Summary
To the Porno people education was based upon our everyday
experience.

We were taught to respect each other through our

traditional ceremonial dances.

We based our knowledge on our

daily activities without the pressure of being given a grade.
This was clearly revealed through the math skills that we have
worked on in here today.

Therefore, even though. the Porno child

doesn't attend a formal school we still acquire a basic education.
Thank you.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Descendant of Big Valley Rancheria.

Based on my personal life

experiences in actual participation in the ball dance,
construction.of a rop.nd house.
Hopper, Nelsen, Porno President of Big Valley Association.
My uncle had shared with me many of the important ideas
pertaining to factual location and names of the different
people.
Science Research Associates.
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Math Dudo '.
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MATERIALS
Illustration of Big Valley Round House.
Illustration of geometric figures of Big Valley Round House.
Illustration of location of Big Valley Rancheria and neighbors.
Activities pagei for adPition, subtraction, and geometry.
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POMO BALL DANCE ADDITION
PUZZLE
Add the tule balls together below. Use the letter next to your answer to
complete the puzzle at the bottom of the page. The first one is done for
you.
1.
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=0
Puzzle:
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The Big Valley Pomos were originally called,
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which means rock village.
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POMO BALL DANCE GEOMETRY
POMO WOMEN WHO HAVE A VISION ARE THE LEADERS OF THEIR CEREMONIAL DANCES BASED UPON?
To answer the important question above, follow these directions:
Find a pair of CONGRUENT FIGURES below. One of them will h~ve a number and the other will have a letter.
The number tells you which box at the bottom of the page to put the letter in.
KEEP WORKING UNTIL YOU DISCOVER THE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION.

GOOD LUCK!
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POMO BALL DANCE SUBTRACTION
PUZZLE
Subtract the tule balls from each other below. Use the letter next to your
answer to complete the puzzle at the bottom of the page. The first one is
done for you.
2.

l.

3

=X

=A
4.

3.

=

=L

N

5.

6.

=p
Puzzle:
II

=0

The Big Valley Pomo•s neighbors to the east are called,
A
-3-

which means clan village.
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Presentation gjven by
Cheryl D. Lewis
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ACTIVI'l'Y #2:

1.

How many houses have you lived in since you were born?

2.

How many different cars can you remember your family owning and what year and
kind?

3. What different styles of clothes have you worn since birth? And what different
styles your parents wore?

4. What is that one story that gets told over and over again by one particular
person or family member, every time you see that person or every time there is
a family get together?

5· What has been the names of all your pets?

IDE.M.I 1"0 11/I<l'l'E ABOUT

·1 .

I.c•ok at

2.

Makp a family tree.

5.

Pi Gk an object that somebody gave you and write about it.

4.

Write down stories, m;vths, Bayings that you remember from those told by elders.

5.
6.

'l'ry to re collect your very firc;t memory.

H

photo albur.a, pi ck one pi1:ture and write about it.

What aurtwry rhymes can you

Now your second memory.

rer.~ember'l

7. What sort of songs did you sing as a child?
8. Where did your great-great grandparents lived when you were born? - where did
9.

.

they live the majority of their lives?
·,
What sort of terrain have you lived i n since birth, i.e. by the sea, in the
mountains, the city, f~rming land, e tc.

10.

What is some characterisitc that you remember about the 196o's, 19'10's, 198o's?

11,

Do you have any famous people in your family?

12.

Name the "Chacters" in your family and what are their favorite jokes?

13.

Jot down a few phrases of common slang.

14.

Look through your "junk drawer" or (catch-all drawer) and reminisce for a while.

15.

With hindsight, wha t do you think now of T.V. game shows, kiddy shows or
soap operas of your younger days?

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF' BOOKS WHIT'l'EN BY NA'I'IVE AMERICANS
1.

Storyteller by Leslie Marmon Silko

2.

Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko

3· The Destruction of the Peoples by Coyote Man
4.

Sun, Moon, and Stars by Coyote Man

5.

Genocide of Northern California by Jack Norton

b.

Our Home Forever: Hupa Tribal History by Byron Nelson

7. God ia Red by Vine Deloria
8. Hou3e Made of Dawn by N. Scott Momaday
9.

The Way to Hainy Hountain by N. Scott Momada.y

10. Not for Innocent Ears by Huby Modesto
11. Seven Arrows by Heyemoyoste Storm
BOOKS ABOUT OHAL HIS1:0RY AND INDIAN ORAL HISTOHY
1.

Oral History by James Hoopes

2.

Ooti by Richard Simpson

3· My Backyard History Book by David Weitzman
4.

The Way We Lived by Malcolm Margolin

5.

The Man to Send Rain Clouds by Kenneth Rosen

6.

Literature of the American Indians by Abraham Chapman
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1982 Spring Conference - May 28-30
Humboldt State University-Arcata, California
FRIDAY May 28, 1982
6:00p.m.

Pete's Bella Vista Inn - Dinner Meeting
CIEA Board and guests

§ ATURDAY, May 29, 1982
8:00 a.m.

REGISTRAtiON:
Nelson Hall, Goodwin Forum
Coffee & Donut sale - ITEPP Club

9:00 a.m.

GENERAL SESSION:

University Center, Kate Buchanan Room

Host welcome-Howard Chavez, President, HSU Chapter
Welcome-Tommy Merino, Northern Vice President, CIEA
Introductions & Information-Loretta Allen
Keynote Speaker-Elsie Ricklefs, Chairman, Hoopa Valley
Business Council - "The New Federalism: What It Means .
for Indian Education"
10:30 a.m.

BREAK

10:45 a.m.
to
12:00

WORKSHOPS
l. EDUCATION-Traditionalism & the Educational System
"The Use of Native Plants for Medicine"
Presentor-Del Markussen, ITEPP Student
Coordinator~Brenda Beal ** Nelson Hall, Room 118
2. YOUTH
"Writing & Oral History"
Presenter-Cheryl Lewis, ITEPP Student
Coordinator-Theresa Montgomery ** Nelson Hall, Rm. 119
3. LEGISLATION
"Political Unity"
Presenter-Sheryl Steinruck, ITEPP Student
Coordinator-Loretta Allen ** Nelson Hall, Goodwin Forum
4.

"PROPOSAL WRITING & PLANNING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS EVALUATIONS"
Presenter-Chris Peters, Peters & Associates
University Center, Kate Buchanan Room

5. "NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS & INTUITIVE DEVELOPMENT" and
"LEGENDS AS A TEACHING TOOL"
Presentor-Bobby Lake, HSU Professor, Ethnic St~dies
Nelson Hall, Room 106
6. Continuo11s showing of· Indian films University Center Loft

':..

i

LUNCH BREAK - Indian taco sale - ITEPP Club

NOON
1:00 p.m.

to
2:15 p.m.

1. "USING COMPUTERS TO TRACK THE PROGRESS OF YOUR INDIAN
STUDENTS"
Presentor-Joe Giovannetti, Eureka City Schools Title IV
Nelson Hall, Goodwin Forum
2. YOUTH ISSUES:
"Natural Resources as Related to Dwellings"
Presentor-Dawn Yerton, ITEPP Student
Coordinator-Theresa Montgomefy ** Nelson Hall,
3. WOMAN'S CAUCUS:
Presentor to be announced
Coordinator-Loretta Allen ** Nelson Hall 106
4. EDUCAIION:

2:15p.m.
2:30 p.m.

· ·:;:~t:
~;~~

~-j

i

"Cultural Resource Management
Presentor-Darlene Magee, ITEPP Student ,
Coordinator-Brenda Beal ** Nelson Hall, Room 118
5. HISTORY OF NORTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA INDIANS AND
CONSEQUENCES OF TODAY'S EDUCATION
Presentor-Jack Norton, HSU Professor, Ethnic Studies
University Center, Kate Buchanan Room
6. Continuous showing of Indian films-University Center Loft
..
. BREAK
k '

'~:,i;,
J

..

~h4

l. # 5 as above
Jack Norton
: ..
2. EDUCATION:
"Story Telling of Elders to the Young" & Creative Thinking" .~
Presentor-Mary Raigosa, ITEPP Student
Coordinator-Brenda Beal ** Nelson Hall, Room 119
. .[~.
. ,.
3. YOUTH:
"Ball Dance and Ingredients"
Presentor-Howard Chavez, ITEPP Student
Coordinator-Theresa Montgomery ** Nelson Hall, Room 118
~
4. LEGISLATION:
Presentors-L. Allen & D. Risling ** Nelson Hall, Goodwin Forum
5. AMERICAN INDIAN VETERANS ON RESERVATIONS-SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Presentor-David Shaw-HSU Veteran's Program
Nelson Hall, Room 106
6. Continuous showing of Indian films-University Center Loft
GENERAL SESSION * RESOLUTIONS * ADJOURN * K. BUCHANAN ROOM
,-!

4-5 p.m.

=UNDAY, May 30, 1982

r·

9:00 a.m.

"American Indian BilingualEducation Teacher Training &
Credentialing Program"
Presentor-Dr. Ruth Bennett, HSU

9:45 a.m.

Break
GENERAL SESSION

10:00 a.m.

I
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ITEPP SUMMER SCHOOL CLASS LIST
Course Outlines
OUR PEOPLE SPEAK , book from English class

I

INDIAN TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL PROGRAM
Surruner Courses
June-July, 1982

Units

Instructor

l.

English 100, 125,

2.

Consultant, Eng}ish 100, 125

3.

Communication Between Indian Organiz at ions

4

Elvera Barlow

4.

Indian Educational Personnel Training Skills

4

Donald Barlow

&

l03J

4
&

l03J

John Schafer
Grayson Noley

MT WTh F

Tra ~ ning on educational personnel skills. leadership . comnunicat1on ~
'l isten i ng~ bc;dy 1Ztn~l Zh 9~ t cwJnSEd·ing t echniques, and ot her ski115
used by educf1ti0:1 p F:r~ onnc ·i ~

Goal
i ~ de si ~F1 ed

This cou r se

to ex pvsr: the education major to an

ov~rview of ~~ ki 11 : : n;;cess ;.H'Y to wo r k <.;ompetent1y in th:;; f ·leld of
education. Th~ cou rse content will be both structured and fl2xible
to meei: t he ~~ e. 8d5 ~ f tiiP st.ud2nt s. It '1::; t h2 i ntPnt of the course
t hat t he studen t s \..,in deiie.lo p mote >2ffective educationa~ personne"l
skil1s.
Act~vities
'h7•

_

..,_ , _ . . , . . .

In pursu it n'f th ~ g ·):~ ·i s me ~) t ·;~m e d atHJve , s t uder1ts wi11 be involved
in a number of diHe i~ent K t iviti ~s . He will do :

1) Class discuss ioJ- group activitiesj role play.
2)

lecture-

3}

RPnd - assigre d r: ,.:rtetia ·l ~;;
boc~ k s 'ci!>d r.lil gi)( zi r: es.

4)

Wri t e-

d e v~~ o p

th ~re w ~i l

lis te ning skills.
h~nd-- o uts~

professional journa1s,

bB one te ;'ffi paper fi ve to eight typewritten

pages. A one page abstrac t on an article each week (4).
Grades
1)

t~ritten

><otk·· you will

b~

gnHied on form, gt·cmnar,

etc., as well as content.
2)

Cla 5s interaction and discussion.

spe1iing~

~:nt:n;-:\~.~cti m~
~~lw. t r.io ~~~·,,~ i•:·f:i.nt frcm
W~y ~s e2;h of u~ 1 n

1\.

'

S\ ?~et-,_~~-;

of

.

i}

\~drce: ·r1

'!ec:.dersh ;:i ,
D.

clas~?

tbo education program?

f\ s tucly oF i·f,, t i 'i: ilmer i GMI ·i nf1uence on the Coeur d 'r. l c ne
Res el'\la. t ·f c- : ~

B.

C,t

this

~:.::w

f

'

'

n ct ~

influence, po 1it~ •:s.

Int:t:~rpe-1 s;::rw.1 !"~ d 11 s
1~ ·3.d trn/ d p
r.cr~ f11 . ~ .:: r· p~,o ~u t i on
mo : i v,' ·~ i o~-~
1·; :.t~.:r bg
br:d.Y 1t1fl g~itg;:!

cc:wi fl 1.; i ng

ichool

A.

~~aders hip

L(?r~{!e•·:ldp· · \·:hat
5 ~\ tti !lSJ •.

h

H~

minor"lty womer: and ba'lancet styles,

90l1

B.

Structu r "~--

C.

5ki11s-

;:neet'lngs, manag ·ing time

and

confl i ct.

s:::hc ol based
5choo 1 ,: -~ ~ rr~ te .

m~nagement,

ccY llilUrri ~ ation, leading
stres~ ccnfli~t, res olving

shared decision

ma~inn!

•
Week 1l i

B~

Foundat'itP:;

·: n Ccunse1ing

Help~ng P ~· oo:ss~

G.

Counselin~

Theory, Values ,

the Indian pcrsoR

._, .
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.
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EDUC.

101 -· COHMUNICATIONS BETWEEN IND I AN ORGANIZA'l'IONS

4 un:i. ts
MTW'i'b.F
2-4!:.HTI,

Ins true tor:
TEX'l':

Elvera B:J.rlow

.C<?mmu~!~~:t~ by

Verderber (on reserve at library)

DESClUPTION:
~

I

E:l'l.:pe:r.i.cnce in developlng cor.omu~Jicat:l..o n skU.ls oriented towar·d
Indian organiza.tions. exploring writ~ng styles, djfferent typ~s
of coll<Lill.m:?.caU.on, interactions, and sr.:eeific communieatim:.~ sk.:l.lls .
GOALS
This course is designed to acquaint the educatj.on major with
skills~ evalua t ·s- value sys·1 ~m~; and meet
with Indian organization leaders.
specific COiillf..t1J.n:!.cat:f.on

AC'l'IVI'fiES:

l)
2')

3)
4)

5)
6)

7)
8)

The following activities will be scheduled.
class discussion
lecture
Read - assigned materials, hand-outs, professional journals r text
-.. video tape and listening prezenta.tions
Indian organization prepresentatives
One page abstracts - 10 article;s
One 15 minutes presentation to class
Notebook - due July 23

Grades:
1)
classxoom participation & discussion
2)
presentation to class
3)
written work
4)
notebook - due July 23
5)
term paper - typewritten, 5-8 pages - due July 23
Week I
Introduction - Purpose of Communication
Misunderstandings
Value

syst~~ms

Hidden meanings

...

Week II
Read: Verderber (Chapter 2)
Percopt:ton - self concept and your communic.ation
Organization presentations
Head: . Verderber (Chapter 4)
Listening s~ills
.,.
AI
•
1 cornmun
I
i ca tl.ou
•
!'.on-verna
Barrie?s to communication
Week I I I
Read: Verderber (Chapter 5)
Organization presentations
Class presentation
Commu:uicating ideas and feelings
Message information
Week IV
Head: Verderber (Chapter 6)
Organization presentations
Class presentations
Respond:tng app:copri~.tely
Responding inappropriately

I

an
anthology of
Indian Writing

OUR

PEOPLE

Published by students at
Humboldt State University
with the cooperation of
Indian Teacher Education and Preparation Program
and the
Redwood Writing Project

Summer 1982

I

DEDICATION

This anthology is lovingly dedicated to
Roxanne Treece
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PREFACE
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I almost said no when Professor Tom Gage, my colleague in the English Department
at Humboldt State University, asked me whether 1-were interested in teaching a special
summer writing course to _students in ITEPP (lnaian Teacher and Educational Personnel
Program). Although I had some experience teaching English to students of diverse
cultural backgrounds, I had only recently moved to Humboldt County and knew, very
little about the Indian cultures of this region. But Professor Gage and Larry Gorospe,
Director of ITEPP, came up with an intriguing plan for the course; ITEPP students
would attend classes with me and also participate in the Redwood Writing Project, a
branch of the very successful and nationally acclaimed Bay Area Writing Project. They
would do many of the Project's writing assignments and also hear presentations on how
to teach writing, including some by Native Americans who would address the special
problems Indians encounter in learning to write. Since almost all the ITEPP students
were going to be educators, I liked the idea of having them participate in the Project,
which is designed to improve the quality of writing instruction in the schools.
Because I had enjoyed working with ITEPP students in some other courses at HSU,
and because I believed in the Project's approach to the teaching of writing, I agreed to
teach the course. I'm so glad I did because the students, I think, profited from the
unique administrative arrangement that was worked out. The course enabled them to
grow themselves as writers and also to hear a variety of views on how writing should be
taught. It certainly was a very special experience for me -- special primarily because
the students were special. All were Indians and all had views of this country and the
world that were fresh and challenging. They had stories to tell that I had never heard.
I'd taught in Africa and Asia where I had been exposed to different world views and had
made some progress, I liked to think, in breaking out of my own ethnocentrism . But
my experience this summer taught me my struggle wasn't over. As the course developed
I feared I was learning more than my students. Before it ended I was certain of it.
In their writing they were revealing to me things I had not dreamed of in my philosophy.
In return I passed on to them some technical information about writing. It was, in
many ways, a very unfair exchange.
This volume is a selection of the articles students wrote for this course. The class
was organized as a publishing project : we focused all our energies on producing the
best book we could in the four weeks we had to work on it. Instead of writing the
usual themes, students prepared articles about their own culture and people. In planning the course Tom Gage, Judy Click, Coordinator of the Redwood Writing Project,
and I were inspired by the Studs Terkel's work and publishing projects at other schools-the Foxfire books, for example, and From Snake Hill to Spring Bank, a work written
by students in Groveton High School, Virginia. We were committed to the idea of
teaching writing by having students produce a publication because we f~t it would make
many issues real and immediate that too often remain dry abstractions and dreary rules-questions of audience, voice, arrangement, and punctuation, for example. But we didn't
know how the class would react to the idea. Obviously they reacted positively or this
anthology wouldn't exsist. They interviewed tribal elders, talked to relatives and
- friends, searched their own memories, read books and articles , and then wrote about
the things they learned and remembered. Then they read and edited each other's
work. Throughout the process they helped each other by suggesting topics to write
about and by encouraging those who occasionally felt inadequate to the task. Their
inspiration came, I think, not from Terkel or the Foxfire books but from their own
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feeling that their parents and grandparents and other relatives and friends--and they .
themselves--possessed valuable knowledge and that it was important to record this
knowledge before it was forgotten.
They wanted to record everything very· accurately. I have never taught students
more interested in getting things right--right in a variety of complex ways, not only
in the sense of grammatically correct. After puzzling over how to edit the transcripts
of their oral interviews, they finally concluded that in some cases changing the language
to make it conform to rules of usage and grammar would be wrong: it would be an
act of disrespect; it would destroy the authentic voice of the person they had interviewed. So they worked hard to preserve the Indian way of speaking English. They
also wanted to make sure a story or myth was told in the way it should be. And if they
were describing something--a basket, a song, or a dance--they wanted to describe it
accurately. Always they wanted to make sure the reader would not misunderstand
what they were saying. As reverence for subject matter became reverence for language
they turned out to be the most willing rev isers I've ever taught. Although they would
be the first to admit they have a lot to learn about writing, in their passion to get
things "right" and their willingness to revise untii they were, they equalled the best
of writers.
I would like to end this preface by thanking Judy Click, the Coordinator for the
Redwood Writing Project. Since the course was short and the ITEPP students had a
full schedule of other classes, they couldn't do all the work connected with the final
layout and prin ting of the anthology. Judy handled these tasks with sensitivity and
skill. Judy had completed her course work for a Master's degree in the teaching of
writing at HSU ar:d is writing her thesis on teaching English to Native Americans.
Thus she was an ideal person for the job. She conferred at length with students in
the class and aided them in making many editorial decisions. Without her successful
coordinating, this volume would never have been printed.
John C. Schafer
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Come to me my children I have many things to
give you.
I have all the many things my mother gave to

me
I have a laughing brook, a silver fish
swimming
Some beautiful flowers in a field of green.
What is this you say? What is this dirty puddle
that reeks with the stench of decaying,
rotting fish
What is this barren hillside cut deep withthe
force of rain on nude soil?
Come to me my children
· I did have all these many things to give you
I had all these many things my mother gave to me. ,

By Barbara Redner
-
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TWICE IN MY LIFE
by Rain Hawkghost
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People who knew Twice, whether as passing acquaintances or as a lifelong friend,
were touched by his widsom and insight. I didn 't understand some of the things he
said or did, but what impressed me most was how Twice managed to find places for
himself in two worlds -- on the plain and the hamlet.
Twice was the second born of three children and was given the name lanupa. At
seven he was registered on the tribal roll and was given the literal English translation
of that Indian name, Twice.
During the desperate years after the Wounded Knee Massacre, many of the relatives
in the clan had moved to the hamlet away from the plains where the eagles soared with
the mellow currents of the gentle breezes overhead, where the eye could see from one
vast horizon to the other; it was here on the plains near Wounded Knee where I came
to know Twice best.
Twice spoke the western Sioux dialect. Pearl, the woman he married, spoke the
eastern Sioux dialect. In the later years of his life he began to speak some English.
I often asked why the people still spoke the native tongue and Pearl gave me what she
thought was reason enough: a piece of paper with worn creases, now yellow from age
but legible. The print read, "Please excuse Twice from school for the next six months
due to teeth problems," and was signed, "field matron." My heart quickened. "Now,
why can't I have a note?" I pleaded. Her firm and clear enunciation of each word
interrupted mine. As she spoke there seemed a minute pause with each word, as though
she was carefully interlocking her thoughts. "Twice was born nine months after the
massacre. He lived in flight for a while. It didn't do any good to run, besides, your
school is warm. His was a log house that didn't keep out the cold harsh winds in the
winter."
In the early years of my life I rarely saw Twice, but I felt secure knowing he was
near in his quiet, gentle and attentive way. Daughters were not allowed to be close
to their fathers, so it was customary to communicate indirectly through my mother.
The most pleasurable moments of companionship were those times when we would
sit by the warmth of the wood stove while Pearl did her beadwork as Twice sang softly
to the tap of this fingers on the edge of the chair. From the cracks of the stove came
the bouncing shadows that danced on the walls; their flicker gave me no doubt they
too felt the joy we had.
Twice enjoyed the planting and harvest times. He spent his time with the farm
animals and if he wasn't busy managing the homestead, he'd hitch up the team and
wagon, load it with spare food and ride west about :five miles t• the next camp to do'
some trading. He didn't talk much, but he took pleasure in bringing home fresh deer
meat, dried corn, a chicken or two for the pot, and even young colts to add to the herd
of working horses. Other times he'd wake up at dawn, leave the cabin, and walk briskly,
his gun resting over the shoulder. There was a sense of certainty about him: he knew
just where the rabbit or squirrel was hiding. We'd wait with anticipation for his return
because we knew there Would be the smell of fresh soup filling the cabin by evening.
Twice lived fifty-one years on the one hundred and sixty acres given to him by the
government. He was fortunate, I suppose, in that his acreage was tillable with its own
natural supply of water. Twice didn't take anything for granted. He worked hard for
what he had and made it through the difficult times, such as the drought and harsh
blizzard of Forty-five.
The days blended into years and the worn foot paths sunk deeper into the earth
across the cornfields to converge at the front yard of the three room log cabin he
had built. He took pride in constructing his new home. He was careful to replace
any stucco between the logs. He'd tar the holes in the roof with the same tar he used
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TWICE IN MY LIFE (continued)
to grease the axles on the wheels of the wagon. Much of the sheep wire that surrounded
the house had been patched and nailed to old wooden posts: .Twice knew his own
strength and took care of things well.
One morning Twice awoke with considerable pain and discomfort. Weeks later he
was informed by a letter from the medical facility. The diagnosis was arthritis of the
spine. Because Twice didn't believe in doctors nor in their medicine, he preferred to
try his own methods of cure. But the pain persisted and soon it was apparent the
agony was insurmountable.
While Twice was bedridden, Pearl and I continued to manage the chores on the farm
and there were times when we knew we couldn't go on much longer and Pearl would
say to me, "I wish you were older, so you could help take care of the farm."
Months later Pearl made a trade of two horses for a one room shack, an A-frame,
ten by twelve feet with one window in the rear. At the hamlet we were greeted with
excitement and much laughter. Clan members and relatives dropped by as we busied
ourselves with moving in a few essentials, which consisted of a bed, table and two
· chairs, a small wood stove, and two suitcases filled with personal items.
Not long after our move to the hamlet, Pearl found employment at the local medical
facility cleaning floors and changing the linen on the beds. I didn't see her much after
that, but in our transition I found new friends and cousins who occupied my time.
Twice had recuperated, but not without a noticeable change in his pace. By then
Pearl saved enough money to buy an old Chevrolet coup, gray with all the fancy trim.
Twice enjoyed the luxury. He was mobile and could make a daily drive back out to
the farm for reasons which I thought were plausible. The horses had to be fed, the
water tank needed filling, and the fence needed repair. However, Pearl continued to
disapprove and the daily trips became less frequent.
At the hamlet the Indian people became interested in Tribal politics, who was going
to go the white man's way or who wanted to be a plain old Indian. At a tribal meeting,
Twice stood and spoke to a gathering of tribal people almost a generation younger
than himself. "With the policies of the new era, this new welfare state, the reservation
will become a place where you lose yourself, a place where you have nothing, a place
where the mothers, like dogs, will be seen walking along the byways, wandering aimlessly, with one pup in their mouth and another under their arm. So you may gather
here and discuss the white man's way and sell the roots of your heritage and call it
progress, but it's the next generation whose lives you have sold by your own greed and
lack of foresight. Greater hardships are yet to come and my heart cries for you." He
said many things at the meetings that were disturbing and frustrating for the young
progressive liberals. The people were seeking someone they could trust; they wanted
someone to lead them. Twice then would say, "Think 6f number ~ne -- don't look
to anyone else for your survival. If you work hard at what you do best, you will always
be free and self-sufficient."
As long as I'd known Twice, he refused handouts and financial support from the
tribe or the government. Twice said, "What I have is what I earned and I shall live accordingly." Pearl then would say, "You're too proud just because you've kept your
land. So what if all my relatives are drunks and are on welfare. They're still my relatives." Twice answered, "What the people need to do is strengthen their ties, remember
who they are, and make an honest living;"
We moved into a two bedroom home with a living room, dining room and full
gas operated kitchen. It was here where Twice kept the yard green with trimmed
hedges, where lilac bushes filled the air with freshness each spring. Every day he checked
the flowers, sometimes watering them twice a day to protect them from the harsh
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TWICE IN MY LIFE (continued)
midwestern sun. Contentment radiated from him to do again what he enjoyed most.
Planting and harvesting were the favorite times of the year. At the new home his ac"
tivities were so reminiscent of the same enthusiasm he had when he lived on the farm .
Twice's ideas didn 't change. He knew the way of living a good life. He'd get in the
car and cruise around and around the park staring at the young people hanging out,
listening to rock and roll on transistor radios. Sometimes I was embarrassed too, because he'd drive by with his arm hanging out the window and gazing at everyone as
he passed by. It wasn't long before everyone at the park was quite annoyed.
One night he parked the car, came in quietly and went to bed. Then I heard Pearl
whisper, "Someone's here. The lights are shining into the living room. Twice, get
up and see who it is." So Twice on tip toes, crept over to the door. "Hey! What do
you want?" he hollered in Indian. No one answered . He hollered again, "Who are
you?" Still no answer. He opened the door a foot or so and stuck his head out. He
stood looking for a moment and chuckled. He turned and slowly closed the door. As
he shuffled back to bed to put on his pants he said, "I forgot to turn off the car lights
when I came home."
Within two decades the population at the hamlet quadrupled. The new way of life
continued to present new situations and curiosities for Twice and myself. Because
Twice insisted the boys go through the traditional courtship, I missed the teenage ritual
of dating. Once, when Twice suspected a sneak date, he parked the car in the shade of
the woods near our house; sat in the car with his gun and waited. The boy got themessage; we never saw one another again.
In college I began to develop my own identity and ideas about life. There was
evidence of change. The government had implemented many programs that provided
opportunities for the young people. The American Indian Movement was rampant with
a new ideology. Their promises hinged on the theme of revitalizing the old ways of
tribal life and tradition. My own curiosity led me to join the organization.
It wasn't long before Twice heard of my involvement. "A.I.M. means to aim a gun
and shoot and there aren't going to be any squirrels at the other end, it's going to be
real people," he said.
"I only joined to do a paper in social-psychology," I said.
"Maybe," he said, "but at the same time they'll fill your mind with ideas of what
they believe a real Indian is supposed to be. How do they know? Their leaders were
born and raised in the cities."
I said, "Then maybe they can teach us how to survive in the cities."
"They may show us what they've learned and experienced, but do you think their
answers to the reservation problems are just and good? I tell }'OU, a true Indian is a
peaceful soul who has compassion for all two-legged, four-legged and feathered relatives. He is kind, generous, and above all, he treats the world he lives in as holy. And
I know the true Indian who is at peace with himself can live in two worlds. He will
not lose his heritage and can contribute to this country as well."
Twice stayed in the house more. He had his favorite spot by the window where he
sat day after day as though waiting for a friend to stop in for a friendly chat. At eighty,
not long after a bout with the flu, he recovered remarkably. He was feeling good and
walked around the house looking _out the windows at the trees around the house. Suddenly he rushed to his room, took out the .22 rifle from the bag, pushed the butt under
his arm and walked swiftly out the back door.
Pearl got excited. "What is he going to do now?" she exclaimed with a tone of
exasperation. Moments later we heard the first shot as it echoed through the trees.
Pearl opened the window and hollered in Indian, "What are you doing? Are you crazy,
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TWICE IN MY LIFE {continued)
you'll shoot someone!" But to no avail. Another shot went into the air. Pearl ran out
the back door. "Someone might call the cops!" The air was silent and Pearl followed
Twice back into the house.
Twice said, "Things aren't too good when I miss a squirrel on my first shot. You
just lost a fresh meal of squirrel." Pearl was educated. "You shoot it, you clean it," she
muttered under her breath. She's inclined to prefer her morsels pre-wrapped and sold
by the pound. Twice reminisced for days thereafter of the old times back on the plain;
riding and hunting seemed as real to Twice as though these were events of yesterday.
No one came to see Twice much anymore. A man named Sitting Bear was the last
of his friends who came to sit in an all night vigil by his bedside when Twice came down
with the illness that finally took his life.
I offered to help him off the bed once. "I don't need help. You're the one who
needs help. I chose to be where I am going. You haven't yet begun to take charge of
your own life." I felt an emptiness and I withdrew to be alone in my grief.
Twice died in the morning with the shafts of warm sun light beaming onto the
bed to warm his frail body. Pearl lamented much. However, the business of the funeral
arrangements were tantamount. I was their only child.
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MY GRANDMOTHER
By Jeannie McDonald

My grandmother, Leona McDonald, lives in the same house today that she was
raised in. In this interview, she reflects upon certain times and incidents that have made
her the special person she is. The valley she refers to is located below Lake Tahoe and
South of Carson City, Nevada. When she speaks of her mother and others in her family
she saddens and her eyes show sorrow. She speaks a lot about my grandfather and
refers to him as dad, probably because she never had a father herself. When she speaks
of her education, she refers to Stewart, which is an Indian Boarding School located
in Carson City, Nevada.
I am my grandmother's second grandchild, and also an honored one because she
raised me when I was a child.
The interview took place here in Arcata at my apartment. She was traveling with
my aunt when they stopped by before returning home. In her own words she tells
briefly about her early childhood and focuses on the hard times she felt while growing
up.
With a cup of coffee in front of her, she begins her story:
"I was born in the house; me, my mom, brothers, and them (referring to sisters,
a cousin, and uncle) that was right along side the river, down where the bridge is now to
go to town. We didn't have a big house. It was small: no running water, no electricity,
nothing! We used to sleep on old mattresses that the white men used to bring us during
the winter time. My mom would walk down the road where they would dump the
mattresses and drag them back to the house herself. She was a tough ol' lady. We
never had a man to do them things.
I don't know when I was born . My sister used to say I was born when there was
snow on the ground. My sister says I'm older than her too . If I was older, how come
she knows what time of year it was when I was born? Yep! She lies, but that's ok,
I guess it don't make no difference. I don't know how old I am. You know, my girl,
maybe I'm about sixty-four, maybe older. I just don't know. One time, me and your
mom went to Steweart to see if they had a birth certificate for me. They didn't even
know I was alive. No idea of who I was.
I lived here in the valley all of my life. I never left here until I married dad. Yeah,
I still live in the same old house. That house is mine too; for me and my kids. I don't
know, maybe someday when I'm gone the council will tear it down. That's probably
what will happen.
· When I first started school I must have been about five or six. That was a long time
ago, you know? I went to school where the church is now. The school doors used to
be where those two evergreen trees are standing. One time me and my friend were in
the class and she shot our teacher in the butt with a rubber band. Those boys laughed
at us, and that ol' teacher tame after my friend and I fast. We ran out of that ol' school
room quickly. We could never speak our language in school either, boy! That teacher
would slap us if he heard us say something. I remember one time he slapped my brother,
Able, because he thought Able called him a dog. When I first started school, I couldn't
speak English. I can remember that I used to cry when I couldn't do my work because
I didn't understand. If I didn't understand what .I was supposed to do, I wouldn't do
anything. I used to take my work over to where my uncle worked. He lived there too
(across from the river from where we lived). He could speak English because he worked
for a white man on a ranch. He used to tell me what I was supposed to do for school
in Indian. Then he used to practice with me, teaching me English. Sometimes it would
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I :

be dark when I came home and I would have to walk back across the river when it
was dark. I used to get so scared, I would run all the.way home.
I was about eight or nine years old when rny mom sent me to Stewart. I could
understand English pretty good then. I stayed there because my mom was poor and I
couldn't stay home. My mom was one of the first people to graduate from Stewart, too.
She was a smart old lady. Guess I never took after her though. I never did finish;
. then I met your grandpa. I must have been about fourteen, maybe fifteen years old,
and I moved back to the reservation. I remember when I was small, riding the old train
with my mom back and forth from town to Carson City. When I was in, school we
did this. Anyway, I started living with dad; we never did get married either. I had ten
kids, all of them were healthy, too. In them days it was hard, you know? I wasn't
much older than these kids (refers to younger grandchildren) and I was having kids.
I had enough of them by the time I was your age. I worked hard when my kids were
small. I had to wash diapers and clothes every day when they were small. They didn't
have the clothes you have today. When they started school, I used to wash out their
clothes like socks and underclothes everyday so they would have clean ones to wear
for school.
My girls' hair used to be real long. Every morning, before they would go to school,
I used to braid it for them. They used to line up so I could fix it. Dad used to comb
Uncles' hair. Their hair was short. It couldn't be long when they went to school.
I sent all my kids to school in Stewart, except for your uncle Pete and Sweed. They
graduated here in town.
There was just so many of them that I couldn't affort to take care of them all.
Charlotte and Mendy is the only ones that graduated from Stewart, too (my aunts).
Yeah, that wasn't that long ago.
I don't know too much about the animals here. I know we used to eat an awful
lot of rabbit and deer. Dad had to shoot a deer every season, or we wouldn't have
enough to eat. Coyotes were no good; they would kill the sheep and chickens the
Indians used to have. He used to raise the roof when he'd see those coyotes. They
(old people) used to say that the mountain lion and the bob cat were real pretty cats.
I never saw one before, but that's what they used to say. The only animal that we
have to watch out for is the owl. An owl always meant that something bad was going
to happen within our family. It was bringing a message to tell us that it was going to
happen in our family. I remember a long time ago when I used to hear the owl in the
cottonwood trees across the river. Sometimes it would hoot real loud. I couldn't
see it because it was too far away. Anyway, not long after I heard the owl, my brother
got killed in a car accident. They say he was driving, but I don't think so. Someone
told me one time that someone had killed him. (She pauses for a n1inute) He must
have been about the same age as Andy. Someone tried to do that to your uncle Andy
one time too. Yeah, my girl, the animals around here are no good. ·Don't trust any of
them. They're no good.
You know, my girl, lots of things happened when I was growing up. Sometimes
I thought my kids were going to drive me crazy, (laughs) now my grandkids are. After
dad died, lots of things changed. My kids wouldn't be like they are and I probably
wouldn't have as many grandkids either."
My grandmother was really tired from the long ride, so I let her rest. I look back
on some of the times I remember growing up in her surroundings. She and my grandfather were wonderful people. My grandfather passed away about nine years ago.
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MY GRANDMOTHER (continued)
I know for a fact if it wasn't for them, I would have never grown up like I am today.
Yes, my grandmother is a wonderful person.. The encouragement she has given me
in the past has surely been a blessing. She gave me a special type of love, a special
bond_ with my family as well as with nature.
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A PERSONALITY
By Ed Smith

This account is based on an interview with my mother, Mary A. Smith. I'll discuss
some aspects of her I ife-h istory, including her educational experiences in Hoopa, Weitchpec, the Riverside Boarding School, and her attendance at traditional dances/ceremonies.
(The dances are a part of the ceremony.) I 'II also present her thoughts on the past and
present government policies on Indian Reservations regarding the laws that regulate
hunting and fishing.
My mother is one of four daughters who were born to Josephine Robinson. She
was born on December 16, 1920 in Weitchpec, California, and she attended the grammar school in Weitchpec. My mother . attended junior high at the school in Hoopa,
and she later attended high school at Hoopa High. My mother did not like to ride a
bus to and from school daily; she also did not get along well with two of the teachers
so she applied for admittance into the boarding school for Indians at Riverside, California.
Upon her acceptance into the boarding school, she moved to Riverside and found
that the school had approximately four hundred Indian students with eight students
to each section of the dormitories. Mary said there were three principal drawbacks
to the school: some of the students would borrow clothes without asking for permission and sometimes the clothes were not returned; some of the teachers did not
like their positions, consequently, some of the students did not like them or their
attitudes; and she also found that she did not like to be approximately seven hundred
miles from home.
The students at the school came from many of the western states; consequently,
she did not know very many of them . However, she did know three of them who were
from Orleans, California, which is very close to her home in Weitchpec.
Upon graduating from the school at Riverside, Mary returned to Weitchpec on
vacation before seeking employment and she found that the Weitchpec Village and
the reservation at Hoopa were still very small communities; thus there were very few
social functions. My mother then continued to attend the traditional Indian ceremonies.
These ceremonies were known as a Brush Dance and a Deerskin Dance. The Brush
Dance was orginally performed to aid an ill person in regaining his good health. It
is performed mainly as a social function now as many Indians have moved away from
the local area; thus it is a regularly scheduled event. The dance may also be performed
if it is needed to restore good health to a tribal member. The Deerskin Ceremony
was held to enhance the balanced state between the Indian people and the environment.
This ceremony was also performed to bring the Indian people good health and luck
in the coming years.
'
'
My mother's maternal grandmother, Nellie Cooper, owned a substantial amount of
traditional Indian clothing which my mother and her sisters wore while attending
the traditional ceremonies. In addition to the Indian clothing, her grandmother also
owned Indian artifacts which were principally Indian baskets and jewelry. Some of
the baskets were used for cooking while some of the others were used for decoration
and/or baby baskets. The jewelry, which consisted of serveral necklaces and wristbands, were worn with the Indian clothing while attending the ceremonies.
The artifacts that were in the possession of Nellie Cooper were partially owned by
her and partially owned by other family members. Unfortunately, these artifacts
were stolen and never recovered . Although the artifacts had a substantial monetary
value and the entire family was mad, they did not have any idea who stole them and
they were soon forgotten. This ended my mother's participation in the Indian ceremonies;
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however, she continued to attend. Mary married my father in 1941 and has since had
five chi ldren of which I am the third oldest.
When asked about her thoughts on the past/present government policies, she said
that during her early life, the government had less restrictions on the citizens. In particular, the Indians were not required to possess a hunting or fishing license while involved in these activities. The restrictions on fishing were not necessary as the Indians
did not sell the salmon that they caught commercially. In 1870, the white people
in Humboldt County began to sell salmon commercially and the Indians soon followed.
In 1920, there were five salmon canneries on the Klamath River; consequently, the
number of salmon began to decrease. As a result, the government soon placed restrictions on the salmon ·industry and appointed several game wardens to enforce the restrictions. My mother says the restrictions are necessary as the salmon species are
being depleted.
My mother is now sixty-two years old and lives in Portland, Oregon. Although
she knows how to make Indian baskets, she seems to have very little time for this
hobby as she is an active member in a Church that is near where she lives.

,
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ALBINA MARY REDNER
(as told to Barbara Redner)

Albina Mary Redner is my mother in law. She doesn't have a birth certificate but
knows she was born around 1928. "Redner, that's my married name. I married Ray
Redner, a Redwood Creek Indian from Blue Lake," she explained in an interview in
June, 1982. Her mother's family, the Birchams, are from Austin, Nevada, and are
members of the Smith Creek Band of the Shoshone tribe. Albina herself is half Japanese. Before they moved to Austin in about 1900, the band lived at Alpine, Nevada.
"My family lived in the mountains and valleys there near the pine nut range," she
went on the explain. Pine nuts were the staple food of the Indians in that region but
that all changed when they took up residence in Austin. Life was dramatically changed
in one generation. Not only were the Indians married to white settlers but it was not
too unusual for the Chinese and Japanese, living under extremely oppressive white
laws, to marry Indian women. Albina recalled some of her experiences as a child before
she came to Humboldt County and before she had ten children.
"When I was little, Austin was a big town like Virginia City. Thousands of people
came there from all over the world. There were a lot of Chinese from San Francisco.
They have a hill there in Austin called China Ridge where you could see a lot of things
they left behind. I remember a lot of houses on the hills and the mining people from
New York and Chicago. There were famous people there, too. I remember Comstock
of Comstock Lode fame and old man Stokes. He used to come by our house and he
looked just like Abraham Lincoln with an old stove pipe black hat. He's the one that
built Stokes castle out in the desert near Austin and I hear it's still there.
I remember the depression in 1933. I must have been five or six years old then.
People were complaining they couldn't get any money. The banks were closed . My
grandfather, Bronco Jim, kept his money in a baking powder can and buried it. It
didn't matter much to us about the banks anyway because we never had much money.
But everybody else was complaining.
That's about all I remember. I couldn't read the newspapers 'cause I didn't speak
English anyway. I didn't notice any hardship. Our lives didn't change much . We lived
in the back of the laundry my father had owned. My father came here from Tokyo,
Japan with Harry Neashema. My father was a tall man, six feet or more tall, and of
a heavier build than Harry who was short and of slight build .
Harry owned the International Cafe across the street from our laundry. That is
where my parents met. My mother worked for Harry and my father was his good
friend and came there often to eat. Harry served the town's best meals there, serving
the most delicious Japanese food. Harry was our first vocational guitlance counselor.
He trained all of us to do dishes and work. There were always a lot of Indian families
around the cafe. After our work was done in the evenings, Harry would feed us all
Chop Suey. We ate in back of the restaurant but we always had plenty to eat. Harry
never let anyone go to bed hungry.
My best memories as a child are of Harry's cooking. He was the best cook I ever
knew. He made cream puffs as big as a saucer filled with fresh whipped cream. Every
morning he would get up and roast pork and some chickens. The fish came frozen
from San Francisco for his great fish - dinners he sold. But his best cooking was the
cream puffs. . . and the strawberry shortcake ... and his fresh baked pies were super.
My older brother, Bert, would get up every morning about 4 a.m. to milk the cows,
strain the milk and deliver it before school. Harry owned the town's only dairy, so that
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is why he had such good, fresh cream for his cream puffs. He raised my younger brother,
Bobby, also, and taught him to be a gardn~r. Harry could raise celery stalks in Austin.
No one could raise celery there, but Harry could; he was awfully smart.
There was a Shoshone woman named Mable that lived with Harry whose niece
became orphaned at an early age of three or four. Harry took her and raised her as
his own daughter. A lot of Indian children were adopted in that way when they were
orphaned or their families could no longer care for them. Then they went and lived
with relatives or sometimes non-Indians. Anyway, she and I were good friends and
spent much time together. We were curious about his Buddha worshipping so we
would lay awake and silently watch Harry perform his rituals. We had never seen
anything like that before: My mother and my grandfather were medicine people, so
I was always around some spiritual rituals, but Harry's were different.
Christianity was to become the central point in my life later, but at this time, I
didn't know what church or religion was. No one in my family went to church and
the only other religion I saw practiced was Harry's Buddhism. I used to sit on the
hills and watch with great interest the services performed below. The Sisters came
every summer to teach Catechism and the lessons were often taught outdoors.
The churches of the Episcopals and the Catholics were very interesting to me. They
were really antique and I heard the furnishings had been shipped in from Reno, or even
San Francisco. I think some things even came from Chicago or further away. All I
knew was how beautiful these things were.
I guess the money from the mines bought all those beautiful things. They claim
there was enough silver taken from that town to build San Francisco and Chicago.
There were mines all over those hills - "dug outs" - and we used to play in them and
on the ore cars.
There were a lot of families that lived in Austin then and some of them still live
there. I met one old lady, Mrs. Cadolpha, in the Fallon rest home recently. She is
nearly a hundred now, but her family still runs the old home ranch up there. There
were a lot of Indian families in Austin at that time as well as in Reese River. A lot
of them moved to Eureka, Nevada during the depression. There wasn't a reservation
there in the 1930's. That came later.
One day, my mother went to Fallon to visit my uncle. She had always kept in
touch with her brother. We had heard the rumor that the settlers were going to have
to give back some of the land to the Indians. My mother didn't speak English, but
my uncle spoke it better. He encouraged her to put her name on the list, so she did.
When the law was passed, they got a place on the Yamba reservation out at Reese
River. (Her mother's land was acquired under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934
I
f
which gave up to 160 acres of land to the head of the house.)
By that time I was already at Stewart Boarding School. When I was about twelve
or thirteen, the field nurses did a survey of orphans and half orphans or children that
didn't have homes but lived with relatives. At that time I was living with my uncle,
so my cousins put my name down. They rounded up a lot of children that way and
took them to Stewart. I felt bad 'cause I had to go to boarding school. I felt real
bad in· fact because I thought I was never going to see my family again.
(Boarding schools were established around 1880 in an effort to force assimilation
on Indian people. "The philosophy," according to Brewton Berry in The American
Indian Reader: Education, "included the removal of the students from their homes,
strict military discipline, a work and study program, an 'outing system', and emphasis
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ALBINA MARY REDNER (continued)
upon industrial arts." The boarding school system was being abandoned by 1975.)
Ever since my father left, I had lived with different relatives, but a boarding school
was different. My dad moved away for some unknown reason even though he owned
two laundrys, a saloon and a shoe store. I think that like other businesses at that time,
he went bankrupt. He moved to Ely and started a new business. We went to visit him
one time in Ely, but all I remember is a dark suit; I didn't see his face. At least I don't
remember his face, but he always wore suits. Eventually, he moved to Salinas and had
another laundry. Right after Pearl Harbor broke out, they rounded up the Japanese and
shipped them to a concentration camp at Tule lake. My brother said he wasn't able to
find him anymore after that. I heard on T .V. recently, there is a place you can inquire
about the Japanese that were sent to Tule lake. I would like to find out ,about him
because I'm supposed to have some other half brothers and sisters. Besides, I noticed
that the book Food for a Small Planet or something like that, was written by Ralph
lwomota. That was my father's name.'~

,
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THE CIRCLE
FROM KANSAS TO CALIFORNIA
As Told To Dawn Yerton
By Lorna Dodge

Lorna Dodge, who is now a retired elementary teacher residing in Hoopa, California,
has always been able to fascinate me with colorful adventures of her life. She has been
to many places and has had many experiences. She is also able to tell about those
experiences with such humorous and colorful descriptions that she gives the listener
a vivid picture of her account.
Lorna's paternal grandfather, William Clifford Cochran, was a soldier in the Civil
War. As he was from Iowa, William Cochran was a soldier for the northern states.
During the war, the soldiers were quartered in Southern homes. William Cochran was
quartered in the home of Marianne Piper McConnell. (Piper was Marianne's maiden
name.) Marianne McConnell's husband had been killed in the war, leaving her a widow
with two small boys. William Cochran fell in love with Marianne and promised to
return for her as soon as the war ended. True to his word, William returned to Kentucky
for Marianne when the war was over.
Shortly after their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Cochran decided to leave Iowa and head
west. William located several other families who also wished to go west and formed
a wagon train. William Cochran became the wagon train's leader.
The families traveled until they reached the Solomon Rapids on the Solomon River
in Kansas. Here, the wagon train decided to rest for a few months, as Marianne was
in her last months of pregnancy . Marianne did not feel it was safe to travel on until
after the birth of her child . The other families were also in need of a good rest. In
the beginning, the families had decided to stay at Solomon Rapids only until Marianne's
baby was born. However, the families found the spot so much to their liking, that they
decided to build their homes there. Marianne gave birth in 1870 to John Piper Cochran,
Lorna'a father. Therefore, you might say that Lorna's father played a big part in starting the town of Beloit, Kansas, as he was the baby that the families stopped to wait
for.
William Cochran was appointed first Sheriff of the new town of Beloit, Kansas.
Later, when the first school was founded, William was appointed Superintendent of
Schools.
While John Cochran was attending the University of Lawrence, Kansas, the major
league baseball teams were just beginning. Scouts were visiting the various colleges
looking for outstanding athletes to recruit. A scout approached John Cochran, asking
.
him to be a pitcher for one of the major league teams.
John agreed. At that time,
the team pitcher was always the team's manager. Being a member of the baseball
· team, John was given the opportunity to travel throughout the midwest.
One .day, a group of merchants from Phoenix, Arizona, offered John's team a
sponsorship to come play in Phoenix. The merchants promised the team a certain
amount of money, to which the team agreed. When the team reached Phoenix and
began to play, however, the merchants failed to come up with the agreed upon amount
of money. The team told John, "Let's turn in our suits." This meant that they wished
to quit the team.
After the team was dissolved, Mr. Cochran was offered a coaching position at
Phoenix Arizona Indian Boarding School. This boarding school was the largest board ing school at that time. Mr. Cochran coached baseball there for several years. He and

'
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THE CIRCLE
FROM KANSAS TO CALIFORNIA (continued)
Credential. She was given a teaching job in Hoopa Indian School where she met John
Cochran. The two were married .
·
Shortly after their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Cochran moved to Riverside, California.
John was offered a job as bandmaster at the Sherman Indian Boarding School. The
couple remained in Riverside for several years. During this time, Charlotte gave birth
to a baby girl, Lorna's sister.
Shortly after the baby was born, the family moved to Salem, Oregon . John accepted
a job as bandmaster at the Chemawa Indian Boarding School in Salem. While living
in Oregon, John somehow met up with his old friend Paul Brizard. Paul persuaded
John to return to California, where he was given a job in Somes Bar. John left his
boarding school job and went to work in one of the Brizard chain stores. Somes Bar
was not far from where Charlotte lived as a small child.
Lorna was born in Beloit, Kansas, although it was not planned that way. It was
thought that she would be born in Somes Bar, California. However, some unforseen
events lead her parents back to Beloit, Kansas, and kept them there until after her birth .
Thus, her family circle between Kansas and California and back to Kansas. Although
Lorna was born in Kansas, she considers herself a Californian. She explains it this
way:
"There has been much controversy nationwide among doctors, clergy, politicians
and various other groups, as to when life as a human being begins : at the time of con·
ception, or birth. I consider that I am a Californian . I was conceived in the old town
by the name of Somes Bar. I say the old town of Somes Bar as the town bearing that
name now is in a new spot. The old town of Somes Bar was about seven miles above
Orleans on the Klamath River, just before it forks to the Salmon. Somes Bar consisted
of a store, post office, saloon, and hotel and diningroom. All of this belonged to the
Brizard Company. All the merchandise for the store had to be brought in by Mule
Train from the main store in Arcata. I think Somes Bar would have been an exciting
place to live back then. Too bad I don't remember it."
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UNBROKEN RHYTHM

I can see the wind blowing
and feel the river flowing

Out of timeless past
into formless future

My people march on
in relentless single file

Each one alone but each one before
and each one after

Never letting the rhythm die
or breaking the sacred circle

Always as the oceans rise and ebb
The moon waxes and wanes

The native people of this Earth
continue on

•
By Barbara Redner
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MY INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION
By Del Markussen

My first few years in school weren't very glorious since I was the smallest in our
family and also very timid --well, I guess yo~ could call me a crybaby. That was my
way to be left alone when I didn't want to be bothered. But my dad didn't think
that was very funny, being himself 6'6" and about 190 pounds and a faller in the
woods. They claim that he was the best faller around and was a very mean person, yet
he had a big heart. Dad didn't like it much that I was the smallest child in school and
a crybaby.
Each day when we came home from school, my oldest sister with her big mouth
was always the first one home yipping at Dad if I had cried in school. She'd always
say, "Guess what, Dad. Delford cried in school again today." My dad would look at
me in a way that would make my skin crawl from the inside out, and he would say,
"No child of mine is going to cry in school for no reason." Then he would march me
into the wood shed, which is behind the house, and he would give me a good strapping
with a mean looking razor strap. He would do this each time "big mouth" told about
me crying in school. My dad would beat me so badly sometimes that I couldn't sit down,
not even in school. Dad would try real hard to make me stop crying after my strapping.
I did stop crying, but all it did was make me hate him and the rest of the family, except
my older brother. He always tried to keep Dad from strapping me, though sometimes
he ended up getting strapped himself.
During this time I made a promise to myself that I wasn't going to let anyone make
me cry again, so in school I went out in the playground and found the biggest, meanest
looking guy around and beat the p-- out of him just for practice, letting people know
that I just didn't want to be bothered by anyone, not even the teachers. This happened
during my second year at Requa Elementary School.
After my introduction into school, our family moved to Orick where I started my
second adventure into education. Things weren't any better there than Requa . Most
of the things there were the same: reading, writing, and arithmetic. After being there
for a year, my dad died. During this period, life was real lonesome and I didn't let
anyone get too close to me. The only friend I had was my brother. He stood by me
all he could.
After Dad died, Mom couldn't take good care of us, so the State of California
made us wards of the court. The State took us and put us into a foster home out on
West End Road with a family by the name of Mozays. I didn't like them at all. They
tried to treat me nice, but that didn't matter; I still didn't like them. They had three
children of their own. Boy, was one of them spoiled, but the other two seemed to
be all right. After being there a few days, they put us into West End Elementary School,
my third adventure in education which I hated even mqre than the,last two. As we
entered the class and were introduced to the teacher, Mrs. Grose, all the students sat
in their seats and stared at us like they had never seen an Indian before. For the first
few day things didn't get any better. The teacher was trying to be real nice to us, but
we didn't trust her. As we looked over the class, all we could see was white- nothing
but white kids.
Ed, my brother, made the first move. He started to talk to a guy by the name of
Leslie Kristoffison and he was real nice to us; then things started getting better. Just
to show you how stupid we were, we _thought the kids were beginning to be friendly
towards us by calling uspicaninny. We didn't know what that word meant.
After being at West End School for two years we still didn't get acquainted with
all of the kids there. While we were living at the Mozays', the BIA came and said that
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MY 1!\ITRODUCTION TO EDUCATION (continued)
they were going to put us in Indian Boarding School in Oregon, the Chemawa Indian
School (my fourth adventure into education) .
With all the school I'd gone to so far, I should have been real smart, but each time
I moved to another school they would drop me a grade. I put in two years at Requa
and reached second grade. I went one year to Orick and wound up back in first. After
two years at West End I was back in third, then I went to Chemawa and was put back
in second again. With all this education why did I feel so dumb and why was I still in
second grade?
My Indian School education was next to none because I stopped the process of
learning each time I 'moved from school to school, grade to grade, being an Indian
boy in search of some kind of white man's truth and not finding it. The longer I was
in school, the more depressed I became.
In each schdol they wduld give me the same book to read: Dick and Jane - how
stupid that book was. The words in that stupid book didn't mean a thing to me. I
didn't understand the reason why they didn't teach us Indian things about Indians ·
not the junk type of reading I got in school. I thought to myself how foolish it is to
spend so much time reading this type of book. I could have learned a lot more at home
about nature than I did in school. They also had us doing arithmetic, and I hated that
also, but writing is the subject I hated most. It seemed to me that everything a person
wanted, they had to write it down someplace. Art was the best subject because it made
me feel alive. I could put my feelings down on paper where people could look and
enjoy them. As time went on, my education wasn't getting any better. The things
they taught in school weren't doing me any good. My thoughts at the time were of
home, dreaming about things that never should have died. The older I got the more
poisoned my mind became not knowing the reason why. Sometimes I would think
of home, then my mindwould wander someplace far, far away.
Finally, as I got into high school, things did look brighter for me. I started to look
at things in education more closely and started to read more. There was so much
information in the things I was reading. It was hard for me at first to understand
which information was important. At this time in school I was so far behind in my
reading and writing that math didn't have a chance.
While in high school I started sports: track was my pride and joy, and next came
boxing. I was good at both of them. To keep in sports, all you needed was a D average.
Even if you made an F in one class, you still could play sports. Many times the teacher
would pass you even if you didn't know how to read or write very well. I had programmed myself against getting a good education. It was real hard for me to try and break
that programming.
During the summers at Chemawa, some of us who couldn't go home for one reason
or another worked for white farmers. We would be called to pick strawberries, apples,
pears, berries, hops, and to gather filberts. We had a lot of fun working out like this and
making some money. I made enough to go home just one summer during all the time I
was at Chemawa. It hurt me deeply to not know if I'd see Mom again. Sometimes I felt
that I didn't have anyone. My older brother and two sisters had left school before this.
They only stayed a year or two before they left. That left my younger brother and me
at school.
When I got into the ninth grade, I and nine other students joined the reserves.
Six joined the Naval Reserves and four joined the Marines. During this period, my
attitude about school changed in a stra'llge way. I knew that I wasn't stupid like I had
wanted people to think I was. It was hard to change that way of thinking. Being in the
Naval Reserve felt good to me, knowing that I was thinking of other people instead of my
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MY INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION (continued)
inner hatred. It ended up that I was the only one left in the reserves; the other nine
dropped out.
I quit school after the 11th grade and on June 16, 1951, I entered the regular
Navy and was sent to San Diego for my training. Things started to happen in my life
for the good. When I listened to others in my company, I started to realize how much
education I'd lost.
The next twenty six years, after I got out of the Navy in 1953, I worked in the
woods for several different companies.
In the summer of 1969 I had my first chance to get some more education. I entered Humboldt State University Summer School to become a teaching aide. I spent
three months at HSU and then was hired by the Klamath-Trinity Unified School District
as an aide. I workeq there for t"'Yo school terms, then quit and went to work in the mill
for Humboldt Fir at night as a resawyer. I worked there for two years. When my wife
died, I moved to Eureka. In 1976 I worked for Indian Action Council as a tutor and
counselor for the underprivileged Indian Students at Zoe Barnum. I quit there and
went back into logging for two more years. One day I had to ask myself this question:
"Where to from here?"
At this time I had no idea of ever getting back into school again-- until I had a good
chance to buy a shoe repair shop in Eureka. I went to the BIA in Eureka to ask for
a business loan, but at that time there was no money left for businesses. Instead,
the BIA Director steered me toward the New Career in Human Service Coordinator,
Lillian Huika . She made an appointment for me to be interviewed by the new careerist.
On September 6, 1978, I was accepted into the New Career program. I had made my
two year commitment to the program to finish.
While in the New Career program, I also started attending classes at College of the
Redwoods. I finished the New Career and got my certificate of achievement and also
got my A.A. in Human Service. During my stay at College of the Redwoods, I had
changed my attitude about education completely. I never knew how wonderful learning could feel. I know that I have lost many years of education, but never lost the
will to learn. While at College of the Redwoods I made several achievements. One
of my most prized achievements is receiving the "Talent Roster Certificate of Achievement Award for Outstanding Minority Student of 1980."
After graduation from College of the Redwoods I started attending HSU classes.
My major at HSU is Social Welfare and Sociology. I graduated in June, 1982, with a
B.A. in Social Welfare. How wonderful it feels to know that eVerything in the past
wasn't lost! My desire for truth and knowledge has expanded. Now I can distinguish
the meaning of ignorance and being stupid.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION
By Dawn Yerton
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Unless there are ·serious fam ily problems, I feel that children need to be with their
parents. For this reason I have never cared much for boarding schools, at least not
for small children. High school boarding Schools are acceptable as long as they are
optional for the student.
When I was a small child, the rehabilitation counselors in Humboldt County recommended that I be placed in a school for the blind. "Are there any other alternatives?"
my mother asked. The answer was no.
My mother was not satisfied with this answer, but we looked into the schools for
the blind. When I was five years old, the year before I would start Kindergarten, my
parents took rve to visit t,he Berkeley School for the Blind. I met the children while
my parents talked with the teachers. My parents could not bear to leave me there that
first year. They decided to try one year of public school.
At that time, my mother was teaching kindergarten at the Hoopa Elementary
School. Therefore, she was to be my kindergarten teacher. In those days, kindergarten students did not learn beginning learning skills as they do now. Therefore,
I didn't have too much trouble that first year. We learned the alphabet letters, numbers,
shapes, colors, and hopefully a bit of common sense. I survived that first year of public
school with flying colors. I related well with the other students, I knew the raised
letters of the alphabet, and I knew my numbers.
At the end of my kindergarten year we traveled back to Berkeley. Upon talking
to the .teachers at the school for the blind, we learned what was ahead for me at the
institution's kindergarten class. Again came the big decision : what was best for me?
Should I go to Berkeley, or sould I be kept at home?
I started 1earning braille from a lady in Eureka . First grade readers were ordered
in braille from the State Library of braille textbooks. Thus I began my second year
of public school. My mother transferred from kindergarten to first grade. She was
not to be my teacher, however. She made the move in order to be close, if needed,
but to be removed at the same time. The beginning readers were provided with a
printed line below the braille lines, thus, anyone could help me with my reading. I do
not believe we made a third trip to Berkeley. It was decided that I was to remain in the
public school system.
The summer following my second grade year, my mother and I traveled to San
Francisco in order to attend summer school at San Francisco State College. My mother
began working toward a credential to teach the Visually Handicapped. I was placed
in a summer school program with sighted children. Once a day, I was withdrawn from
class in order to work with a resource teacher. The resource teacher helped me with
improving my braille, and any other skills I happened to need.
We rented a room in a two story house. The lady who owned the house became
a close friend of ours. She kept me company in the evening while my mother was
occupied with her homework. That summer was very difficult for my mother. She
had to spend countless hours at her braille machine (bra iller) trying to learn to read
and write braille. The class she was taking to learn braille was strict. If she made one
mistake in her braille transcription she would have to do the entire page over again .
It was important that she not be disturbed during her brailling sessions. It certainly
took dedication on her part. She wo.uld sit down at the brailler as soon as we arrived
home and remain there until late in the evening. I can still remember hearing that
brailler going on and on. It never seemed to end. My mother said she dreamed about
brailling.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION (continued)
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During the hours my mother was occupied with her homework, I was bored and
homesick. Katherine, the lady of the house, did not get home until 5:30 or 6 :00.
I had a little over three hours with no one to talk to. I tried countless times to become
friends with Tooty, Katherine's dog, but she was not interested in me in the least.
Tooty would sleep in her mistress's room until Katherine came home from work.
I would sit at the bedroom door and plead with her, but no amount of coaxing on my
part would bring her out.
The resource teacher at the college loaded me down with talking books (stories
read on to records). These helped a lot. I spent many hours listening to them . However, I was a very active .c hild and I couldn't sit still for very long. During my restless
moods, I continued to wander the house aimlessly and pleaded with Tooty for mercy
and companionship. ,
In spite of the fact that I was homesick every day of my stay in San Francisco,
I can't say it was all terrible. I had some wonderful experiences and enjoyed many new
friends that I think of still. At last, the six weeks were over and I returned home. I
can't put into words how glad I was to be back in Hoopa.
My mother returned to San Francisco two more times in order to complete her
credential to teach the visually handicapped . Her last year, I again accompanied her.
It was the summer following my fifth grade year. I was not quite so homesick that
year as my mother had more free time to spend with me. Also, I was given homework
of my own to do in the evenings. That year, I was the one always at the brailler. By
that time, my mother was well versed in braille.
I spent most of my time in a regular classroom with sighted students. The resource
teacher explained I did not need specical help. He gave me math homework, which I
returned to him in the morning before class.
While in summer ·school that year, I learned Mobility Training from a girl whose
name I cannot spell. She came to the United States from Israel in order to obtain a
credential to teach the visually handicapped. She planned to return to Israel the fol lowing October. She became close friends with my mother and me. Everything I
know about cane travel, I owe to her. As we. got along so well together, I learned
quickly and what I learned stayed with me. After that summer, I did not use a cane
again until five years l.ater. However, all the rules from how it was to be held to how it
was to be used came back to me.
I am very grateful to my mother for making the sacrifice of obtaining a special
credential in order to keep me at home. I would not have been the same person I am
today had I grown up in a boarding school. I love my home in Hoopa, I love taking
care of all my animals, I love the country, I love the feeling of being free, and I love
my family. I would not have been happy living in a boarding school in the city far
away from these things. I still get homesick occasionally living here in Arcata. My
friends tease me because I run home to Hoopa almost every weekend. However, that is
one ·reason why I chose to attend Humboldt; it was close enough to go home when
I wanted to.
Also, the most important part, I would not have learned from my elders about
my family heritage.
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A BOARDING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
By Winnie Baldy George
as told to Laura Lee George

The following account of the government boarding school on the Hoopa Valley
Indian Reservation during the 1920's was told to me by my mother-in-law, Winnie
Baldy George. Our conversation was recorded and her words are reproduced here
almost exactly as they were spoken with only minor changes to ensure clarity.
Fluent in two languages, Winnie is now sixty-nine years old and the current medicine woman (female priest) for the Hupa Tribal ceremonials. Born on October 12, 1912,
Hupa was her primary language before her boarding school experience. Winnie gave
the following account as she remembered it, without animosity or bitterness.
"We had to work awful hard to go to school. I'll tell you that much. I was about
eight and a half to nine when I started school here in Hoopa. We had to live right at
the school. We couldn't go home. That's the reason · why they didn't put them in
school early.
I was scared. I'd never been noplace in my life. Been home all the time, you know.
We never played with anybody in fact! They took me up there, and put me up there
just the same.
My father said he wanted all of us kids to go to school and stay there. He said,
'You guys ain't going to be like me. I can't read or write and it's awful hard for me
to get by anywhere. I want you kids to learn to read and write. You might get a good
job someplace.' Everybody went to school!
I never cried for my momma, but I was just scared all the time. I'd just watch out-everybody gonna hurt me or something -- that's the way I felt. Some of them girls
were pretty nice. Trina Doolittle made friends with me right away. She showed me
everything that they had to do -- get your hair combed, get your teeth washed and
just stuff like that, you know.
We had to drill every morning. We got up in the morning --.rain or shine; we just
had to get out there and drill. You had to keep in step. If you're out of step, you're
in trouble. We had to march everyplace we went -- from going to school, to the dining
room to eat, everywhere. We had Company A, Company B and Company C. The boys
had their own companies. We could hear them in the morning, swoosh, swoosh, swooshboys already drilling. In the wintertime it would be still dark and you just hear their
footsteps and that's all.
We went to breakfast at seven o'clock. After breakfast, some of us had to wash the
dishes, and some of them had to go and clean the dormitories. After we got through
washing the dishes, if we didn't go to school that morning, we had to go to work.
You were detailed to either the sewing room, or laundry, or the dormitories. If you
went to school in the morning, well, you had to work that afternoon. Then, next
day, you had to go to school in the afternoon and then work in the morning.
Every month and a half or so, they changed the shift. They put you in the kitchen
or they put you in the laundry or sewing room and all that. In the laundry we had to
learn to iron and hang clothes. And they hung clothes in them days. They didn't have
very much of a dryer. They just had a little room and we had to run this kind of rack
thing into this little room there. Kind of a steam room is what it was. That's where
they dried the clothes. But the rest of the clothes we had to hang it up on the lines
upstairs.
They just had regular school like they have now, you know - learn to read, learn
to talk. I guess mostly they taught us how to talk English good. I didn't know too
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A BOARDING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE (continued)
much about English. I talked Indian all my life. I could speak a few words (English) -just enough to get by. They had to teach us all that. But they showed us how to sew,
showed us how to iron.
They didn't allow any of us kids to speak to one another in Indian. Georgina
Matilton, Alice Norton -- we all went to school together. They didn't allow us to
speak Indian at all. We had to speak English at all times. We had to do extra work if
we spoke Indian -- like iron, or sweep the floor, or scrub the floor. You get on your
hands and knees and they make you scrub the floor if you did anything wrong. They
had a little jail down under there-- throw you in there if you don't mind. They actually
had a little jail down there on the bottom. Sometimes if they was real bad, they'd
spend two, three days in there -- sometimes one week. I never made the jail, but I had
to scrub the floor on my
hands andI knees! (laughs)
j
.
· We had school clothes that we hung up every day. We had a locker where we
could hang our clothes. We had them hickory-striped dresses that we wore every day.
They had a little pink plaid apron affair and that was our school dresses. Then for
dressing up for Sunday school, or any kind of special affair, then we wore the skirt
with pleats in it. Baby blue skirts with pleats in it with white blouses and red ties and
red sweaters.
We had to go to church every Sunday, and had to go to church in the middle of
the week - Wednesday night - singing, praying and what not. We had to do that. When
it was time to go, you had to go or else you got punished.
And then we had to exercise every ten o'clock in the morning when it was school
time. We had to get out there and exercise. Put your hands out like that, and this
way, stoop over and really exercise. We had to do that everyday. Exercise your fingers
like this (demonstrates), and go like that. Then you jump up and down, exercise your
feet.
Well, we got not a whole lot to eat. We had to get along with what we got. Sometimes we had a pot of beans -- they cooked and put it on the table -- some bread, and
very seldom, we got milk because they raised their own cows back then.
The boys took care of the milking, planted garden, and stuff like that. They taught
them how to do it. Then we'd work in the kitchen once in a while. I was detailed to
the kitchen for a long time. I guess that's why I like to cook. We had to get up early
to go there though. We had to get up at five, get our beds fixed, get ourselves cleaned
up, wash our faces, wash our teeth, comb our hair and then go to work.
Some of the teachers were real nice. Some of them didn't put up with anything-pretty strict. You had to be there -- no noise at all! Nobody got up and ran around
for nothing. They passed the papers out and that's it.
They (kids) didn't dunk my pigtails in the inkwell, but they did everything to
the teacher though. They put a frog on the seat of a woman teacher. But you couldn't
fool around with that woman, Mrs. McCoombs, that taught there. Gee, she was mean.
I got along good with her. I worked for her. I washed dishes and cleaned her house
for one week for fifty cents.
Sometimes I used to come home on the weekend if I could find somebody to come
after me. But most of the time I stayed up there. We had a doctor there on the campus.
If we were sick they'd take us over there. If we were real bad, they'd take us to the
hospital. They checked for T.B. every year before we started shcool. School started
in September and was out in May or June.
.
After the eighth grade, we had to go away to either Sherman or Chemawa to go to
high school. I put in for Chemawa. We had to take an examination before they could
send us away to high school. I was losing weight for nothing. The doctor didn't think
I was healthy enough to go, so they didn't send me."
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MY EARLY WRITING EXPERIENCE
By Dawn Yerton

I cannot remember exactly when I first received formal trammg in wntmg. For
the sake of this paper, I will say around the seventh grade. I can remember having to
write a large number of compositions during that year. However, I was writing a great
deal on my own before this time. I loved to read as a child, and I greatly admired the
authors of the books I read. I dreamed of becoming an author myself one day. I
practiced writing by keeping a diary of daily events. I also attempted to write a few
short stories. I was not always pleased with the results of my writing attempts, yet
I was not totally discouraged. I enjoyed writing at that time. Therefore, the minor
failures did not bother me. If one piece did not turn out well, I would simply try
again at ano1Jler time. .
1
When I reached high school, however, this relaxed attitude toward writing all changed.
I learned that if I wrote stories which did not turn out very well, my grade did not
turn out very well either. I steadily became more and more afraid to write. I decided
that I must have been crazy to ever think of being an author. I had to force myself
to write anything. I gave up my personal diary, and only kept a journal when required
for a course. Occasionally I missed my personal journal writing, and a few times attempted to start it again . Each time, however, I did not keep the journal for long. I
had lost the feeling that writing once gave me. Writing became a struggle. Sentences
did not flow for me as they once had. I understood Colleen (another member of the
class) clearly when she stated that writing for her was the worst form of torture.
Although I liked my English teachers in high school very much, their classes frustrated me no end. Each teacher had their own writing style that they wished you to
follow. If you failed to conform to their style of writing, you were graded poorly in
their classes. One teacher would tell me that I used too many run on sentences, too
many independent clauses and compound sentences. Another teacher would complain
that my sentences were too short. "Add a bit more to your sentences," she would say,
"use a few compound sentences." I would throw up my hands in despair and ask
myself again and again, "Why? Why can't there be a certain format that all English
teachers used for their classes?" Perhaps one would think that all these writing styles
would serve to make me a better writer. However, they proved very confusing to me, ·
because I never knew which style to use the majority of the time.
My problem became even worse when I entered college. The college teachers had
an even newer style. They'd say, "This style you are using is not quite acceptable
today. You use far too many commas. We don't use so many commas anymore."
It would not be fair to blame my writing problem on my teachers alone. I've
found that my greatest problem is that I do not read as much as I used to. As I mentioned earlier, I loved to read when I was young. I would read anything I could get my
hands on in braille: magazines, library books and textbooks. The school literature
books were my absolute favorites. I would read these from cover to cover. I consumed
library books by the dozens.
As I grew older, however, schoolwork pushed leisure reading farther and farther
to the side. By the time I reached college, leisure reading, except for a magazine article
or two, was a thing of the past. Also, college textbooks are much harder to come by
in braille. One reason for this lack of availability is that college professors change their
textbooks frequently in order to keep their material updated. By the time a college
textbook is translated into braille, "it is outdated. As a result, most of my college material has been read to me.
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MY EARLY WRITING EXPERIENCE (continued)
When material is read to me, I do not get the chance to see where paragraphs begin
or end. I am unable to see how sentences are divided by punctuation. I strongly believe that seeing the words on the page enhances a person's writing ability. By having
everything read to me for the past five years, I feel that my writing ability has suffered
greatly.
I face another problem when translating my braille transcript manuscript into
typed manuscript. As braille takes up to five times as much paper space as print, braille
must be condensed into a shorthand form. Each letter of the alphabet can be used to
stand for an entire word. For example: K stands for knowledge, X for the word it,
Z for the word as, and so forth. There are also many other types of signs other than letters
that can stand for one word. There are also certain signs that combine particular letters.
For example, lNG, ATION, TION, AR and OU are but a few such letter combinations
that are represented t1y a single symbol. Finally, a few words are represented by simply
the first and last letter of the word. For example, BK stands for the word book. All
these contractions do wonders when it comes to messing up my spelling. My greatest
problem with braille and print, however, is punctuation. Braille does not always use
the same punctuation as print editions do. For example, in print you may use a group
of three periods when indicating that a portion of a quoted passage is left out. A
different mark is used for this purpose in braille. I am learning to overcome these
problems by striving to learn which braille symbols correspond to which printed symbols.
Before I close, I'd like to include an interesting story. When I was in high school,
and still doing quite a bit of leisure time reading, I began telling my father about the
books I was reading. My father's job had caused him to lay aside his leisure time books
some years before. As my father and I share many of the same reading subject interests,
he began to read the books that I was recommending. As my book reading decreased,
his increased. This past winter I was able to spend more time with him than I have in
several years. In that time, we seem to have switched roles. He was now telling me
about the books he was reading. I realized how much I was missing. I went out to
look for the books he recommended. I was fortunate enough to find several of them in
braille. Therefore, as of last winter, I have been trying to fit leisure reading, other
than magazine articles, into my schedule.
I believe that my writing skills have become rusty by laying practically dormant
for so many years, also, by the lack of reinforcement through reading. This has been
my own fault. I have decided to keep up a journal once more. I am also going to find
time to read braille books. I still love to read, and I am sure that my enjoyment for
writing is still in me somewhere. I still don't want to become a book author, but I
would like to write a little better.
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HOW I LEARNED TO WRITE
By Barbara Redner

I don't knc(~ how I learned to write. I remember in the sixth grade I wrote short
stories fashion&:J in a large part after the books I read· and boy did I read!! I read
everything I could get my hands on. My favorites were stories abo1.,1t horses and ro·
mantic novels. My short stories were often ten to fifteen pages long so I have some
suspicion I had been writing earlier than the sixth grade.
In the seventh grade I wrote a comparative paper on Navajos and Eskimos that was
about fifteen pages long. In retrospect, I know I must have had some training in writing
to accomplish this feat. However, I don't have any recollection of writing instruction.
Thinking bai:k on those1days I realize that my life was spent a great deal in isolation.
My father was a logger, so we lived in some of the most remote places in Humboldt
County. Living in the mountains, where T.V. was a sometime proposition, I filled my
hours with reading and writing. All of this sounds as if I became an excellent student
producing volumes of writing. I wish that were the case. Even though I was sometimes
a good student, I became very rebellious and hostile towards sch0ol and refused to
submit papers that were complete. I wasn't a physically aggressive child or prone to
verbal assaults, so when I encountered several teachers in succession that were less
than sympathetic to my needs, I just quit cooperating with them. Kids know when
others are getting grades and praise for inferior work. They also know what prejudice
and discrimination feel like. I guess I wasn't very good at the "grin and bear it" phi·
losophy.
I remember during my eighth grade year, I had a friend who was basically illiterate:
she could neither read nor write anything except her name. I was having my own
problems with our teacher so I was assigned the task of teaching her how to read and
write. We had a great time. We spentthe greatest part of our days in a separate room
and I wrote all of her assignments for class, but none for myself. I barely passed the
eighth grade.
At some point, I began to write poetry. I remember reading volumes of poems,
but how I began writing poems is a mystery to me. Now, I enjoy writing poetry be·
cause it is so personal a form of expression that there is no way anyone can invalidate
my perceptions. Again, part of my earlier rebellion showing through today.
Perhaps the root of my withdrawal from writing lies in being made aware of how
different I was from other children around me. Besides being Indian, I was also adopted
and I read and wrote more than any of my classmates. Since those early days of pain
and rejection, the cause of which was incomprehensible to me, I never invested my
soul in the written word except in the poetic form.
Now, looking back, I realize how frightening I must have been to some of my
teachers and classmates. I was a dark, silent child with a different world view that
was expressed in all forms of my life. At that time, I never knew that I was different.
It amazes me to hear that others never had much experience with writing at any time
in their lives. It surprises me that people don't use writing as a personal medium of
expression. Actually, I think I now use writing in order to talk to myself.
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HOW I LEARNED TO WRITE
By Laura Lee George

When I was little, I felt so important to be "writing". Scribbles ended up everywhere: on the walls and in my grandfather's books. Before the age of six, I could
count and write to one thousand, write my name, write the alphabet and a few other
words. I learned mostly by copying from magazines and some instruction from my
mother. In my estimation, I was ready to start school when I was five years old. There
was no kindergarten available and I can remember crying all day when school started
without me. "You have to be six years old," I was told.
The following year when school started, I was more than ready. My mother insisted that she had to go with me to register on the first day. But I insisted even more
that I could write m)A name, addr.ess, birthdate, etc. and did not need her to go to school
with me. I won out. The only worry in my head as I walked to catch the school bus
with my two older brothers whether a dime was enough money to buy my lunch.
It was!
After school, during that first year, I would sit and "write" for hours- sometimes
copying from magazines. My stepfather still delights in telling about my mother interrupting one of my "writing sessions" to have me set the table for dinner. With my
hands on my hips, I stood up and asked my mother, "What would you rather have,
me, the smartest girl in the first grade, or the table set?" I set the table. My concept
of the importance of writing didn't seem to be universal. I am not sure what effect
this episode had on my writing enthusiasm.
Pride always swelled up inside of me at being in the top reading groups in grade
school. Mrs. Rose Dart, my third grade teacher, always insisted that a sentence should
never start with the word "1". Today I will still try to avoid the word "I" at the beginning of a sentence. Other teachers would put lengthy penmanship assignments on the
chalkboard for us to copy, and I can remember diagramming sentences, but never do
I remember having to do a creative writing assignment.
During high school, my girlfriend and I had to stay after school to clean the science
room. We had written down all the current jokes and taped them to the underside of
the table. It was sort of an underground press. The principal was totally shocked
and told us that if two bright students like us needed more stimulus or challenge, he
would be glad to provide it. Creative writing may not have been what we needed, but
still in high school I was not instructed in creative writing skills.
Mr. Sturdevant, who preferred to be called "The Stud," was an English teacher of
mine. When I refused to stay after school to be a "girl friday," my grades started falling, no matter how hard I tried. One particular event was a book report assignment.
lshi, the Last of His Tribe, by Kroeber, was so intriguing to me that I spent a great
deal of time writing the book report. Proud of the finished product, I turned it in.
The "Stud" called me up to his desk in front of the class and accused me of copying
the flaps of the cover and instructed me to do it over. I refused and went to the principal. Checking out ofthat class as soon as possible still left a "C" on my school records.
Another girl got an "A" for being a "girl Friday" whose only assignments in Speech and
English were doing bulletin boards. Consequently my attitude changed to one of "Do
only enough to get by, the teachers won't believe that I did the work anyway." I
would do a written report once, maybe twice, but never do I remember hearing about
how to do a rough draft, editing, etc.
One teacher in high school, Mrs. O'Donnell, encouraged me with proper sentence
structure and with writing newspaper articles for the school paper. She was .fond of me
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HOW I LEARNED TO WRITE (continued)
and taught me many journalism skills. My writing style has since been in the same
journalistic form.
Creative writing is still hard for me. Descriptive phrases seem to choke into matterof-fact accounts and my letters fall into a business-like format. Now, aware of my
writing deficiencies, little by little, I am progressing.
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INTERVIEW WITH GRAYSON NOLEY
by Rain Hawkghost
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I met Dr. Grayson Noley the first week of the 1982 summer session sponsored by
the Indian Teacher Education Project at Humboldt State University, Arcata, California.
He was one of several guest speakers included in the program and during his visit discussed .a range of topics and issues concerning Indians in Education, including the accurate representation of Indians in both literature and scholarly writing.
Dr. Noley, a Choctaw Indian, graduated with a B.A. degree in Music Education from
South Eastern State College, Deann, Oklahoma. After teaching one year as a band
director, he served .as director for the organizations Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity and the Upward Bound Program at the University of Oklahoma. In 1974 he
entered Penn State and received his master's and doctorate in education.
Two days before his departure, I invited Dr. Noley for an interview and was pleased
to learn he was agreeable to the idea. I arranged for the interview, knowing it was an
opportunity to obtain his personal views regarding two issues central to my own interests and writing:Thi influence ,of Christianity on the Native American Indian and
women in cross-cultural adjustment.

l

Rain: We're interested in your personal attitudes, your philosophy, likes and dislikes
and so on. You shared your reaction to an incident you encountered in a classroom
regarding Thanksgiving. (Dr. No ley had mentioned a class he had visited in which the
teacher made much of the pilgrims' kindness in inviting Indians to the first Thanksgiving, yet failed to point out how the Indians had helped the pilgrims.) Your concern
is the way Indians are portrayed in history and misconceptions perpetuated evolving
from the holiday. Would you expound a little more on your attitude about Thanksgiving and what it means to you in the contemporary sense?

1

Dr. Noley: I don't tell it as a means to insult people. I tell it as a means of reminding
people that the Indians paid considerable attention to the needs of the pilgrims who
landed here and had a hard time surviving and people tend to forget that.

l

Rain: How can this holiday be celebrated in a way that can best illustrate the true
meaning as opposed to, let's say, just having a big meal?

1
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Dr. Noley: Well, it's also symbolic of the people who can do that. But I don't like
to think that I celebrate Thanksgiving in remembrance of the pilgrims as the founding
fathers and giving thanks for coming over to establish a strong nation. We celebrate
Thanksgiving like everyone else, gathering together with relatives in the so-called traditional way. But I'd like to think we celebrate Thanksgiving as the day of giving
thanks to our creator for the good fortune that we have and paying attention to the
Indian people who don't have such good fortune. Probably that's the most important
thing that a holiday like Thanksgiving could represent. Very often, it's a means of
concern for those who are less fortunate. Some people are in the position where they
don't have the ability to celebrate Thanksgiving, which I've experienced in my life
several times when we weren't able to celebrate the way we accept Americans do.
Because we didn't have the money and food there wasn't a celebration.
Rain: Do you celebrate Christmas?

T
I -..·.,·

Dr. Noley: Just as most people, without any reference to Christian religion. That's
not to say we don't have any Christian beliefs, but we celebrate Christmas like millions
of Americans. It supports the notion that giving is important, a good value. Often
times it's an exercise of the ego in demonstrating that you are able to do this. We
celebrate for our children's sake, because it's something they've learned to expect .
Rain: Do other members of your tribe

celebr~te

Christmas?

Dr. Noley: Most, because most of our tribe is Christian . They're very strong Christians.
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INTERVIEW WITH GRAYSON NOLEY (continued)
Rain: What are your feelings in regard to Christianity and the influence it has had on
Indians? It's created conflicts for me.
Dr. Noley: I personally don't see a lot of conflict with the Christian religion as opposed
to what we might consider an Indian religion or religions ... . I think much is made of
differences and probably we ought to pay more attention to similarities. My brother
, told me he believes the basic difference in Indian religion and Christianity is Jesus
Christ and if we share similar values, which I believe Indians do with Christianity,
then there is not going to be much conflict. The Christian rel igion depends on the
relationship with the Messiah, a messenger of God. Indian religions don't view their
relationship with God in that way. It doesn't appear to me that they have to speak
through an intermediary to be one with God. But Christians, and I assume the Buddhists, Mohamadens and Moslems do. They rely on the intermediary who was once
present on earth and the Indian religions don't appear to require that condition .
Rain: You weren~ heavily in~luenced by the puritan ethic?
Dr. Noley: The puritan ethic is not the exclusive domain of Christian Americans.
Indians believed in working as well. As a matter of fact, if you didn't work, then you
didn't share the product of the community. And within. the Southeast tribes, which
were agrarian, everyone worked for the ex istence of the tribe. If you didn't work,
you had no right to share. The concept of work is perhaps different now a days.. . ..
I was influenced by the church. We went to camp meeting once or twice a month;
generally every Sunday we were in church . Both my parents were Christians. Besides
going to work, my father was also very active in the church. He sang in gospel quartets and played the piano . This was pretty much his social release and an important
part of his life. My mother participated in the ways similar to my father. As with
most women, she cooked, socialized, went to singing and listened to preaching. They
would have all night singing, starting Saturday night through Sunday afternoon, stopping occasionally . All this was conducted in the Choctaw language. There would be
a couple hundred people -- a lot of children . We would stay up late playing around
the church. Once in a while we'd go in. Sometimes someone would make us go in.
Some of the kids would sing too, in quartets, duets, and so forth. I don't recall ever
doing that myself unless they made a whole bunch of us get up there. It was an important thing for some of the children to sing songs in Choctaw. Some liked it or
enjoyed reciting from the Choctaw Bible. Some of the churches had regular programs
that paid a lot of attention to the children .
Rain: Where were you on those occasions?
Dr. Noley: Out playing, I suppose . I don't recall doing solos in Choctaw or reciting
verses mainly because I don't speak the language well enough to do so .
Rain: What are your attitudes regarding women in the context of domestic responsi bilities and their recent shift toward the work force? Recently, I spoke to a person
who teaches native American stud ies who thinks the place for women is in the home.
A woman, he believes, is the symbol of purity, holiness and the person who holds the
power to keep the people together. Her place is to be a mother and the source of
strength in the home. Isn't this another way of keeping women tucked away in the
home?
Dr. Noley: Well, it'd be nice if the world was that easy. I think people who believe
that way exhibit basic insecurities. They have to be in control, to predict the behavior
of people.
Rain: Do you really feel that way?
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INTERVIEW WITH GRAYSON NOLEY (continued}
Dr. Noley: Sure.
Rain: But, doesn't this view (of the teacher of Native American studies) perpetuate
the tradition, the culture, the mother of all source of life, the community, the tribe,
the family, and so on?

l
l
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Dr. Noley: I don't believe that represents any tribe that I know of. You see women,
as far as I know, in my tribe and other tribes that I've studied had some specific roles
and contributed to the tribe or to the livelihood of the community in various ways.
Obviously, they took care of children, but so did the men. In all tribes that I know of-who told stories to the children? Usually an older man, who taught them games. In
our tribe it is the responsibility of the maternal uncle to care for the male son's education. So men spent a good deal of time in caring for children and teaching children.
Men worked in the field; so did women. There were some things men did that women
didn't do and vice versa. I don't recall women accompanying men on a hunting party
unless they went aloflg to prepare food.
Rain: Women today are not doing those sorts of things. Women, in fact, are moving
from the domestic role. There's a tremendous struggle to break out of the trenches
of the cultural tradition and social expectations.
Dr. No ley: We ' can create an antagonist view for practically any situation involving
two people. Male-male, female-female, both male-female or what ever, if you work
hard enough at it. I think that the European women were so dominated by the men
that people naturally assumed that because Indians were perceived as more primitive
that they would obviously dominate their.~women as well. But I've never viewed that
as being the case. They participated in the life of the community in the way that they
chose to participate. Homosexuals were not unknown among Indian people. In cases
I know of, however, they were allowed to choose their particular style of living. If
they chose to do women's work, then they .were still contributing to society and there
was no reason to condemn them for the manner in which they chose to do that.
Rain: As you said earlier, it's basic insecurity on the part of a person who holds those
views about women and their place in the home. How do you feel? Are you comfortable
in work situations? Are they (women) a threat to you as colleagues?
Dr. Noley: No, there are many Indian women who are scholars whom I consider to
be my colleagues.
As I mentioned in class, Charlotte Heth at UCLA and Theresa
LaFramboise at Universit/ of Nebraska. There are any number who are in positions
of excellent scholars. I don't see that the fact that they're women has anything to
do with their ability to produce new knowledge. I don't feel threatened by their presence. I wouldn't treatthem different or be less kind in my criticism of their work if
I had an opportunity to pritiquEl it. ; It makes no difference.

"
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Rain: How would you treat the matter of the attitude that there are Indian people
who carry on the oral tradition or elders in the tribe who encourage the notion that
the women's place is in the home.
Dr. Noley: I think they're wrong. I don't think that idea is something that has its
origins among our people. I think that's something borrowed from the Europeans.
Rain: My own experiences of leaving the reservation were difficult. There were many
hardships and obstacles I had to overcome. I had periods of reversals, but remained
perservering. How can I express that to other women, not only for Indian women,
but for women at large?
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INTERVIEW WITH GRAYSON NOLEY (continued)
Dr. Noley: I don't know if you need to express it because the trials you've successfull overcome will be experiences that will strengthen you in many ways. There is
no need to brag about poverty or obstacles we've overcome because the strength we're
able to show as a result of those trials and tribulations will be better and you will be
stronger and that's the way you will brag about your poverty - by being a much stronger
person. You will be able to help other people overcome their trials and help see them
through obstacles which is an important thing to do. I don't mean to say not to recall these things because your recollection of these things will let you know how far
you've come and how strong you are, and they can also be good teaching aids as I
said before. But don't brag about having overcome the economic poverty because what
that will probably illustrate more than anything else is your new poverty- the poverty
of the mind.

,

Rain: What are your attitudes about prose writing? Do you feel it is one way to convey
that strength? Do you see it as a form to accurately render the real experiences in
overcoming cross-cultural obstacles? How can women writers help other women?
Dr. Noley: I don't think people ought to write from a women's viewpoint or Indian
viewpoint. I think they ought to write from a viewpoint that has been established
because of their experience and the fact that that person is woman or Indian is almost
beside the point. What we're concerned about is advancing knowledge and advancing
awareness of the self, the things that surround us and so on. I have a need to write
about Indians because I am an Indian and. because there are issues and concerns that
are held by Indian people that need to be reviewed, thought about and written about.
But that doesn't mean I'm writing this from an Indian perspective by any means. It
means that I'm writing it from a personal perspective. If I were writing from an Indian
perspective then it would really not be an objective piece of work. I have to try to be
objective so that I can be true to myself. I don't think that it's necessary for me to
epxress a political point of view simply because I'm an Indian and I'm trying to push
a thought that I think everyone ought to agree to. I think that I ought to present my
thoughts in a way so that other people can look at what I say and determine for themselves whether they agree with me.
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HUPA CALENDAR STONES (continued)
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this dance, not seven. Also, it would have been quite inconvenient to return to Takimildin each day from the various locations. of the dance, just to find out which day
it was.
One person told me that these holes represent the seasons of the year. Another
theory is that the seven holes represent the phases of the moon. Lastly is the opinion
that the seven holes represent seven stars that can be seen in the night sky at certain
times of the year.
The religious importance of the Hupa Calendar Stones is indicated by 'the fact that
some of the major ceremonies of the Hupa people start near them. The house at Takimildin was used as a living house throughout the year except at the time of the Deerskin Dance. Then it became a sacred house, a church. The Jump Dance starts and
ends just a few fee1 away from the stones. Charles Tracy, a Goldschmidt informant,
stated that the stones "were placed there by the culture hero, who built the house
and brought the Acorn Ceremony." Contemporary Hupa people see supernatural forces
at work in the failure of the 1964 flood to silt in the area directly in front of the stones.
The stone located at Medildin is actually a combination of two stones. One is
lying flat with its face up (see figure 1) and the other is standing upright in front of the
first (see figures 2 and 3). The stone that is lying flat has twelve holes or pits of varying
size and depth. At first glance, the holes seem to randomly placed. By closely examining
the placement of the holes and comparing this stone to another ancient structure,
the Medicine Wheel, some possible solar alignments can be seen.
Medicine Wheel is a stone structure in the Big Horn Mountains of northern Wyoming.
It lies on Medicine Mountain and resembles a wheel. The structure consists of stones
placed side by side in the shape of a circle approximately 25 meters in diameter. It has
28 uneven spokes which run from the center of the circle to its outer rim. It is believed
that the Plains Indians used this structure, along with concepts from trigonometry,
to detect the summer solstice. In a January, 1977 National Geographic article, titled
"Probing the Mystery of the Medicine Wheels," John A. Eddy wrote:
On the first day of both spring and autumn, the sun rises exactly east and sets
exactly west. As spring wears on, sunrise moves farther north each day until late
in June, when it slows, stops, and begins to move southward again.
The day its northward motion stops, June 21, is the summer solstice. The winter
solstice, six months later, marks the end of its southward march along the horizon.
The two solstiees are the only times of the yar when sunrise and sunset directions
mark a single, definite day-- reference points for a solar calendar.
In a June, 1974 article in Science, "Astronomical Alignment of the Big Horn Medicine
Wheel," Dr. Eddy wrote:
The horizon points of sunrise and sunset shift daily; their paths go through reversals of direction at the times of summer and winter solstice, when the sun rises
and sets at its most northern and most southern positions, respectively. These
similarities were commonly noted by many primitive peoples for calendar, ritual,
or agricultural purposes.
The solar declination changes very slowly through the solstice--no more than 2'
arc per day in the week before and after--and to the accuracy of the stone-and-post
alignments the solstice is not a sharply defined reversal but a pause of several days
in the place of sunrise or sunset. One clear sunrise per week would probably suffice, particularly if the trend of shift in pFeceding and subsequent days were noted.
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HUPA CALENDAR STONES (continued)

~,

By observing solar alignment, the Hupa people might have used the stone at Medildin,
just as the Plains Indians used Medicine Wheel, to note the solstices and the beginning
of each new year. The location of the Medicine Wheel is such that the winter solstice
cannot be easily observed due to the rough terrain and winter snow fall. They noted
the summer solstice while the Hupa people used the winter solstice.
The Hupa people, instead of using a stone-and-post alignment as did the Plains
Indians, might have aligned something else with two holes, such as a point on the
horizon or a particu Jar tree or landmark, to point to the location of the solstice sunrise. I have labeled several points on the included sketch where an alignment can be
inferred. The sketch is very rough so the following are only approximations. A line
from point A to point B, extending to the horizon, would mark the point where the sun
rises exactly east, thereby signaling the comtng of the solstice. A line extended from
point B to point C would correspond to the summer solstice and a line extended from
point B to point D would correspond to the winter solstice.
The solstice is the time of the year when the sun is said to "stand still." One of my
informants said that it takes the sun ten days to reach that extreme point where it
stands still, then starts back. During that ten day period, the people in Hupa were not
supposed to go hunting or into the woods to gather food . This indicates that the
standing still of the sun was thought of as a spiritual phenomenon to be observed and
·
adhered to by the people.
Together, these stones provided the Hupa .People with their time reckoning system.
Usually, only the three stones at Takimildin are referred to when people speak of the
Hupa Calendar Stones. The stone at Medildin is not quite as pretty as the others, but
it is functional. With it to call attention to the beginning of each year and the other
stones for use throughout the year, the system was complete.
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THE WAY TO HOWENQUET MOUNTAIN
By Barbara Redner

Panther was the best hunter in the village. The dwelling house was full of the
dried deer meat he had brought for them . All of the girls were anxious to marry · him
but he had no time for them as he was always hunting. One time he came back from
hunting and found his younger brother dead in the sweat house with his heart missing.
Panther didn't care to hunt anymore; he only mourned for his brother.
Panther started searching in distant places asking everyone he met if they knew
who had killed his brother.

The Tolowa ~re an Ath~baskan language group with linguistic ties from Alaska ·
to Mexico. They occupied a narrow strip of land along the coast in what is now northern California and southern Oregon.
The Tolowa have been subjected to almost total annihilation since their first contact with whites in 1850. The search for gold brought the whites and Tolowas into
violent conflict. Just behind these white gold seekers was a string of changing governmental policies concerning the Tolowa tribe. These policies ranged from trying to
totally extinguish the tribe to trying to protect it from vigilanties bent on their extinction.

The oceans beaches have been here since time out of mind
It is still the same
The creator gave us this place to live and care for
It is still the same
My father fishes with a net still but hunts with a gun
Some things are not the same
The people make summer fishing camps
It is still the same
The old women weave baskets
It is still the same
Many of our children learn the white ways in boarding school
Some things are not the same
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While Panther was searching for anyone who knew of his brother's killer, he came
to a house and went inside. The two girls inside were weaving baskets and looking up,
one said, "I guess you are very sad about your brother."
She put away her basket making and put some dried strawberries in a dipper of
water for him to eat. "That is sure sweet cod." Panther thought to himself. Then
the other sister spoke to him in the same manner, saying, "I guess you very sad about
your brother," and she also gave him strawberries to eat.
The girls were kind to him and he liked one very much. She was very slender like
her sisters because they were Ant girls.
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Tolowas, along with Coos, Shasta, Tututni and several other tribes, were taken to
the reservation at Siletz, Oregon, swelling the population there from about 600 to over
4,000. While the go~rnment wa;; willing to spend great amounts of time and money
on moving the Indians from one location to another, very little was spent on feeding
them once they arrived at Siletz. There was much hardship then.
In 1856 a small band that had remained in the Crescent City area was moved onto
Pi-ince Island just offshore at the mouth of the Smith River. The federal troops were
responsible for keeping them on the island.

I
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I see horses on wagon trails

r

Sometimes a car on hard rubber tires

I

I wonder where it goes
It seems to never return

r

They tell me of a world without beaches and nets

r

I've heard some never eat the black seaweed
Someone told of great cities
I've heard of ladies in fancy clothes
But I won't go there

r

Or maybe I will . .. just to see
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The girl Panther was fond of finally said, "Those who killed your brother came
from where the sun rises. You should go there." He gave her some of the deer fat
he had brought to give to those who helped him and he left.
After he had been traveling for one moon he heard someone singing. He sat down
to listen to the song.
"I'm gathering wood for Panther's brother." Then Panther asked her about her
song. She said, "I'm gathering wood for Panther's brother because they are going to
steam his heart."
Panther was glad at last to find his brother's heart. He asked the girl just what
she did when she returned to the village. She said, "I take coarse red cakes to two
people."
"Where is Panther's brother's heart?"
"The heart is hanging up. We must do something soon, because it is about to come
to life again."

Later in that same year of 1856 between 200 and 500 T olowas were taken to the
Klamath River Reservation. The Indian Agent tried unsuccessfully to obtain fishing
rights from the Yuroks. They would only accept a $2000 payment which the governor
would not approve. Again, the whites were unwilling to provide food for the displaced
Tolowas.
In 1861 there was a flood on the Klamath River and Fort Terwer was washed out.
The remaining Tolowas were then moved to Howenquet Mountain and later to King
Valley also known as Fort Lincoln. Again, there was little regard for their food or
shelter needs.

She walked the beach in the early morning fog
She sensed the dawn of a new day
For her beaten people
For her Cbemewa
She watched the young men of her village
Give up the old ways of ceremonies
To take up an axe
No shaker for her
She beard the waves endlessly calling her name
She saw the destruction of long Indian wars
She knew her people's despair
But she went away
There was a new world calling her
Fancy clothes and cars of shiny black
Far away cities of endless activity
Now she spoke English
With eyes as black as the Flint Packer's blade
She was to s~arcb for reasons
She must change to succeed
It is easier for half bloods
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Panther took the girl's skin and put it on so that he looked just like her. Then he
picked up the wood and went back to the village singing in the same manner. When he
got to the village he did exactly as she told him she would have done and no one suspected it was really Panther.
After everyone was asleep he went to a granite house with a small fire in it. Inside ,
the young girls were twisting twine for tails. Panther gave them some deer fat and
said, "After awhile you gnaw off those people's bow strings." They became mice and
ran in every direction. Then Panther went and took his brother's heart from the bag
it was hanging in.
The people saw that the heart was missing and they grabbed their bows to go after
Panther, but the bow strings had all been gnawed off. They were most ashamed and
now hide themselves from the sun. Panther returned his brother's heart to his body so
it could be buried in the proper way.
The Termination 'Act of 1958 was desi.gned to end federal control over Indians
and their land, another of the ill-conceived Indian policies of the government. All of
the lands of the Tolowas except 8.22 acres went into private ownership due to this
act and the Allotment Acts. Subsequently, much of this land has passed into nonIndian ownership. Many of the Totowa didn't accept parcels of land during the termination proceedings and are now trying to be reinstated as a federally recognized tribe.

I learned the language of the invaders
Their names for the sacred places have no meaning
I walked with boughten pride
In the best starched clothes of the day
Down streets of San Francisco and L.A.
My quarter blood children never knew the icy ocean dawn
Or pulling fish heavy nets ashore
They never felt the ground's rhythm during dances
They never heard their grandfather's prayer song
Or watched auntie's gnarled fingers deftly weaving baskets

I_

The children never ask and I never said
Then one morning I heard the waves speak my name
I saw the mountains wanting for my offerings
The·thin threads of ceremonial songs echoed in my mind
My heart told me I must return
Now I am to be my people's grandmother
I walk the beaches the same as half a century ago
They have not changed and the rhythm is still the same
Only the people are different now
There is only an echo of the old ways left
They say the ancient ways must be discarded
We must do things in a new way
But we will teach the same respected things
just as our grandparents learned at their mother's knee
So will our grandchildren
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THE
CULTURE
LIVES

CHOICES

"What do you want from me?" I scream.
The apcient ones istand silent just beyond my consciousness.
"I have no potlatch song," as I put on my false eye lash.
"And what the hell is a salmon ceremony?" shiny lipstick next.
"I don't have a Tlingit name," curlers and hair spray rearrange.
"I can't sing without knowing the language."
Careful brush strokes make fingertips pink .
"Even what clan I belong to is unknown."
Nylons cover freshly shaved legs.
"People laugh when I ask about tradition."
~,

Now high heeled shoes and a fancy dress.

I

"What do you want from me?" I whisper.

l

The ancient ones stand silent just inside my consciousness.

By Barbara Redner
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The gathering of friends and sharing.
The taste of hot desert tea against my lips.
Gathering around the beautiful sound of the drum.
Everybody sharing in the gift of the songs,
And feeling within one's self the calmness of belonging.
S~aring

in all1hat the creator and mother earth can offer.

By Peggy Sue Gensaw
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HOW TO MAKE ACORN BISQUITS AND SOUP
By Jeannie McDonald

I came from an area about ten miles from Lake Tahoe and about fifteen miles
south of Carson City. Some people call it the heart of the state of Nevada. My Indian
tribe's (Washo) diet in the early 1900's consisted of rabbits and pinenuts as staple
foods. During certain times of the year deer meat, vegetables, and acorn soup or bisquits
became a plentiful delicacy.
Today my people, as in earlier times, travel many miles into California to pick the
acorns. Acorns are a hard nut covered with a very hard shell which hangs on beautiful
trees in different parts of California, in the outskirts of the Sacramento area and south,
around the Bishop area especially, although many acorns are grown around here in
Northern California as well.
We usually piclt acorns in the fall -- maybe later, depending on the weather at that
particular time.
My family makes camp in an area where the acorns are plentiful, so we won't
have to move as much. We pick acorns from the trees, one by one, filling gunney sacks
full. Sometimes we fill as much as five, maybe more, depending on how much we
feel we'll use. ' We never take more than our share, as the Indian people believe you
should never take more then you need or the next time you go to pick they won't
be as plentiful.
Once we get the acorns home we begin a long hard process of cracking each one
and peeling the red skins off the nut. This process can take days, maybe weeks, depending on how much help we have. We then lay the acorns out on a large canvas
outside, away from the animals, to dry. Or we section off a part of the yard and cover
it with a screen to keep the animals and bugs out. We leave the acorns laid out for
approximately one week, sometimes longer, depending upon how the weather is. The
nuts must be completely dry in order for them to be ground easily. After this long
process, the hard work really begins.
We grind the acorns with a rock shaped like an egg into a medium sized bowl. Small
handfuls are thrown in at a time. The acorns are ground to tiny pieces, which usually
look like broken up peanuts. Once this is done we put the acorns through a meat
grinder and grind them down to a really fine flour. In order to achieve the fine delicate
flour it must go through the grinder several times.
My grandmother then takes the acorn flour and sifts it, separating the small particles
of acorn which did not grind as fine as the rest. This process is a very crucial one
because the flour must be completely fine and delicate or it will not form the proper
bisqu it once it is cooked. She then spreads a large sheet of cheese cloth on a sandpile, which is shaped like a mound of an ant hill.
Evergreen limbs are placed upon the acorn flour which has been spread upon the
cloths. The evergreen limbs are used to absorb the bitterness of the acorn. We then take
large milk cans (ten gall Ions) full of really cold water and pour it over the acorns. Next
we take a regular garden hose and run the water over the acorn flour for about an hour
to drain and release much of the bitterness from the acorn flour. Once this is completed
we begin to cook it.
We usually use large cans and mix the flour with just the right amount of water.
(I'm really not sure just how much to use.) A fire is built in a large hole in the ground
and rocks are used in the fire like coals. The can of flour and water mixture is placed on
top of the hot rocks and the cooking begins. In no time the flour and water become a
soup. We continue to cook it until it develops a slight thickness to it. When it reaches
this point, it's time to make the bisquits. My grandmother takes the initiative here, as
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HOW TO MAKE ACORN BISQUITS ....... (continued)
no one else can quite get it right. Using a small metal cup she dips it into the hot soup,
then pours the hot soup into a large tub of cold water. Once this hot soup comes in
contact with the cold water, it hardens and forms. This is called a bisquit.
My family usually eats only the bisquits, but we save some of the soup also. The
bisquits are easier to eat. They seem to be a lot more simple than the soup, but soup
that is put in jars usually lasts a longer time. The bisquits are usually eaten in the
morning with eggs and in the evening with meat. A nice delicacy is deer meat and
acorns for dinner. We try to keep the traditional way in making the soup and bisquits,
but our modern appliances sure make things a lot easier.
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THE BOY WHO TURNED INTO A DEER
A story "Handed-down" from Winnie George
Contributed By Laura Lee George

The deer have always been sacred to the Redwood Creek Indians, and years ago the
old people always used to say to their children, "Don't play with a deerhide. It's bad
luck. Stay away from it." The only time that they ever touchet! a deerhide was when
they went hunting. They wore this deerhide hat when they went hunting so that they
could sneak up to the deerwith their bow and arrows.
Well, this man and woman lived in Redwood Creek with their two boys. Every time
the father went out hunting, he would take his bow and arrows and his deerhide hat
down from the wall. He was real careful with his hunting hat and always hung it back
on the wall when hp was done. His oldest boy began to think about it one day and
wondered why they didn't want him to play with it. So he began sneaking it and playing with it. The boy put it on his head and ran around in the bushes acting like a deer
sneaking up behind his brother. The boy would pretend that he was a deer.
About that time, the mother found out that he was playing with the deerhide hunting hat, and she told him, "Don't ever do that! Your father doesn't want you to do
that. It's bad! The deerhide might believe you and you might turn into a deer. That's
the way it will turn out." This woman must have been some kind of an Indian doctor
because she began singing this song meant to prevent the boy from turning into a deer.
When she finished, she took the deerhide carefully and hung it back up on. the wall. She
left the boy alone thinking that everything was all right now.
The boys went back outside and started playing around in the bushes again, just
the same game that they were playing before but without that deerhide. The younger
boy was chasing the other with a bow and arrow, a make-believe one, when all of a
sudden the older boy just took off running. He turned around and looked at his brother
awhile and then took off again running up the trail. The little boy followed him a little
ways yelling, "Don't do that. Come on back. I'm just kidding." His brother never
stopped. However, evey once in awhile he'd look back like a deer and then run some
more.
The little boy got scared so he ran home to tell his mother about what had happened. "He took off and just wouldn't stop," he told her," I tried to stop him and make
him come back. I don't know what's wrong with him. He all of a suddent just acted
wild."
The mother took off to follow him singing her song, trying to prevent this bad
thing from happening. She followed him all the way up to where Jack Crow used to
live, way up to Lone Pine on the Supply Creek trail. It was there where she caught
sight of him in the distance still running, so she sang louder and harder. Near the swag
up that way, t!"Je boy fell down and stayed down. She came running up to him singing
her song. She could see it was too late - he was just turning. She could see his eyes
change first. Changing color, his eyes became like those of a deer. She could see the
horns and hair start to come out on his body, and his arms and legs started to change
too. She could see all of this, but she kept singing, trying to stop it.
The boy finally talked to her but had a hard time because his voice was changing .
He said, "Mother, you go home. Don't follow me because I'm not ever going to come
back. You told me not to play with that hide, but I kept acting like a deer. Now I'm
going to belong to this country." The mother watched as he jumped up and ran around
the turn and down over the mountain -someplace. He had turned completely into a
deer.
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THE BOY WHO TURNED INTO A DEER (continued)
The mother came back. She said, "I guess he's gone. He didn't mind me. I told
him not to play with that deerhide." She felt pretty bad and looked for him all the
time, but she never saw him again after that day on the mountain.
The old people say that there are some really powerful deer on that hill. They say
that this story is true and they tell their children never to play with deerhides. The
people never hunted on that hill. They always went someplace else.
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A SUCKER STORY
By Del Markussen
A long time ago up on the Klamath River was a rich Indian family who had a son by
the name of Black Spots. He didn't have to get anything for himself because his family
got it for him.
One day he fell in love with a beautiful Indian maiden from up river. The girl's dad
told him that his f~mily could not buy his daughter for him, that he had to work things
out for himself if he wanted her. These things the rich Indian had to do. He had to do
all things in four's, the Indian lucky number.
First he had to get his own sweat house wood, then remove himself from his
parent's house and move into the sweat house, then fast for ten days not drinking any
water, then get himself a bow and four arrows: one for the four corners of the earth-North, South, East and West--and the four places--forward, backward, up, or down-- and
for the four periods of life--birth, teen, adult, and old age--and the four parts of the day -morning, noon, evening, and night--and the four times of the day--12, 3, 6, or 9 and he
must know the four e~ments of tile earth --air, water, ground, and sky. And last he must
take four things needed for his hunting trip. He had four days to return back to camp
with a deer with four points on its antlers.
Now before the rich Indian could go, he must know which direction to go, and what
time of the year hunting would be good. He must be at the right age and he must also
know what time of the day he would leave camp. He must know how to use the four
elements of the earth. Last, he must know what he must take with him for his own
survival. So from where he was he started moving West, when hunting was good in the
Fall he must keep moving forward, also he must be an adult that is strong-willed, willing
to move out early in the morning about six o'clock and he must take some fresh water
with him on his journey.
As he left camp moving Westward toward the mountains where the big deer gather,
it took him one whole day not seeing anything at all. On his second day of hunting,
still not seeing anything, knowing that time was running out on him, he came upon an
opening. He thought he saw a deer near the skyline . His heart beat with joy.
The closer he got to the skyline, there wasn't any deer, but there was instead a small
house with two old ladies living there. As he came to the house, the ladies invited him
to spend the night. With an evil gleam in his eyes he said he would love to.
Before lying down to sleep, the ladies fed him some dried fish, dried eels, and
some acorn soup. He watched them with evil thoughts : how good it would be if he
brought back four other things instead of one deer. He watched just where the ladies
got the food. They got it from a small door under the sink. So the third day he asked
the ladies if he could help them gather food , but they had suddenly disappeared somewhere, so he started gathering all the acorns that he could carry, putting them under
the sink. Later that day the old ladies appeared again with a lot more dried fish and
eels and put them all where he put his acorns.
During the night while the ladies were asleep, he got up and went to get the food
from under the sink. At this time he was so greedy and wanted to take all of it. The
more he got the more he wanted, so he reached further and further into the door. He
reached so far that he fell into the hole and was never seen again.
After that, there were black spotted sucker fish in the Klamath River. A sucker
looks like a fish with the mouth of an eel. Some have black spots on them. Not all
suckers have spots, just those who are greedy.
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STORY ABOUT TU·S AND ACKU·N
As retold by Nancy Richardson

Along the Klamath River there is a place called Katiminim, which is the center of the
Karuk world. It has been said that once long ago two birds lived there, Tu-s and Acku-n.
Tu ·s was Mockingbird, who arrived when the lilies were blooming by the warmth of the
summer's sun. Ackun·n, who is Swamp Robin, came when there was a musky aroma of
fallen acorns in the cooler, moist air in fall. Both birds were women.
Tu-s awaited the salmon coming upriver because she owned the fisheries at Katimin,
now called the lshi Pishi Falls. When the salmon run was finished and the fish were
smoked, she left. As she prepared for her departure, she placed on her back a flat open·
work basket that was filled with salmon that was split and dried. She went high up on
a ridge and stopp~d. Tired from the climb, she rested there. While resting, she met
Acku-n.
Tu-s immediately told Acku -n that people were in her acorn groves. Since Acku·n
owned the acorn places, she was upset by this and responded, "That's all right. I 'II make
them spill their acorns."
Tu-s was supposed to keep this a secret. She promised saying, "I will never say anything." Yet Tu-s talked all day and all night about it.
Acku-n heard about this. So when she left late that next springtime, she met Tu-s at
the same place on the ridge up on the high country. Acku -n told Tu -s, "Someone is fishing at your fishery at Katimin."
Tu-s just said, "That's all right. Let them take lots of salmon. I'll throw their net
in the riv~r when I get there."
In the late fall you can still hear the lonesome, melancholy song of the Swamp
Robin. Even to this day, when a fisherman loses his net, he might accuse Tu-s of taking
it. Perhaps some summer morning as you are sitting atthe falls, waiting for the salmon
to come upriver, you may hear Tu-s whistling her song. It has been said that the words
of her song are, "I will never say anthing. I will never say anything."
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STORY ABOUT TU-S AND ACKU-N
As retold by Nancy Richardson

Along the Klamath River there is a place called Katiminim, which is the center of the
Karuk world. It has been said that once long ago two birds lived there, Tu-s and Acku-n.
Tu-s was Mockingbird, who arrived when the lilies were blooming by the warmth of the
summer's sun. Ackun-n, who is Swamp Robin, came when there was a musky aroma of
fallen acorns in the cooler, moist air in fall. Both birds were women.
Tu-s awaited the salmon · coming upriver because she owned the fisheries at Katimin,
now called the lshi Pishi Falls. When the salmon run was finished and the fish were
smoked, she left. As she prepared for her departure, she placed on her back a flat openwork basket that was filled with salmon that was split and dried. She went high up on
a ridge and stopp'ed. Tired from the climb, she rested there. While resting, she met
Acku-n.
Tu-s immediately told Acku-n that people were in her acorn groves. Since Acku-n
owned the acorn places, she was upset by this and responded, "That's all right. I'll make
them spill their acorns."
Tu-s was supposed to keep this a secret. She promised saying, "I will never say anything." Yet Tu-s talked all day and all night about it.
Acku-n heard about this. So when she left late that next springtime, she met Tu-s at
the same place on the ridge up on the high country. Acku-n told Tu-s, "Someone is fishing at your fishery at Katimin."
Tu-s just said, "That's all right. Let them take lots of salmon. I'll throw their net
in the riv~r when I get there."
In the late fall you can still hear the lonesome, melancholy song of the Swamp
Robin. Even to this day, when a fisherman loses his net, he might accuse Tu-s of taking
it. Perhaps some summer morning as you are sitting atthe falls, waiting for the salmon
to come upriver, you may hear Tu-s whistling her song. It has been said that the words
of her song are, "I will never say anthing. I will never say anything."
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PREPARING SALMON FOR CANNING
By Peggy Sue Gensaw

The Indian people of this area do a lot of salmon fishing, which is an important
part of the people's diet and way of life. These salmon are caught with the use of a gill
net. As the fish swim into the net, their gills get caught up in the mesh.
There are three ways to prepare the salmon for later use. One way is by cutting
the fish into strips and hanging them in the smoke house to dry. Once this is done, they
can be eaten or processed in jars. Another way is to wrap the clean and gutted fish in
freezer paper for freezing. The last process is that of canning the fish, which I will now
explain.
Starting on a cle;n table coxered with butcher paper, put your freshly cleaned and
gutted fish on your cutting board. Using a sharp knife cut the head off around the gill
line. Save the head to bake, make fish head soup, or freeze for use at another time.
Continue to cut off the tail and remaining fins of the fish and discard into the garbage.
With your knife, make a straight cut down the back of the fish to the tail Now do
the same cut down each side. Starting at the tail, use your knife and peel up a small section of skin about an inch or so. Next, taking a pair of pliers, grip the section of skin
firmly, With a steady motion out and downwards towards the head pull the skin off,
holding the fish firmly with the other hand.
Once all the skin is removed and discarded you filet the fish off the back bone.
Save the backbone for smoking, because it still has a lot of good meat on it. Now,
taking your one pound can, you measure the width of the can against the fish to get
the correct size cut (about three inches) to fit the can. After you have finished chunking the fish, set it aside for the moment.
In a large container of hot water drop in your cans to be used. In a small container
of hot water drop in the lids to the cans. This is done to sterilize the cans and lids. Remove the cans one by one as you use them, shaking off the excess water. Pack the cans
with fish as tight as the can will allow. Once this is done you then place one level
teaspoon of salt on the fish in each can. With a clean cloth wipe the rims of the packed
cans clean and place the lid in place. Holding the lid tightly on the can, place the can
in the crimper and lock the handle down. A crimper is a device that seals the lids firmly
to the can. Once in the crimper start at the 0 setting and crank the handle (pointing
away from you) twenty times until the 0 returns to proper position. Push the crank
handle up and remove your can. Continue to do this to each remaining can or until you
have twenty-one cans done. Twenty-one cans is the amount needed to fill the pressure
cooker. (This is true for our cooker, but I don't know about others as they come in
various sizes.) Wipe all the cans down before placing in the cooker half-filled with
water. Attach and secure the lid and cook for about 90 minutes. Keep a close eye on
the pressure gauge, keeping it between 10 and 15 lbs. of pressure. You know things
have gone well when you remove the cans (when done) from the cooker and the water
looks clear and free of oil.
As the cans cool they will each make a popping sound as
they settle.
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BASKET MAKING
By Ed Smith

I interviewed two women while I was gathering information on the art of weaving
Yurok Indian baskets: my mother, Mary Smith, and Joyce Moon, who is a friend of
mine. The two women are experienced at making the baskets and gave their time freely.
The first step in making an Indian basket is to locate and gather the desired types of
roots and sticks. Although there are many types of roots and sticks used in making baskets, the following ones are widely used because of their versatility and their easy availability: Hazel nut sticks, sourgrass, conifer roots, red alder roots, and willow roots.
Gathering Places. Hazel nut sticks are plentiful as they grow throughout Northern
California. April and May are the best times to gather these materials. Sourgrass is
"plentiful in the higt} meadows between the Yurok villages and the coast, and they are
usually picked between the months of April and July. If the grass was growing in a
shady area it will be less brittle and less bleached out than if it had grown in the sunlight. Conifer, red alder, and willow roots are available the year round at the village in
Weitchpec; however, the Yuroks usually pick these roots in the early spring. The Yurok
women make several types of baskets: Baby baskets, cooking baskets, eating baskets,
and eel baskets.
Baby Baskets. The baby baskets are made of willow, alder, and conifer roots. The
large band on the top of the basket, which serves as a handle and as support for the sides
and back of the basket, is made of a conifer root that is wrapped with willow roots.
The willow roots are also used to fasten the remainder of the basket, which is made
principally of willow roots, to the large supporting band. As the principal mode of
travel that the Yuroks had was boating on the Klamath River, the baby baskets were designed to float if they were in the water.
Cooking Baskets. The cooking baskets were used principally to cook acorn soup.
The soup was poured into the basket and small hot rocks were then placed in the soup.
Although the bottom of the basket became black it did not burn. The baskets were approximately eight inches high and nine inches in diameter. These baskets were made of
willow roots which overlapped each other on the bottom with interwoven rows of
willow roots forming the circular structure of the basket. The designs on the upper half
of the cooking baskets are symmetrical and are made of sourgrass.
Eating Baskets. The eating baskets are made very similar to the cooking baskets
with the exception of their size. The eating baskets are approximately three inches high
and five inches in diameter.
Eel Baskets. Eel baskets were made by the Yurok, Karuk, and Hoopa Tribes.
Baskets were made of hazel sticks or willow roots. The basket was approximately three
feet long and two feet high, and was structured so that the eels could not escape once
they were inside. A hole was built on one end of the basket with a passageway that
made a sharp turn inside of the basket. Once inside the eels could not find their way
out. These baskets were very effective and the modern baskets are built with the same
basic structure; however, the outside material used today is chicken wire. These baskets
are much lighter and can be handled by one person.
The average cost of the various types of Indian baskets is forty dollars. This may
seem a bit high, but each one takes many hours to make if you consider the entire process.
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SONGS AND SINGING
By Darlene Magee

Albert Taylor Gray, Sr., a well known woodsman and fisherman, is seventy-two years
of age. To others he's "A-Tee," to me, he's mostly "Unk." At more somber moments,
he is called "Uncle AI." (The third oldest of five children, he has many nieces and
nephews.) Unk is fluent in both the Indian and English languages. A captivating storyteller, he has a wide audience range. He remembers attending "grammar school down
Johnsons," where they had a succession of teachers at the small school. Unk also
attended a boarding school and remembers that they (the Gray children) all were sent
home for "talking Indian."
During his younger years he was very prominent in the "Indian world" excelling at
the "stick game;' and marathon running. "Cat skinning" in the woods was his occupation for many years. Now, semi-retired, he is a foreman in a stream-clearing project to
promote spawning beds for the salmon.
Uncle AI has achieved prominence as a ceremonial singer-dancer. As a singer, he has
a vast collection of songs. In this capacity he has trained Yurok children to sing and
dance in the "Brush Dance." Recently, I questioned Unk about singing, asking how he
learned. "You learned singing by listening to the old folks sing." Listening is a skill.
One is open to receive communication when one is concentrating upon the message
being given. Observation is a line of communication that becomes keener when one is
listening. The observer is able to assess the various efforts the singer uses while singing;
seeing the sweat it produces to sing, watching the swaying of the body keep rhythm, and
the foot marking the time. Explanations are largely useless because a person must see
for himself. Seeing leads to progress.
When asked if training was needed to sing, Unk said, "No. You didn't have to train
to sing." That is true, but the use of each type of song has a certain ritual which was itself a training. To prepare for the emotional event--a gambling game (Indian Cards), the
religious ceremonies (Jump Dance, Deerskin Dance) or the social events (Brush Dance)-one had to go into seclusion. The solitude defines the thoughts and feelings within for
a better understanding of the self. This attuning combines the physical and the metaphysical. The end result is freedom from apprehension, anxiety and self-importance.
During this solitary training the person learns what the self can do. The physical
part consists of (for males) going out into the hills daily for ten days to gather sweathouse wood, a day long project. For this task a man was required to climb the tallest
trees and break off branches. He climbed the green fir for the boughs that were used to
make smoke and for the dry snags for the limbs that would make the sweathouse fire
very hot. The smoke and the heat had a purifying effect. In the sweathouse the man
learns self control by sitting in the purifying smoke and heat all night. The burning
smoke gets into his eyes, and the heat becomes unbearable. Then, in the early morning,
before anyone is up, he walks quietly to the cooling water of the stream to bathe. Selfregulation produces energy, and controlling the energy produces the spiritual power. Yet
this power is not the essence, it is the individual's ability to control it, because without
control the power is irrelevant. Being able to exert the power at will is of the essence.
Therefore, isolation is a crucial part of the training process: it enables the individual
to practice singing and become more attuned to nature while learning control of selfregulation.
Unk said, "There are many kinds. of songs, they can be about 'most anything.
Things that you have thought about." Songs reflect a significant .emotional event that
influenced the individual. These are events which imprint upon one~s person, which
sometimes literally arrest one mentally. Song may be the vehicle to revisit that partie-
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SONGS AND SINGING (continued)
particular moment, or place, a celebration of nature or life. "The Robin Song of Georgie
Mennow, imitates the song of the robin," explains Unk. It is a light, lilting melody
without words, a celebration of nature. The Whiskey Song of Poker Bob is a place revisited. "I'm so lonesome for Requoi," the words go, "that I can just see coming around
that long winding turn, with a flask of whiskey in each hip-pocket." The Froggie Song
of Walter Gray conveys lightness to provoke laughter for a humorous person: "Twenty
froggies went to school down beside the rushing pool. Twenty froggies went to school,
there to learn the golden rule." Songs are a vehicle for learning; like the legends they are
a tool for teaching. They are also a mode to mourn the death of a loved one. The
power songs ensure mental capabilities. Songs are used to celebrate the World Renewal,.
the fruitful harvest, or victory. Songs are a curative for tender or bruised spirits or sickness. Indians believe songs represent curing power--however, that is not to say that the
'
songs themselves cure--it is the way in which they are used, such as creating a mood,
abridging ( or binding) the spectators and performer of a ceremonial dance and molding
all the identities (and powers) into one powerful force . It is a healing force whereby
each person in attendance has been transformed into a single unit at once a part of the
universe and the magnified energy produced. Each person has a personal identity, yet
is linked with everyone in the universe. Indians believe the universe is creating waves
that permeate everything. Ecology-minded persons believe that the universe is cycles
and events of interaction. The singing of a love song is an example "To make someone
love you, you go off by yourself and sing the song over and over, thinking only of that
person," Unk explains. Focusing your complete attention upon the subject of your desire requires much energy and self-control.
.
Using a powerful song, one becomes a controlled power. The waves of energy
become focused and magnified sending this energy in the direction you signify. "You
don't stop," Unk says, "until you think you have made that person think you you."
While singing the song, the love arrow which is a metaphysical force pierces the quick of
the love armour of the subject. Sending the waves of energy, leaving the physical plane,
making a conscious trip to the unconscious of another being. Once there the song becomes a bridge of communication. "If you do the song right," Unk says, "then in a
few days time, you'll have a visitor knocking at you door."
Songs are the source of the strength and power for the individual Yurok Indian.
Singing, particularly ceremonial singing, is the strength and power of the tribe, a manifestation of the cyclic interaction (wesonah) of the Yurok universe.
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THE WOLF CHIEF'S SON
As retold by Barbara Redner

Once, before the beginning of our world, there was a boy living in an old Tlinget
village who had a special way with animals. He didn't have many human friends but
some animal or bird was always his companion. Often he would go off by himself in the
woods because the other children teased him about his unusual habit of carrying around
small squirrels and other animals. He had a certain way with injured or orphaned
animals. Yet his being their friend never seemed to change their ability or desire to live
in their natural ways. Then one day he found a lone wolf cub apparently abandoned by
its mother. It was sick, cold, and nearly starved to death. The boy took the poor pitiful cub home with him and nursed it back to strength and health. That didn't surprise
anyone in the v~lage. What'did surprise people was when he kept the wolf for a pet. The
boy and the wolf were always together; nothing seemed to separate them.
Then one day when these two were in the woods on an errand for the boy's mother,
the wolf ran away. The boy called and called but his pet wolf would not come back so
he ran after him. He ran and ran a great distance but the boy could not overtake the
wolf. It was out of sight when he reached the edge of a lake he had never seen before.
The tired young man ran up and down the shore calling and calling for his pet wolf
to come back. He could see the wolf out on the lake in a canoe, but it never even turned to look at him.
He didn't hear her approach, but suddenly an old woman spoke to him saying,
"That pet of yours is really the son of the chief that lives in the village across the lake.
Take this and you will be able to cross the lake." She gave the boy a small carved canoe
of cedar which grew instantly into a full-sized canoe. It sped across the lake and delivered
him with great quickness.
When the boy arrived at the village, he was met by a great procession of people from
the Wolf Clan. They honored him as a respected visitor. He was taken to a great potlatch at the chief's house. The great house, which was surrounded by a beautiful
rainbow, seemed to have some special power in it. Inside he was seated at the place of
honor in the back of the great house to the right of the chief. During the potlatch he
was given an Eagle Pointer feather. This feather had a power to kill anyone it was
pointed toward. He was also given a beautiful blanket which had the power to both kill
and heal people. The boy was greatly honored.
When the potlatch was over, which was several moons later, although it seemed like
only a few days, the boy returned to the other side of the lake in the woman's canoe
with his gifts. He continued home with great speed only to find everyone in his village
dead. He used his blanket to bring them back to life and learned that the evil one had
killed them all for their refusing to give him the chief's daughter. He waited for the evil
one to return to the vi llage and then he killed him with the pointer feather. Everyone
gave the boy many gifts in thanks and he became a very wealthy man.
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I WAS HERE

f

The basket I weave in ancient designs
The dance dresses sing with happy songs

r

And children are born in peace and harmony

T

When the white man comes, I am here

l
4

T

Out of tirT)eless memory I float across ages
Every generation changing the same way
When the white man came, I was here

T

And when he left, I was here

T
I sang my songs and prayed for strength
The people were properly fed
And the children taught respect
When the white man came, I was here

T

But now my songs are an echo
and the children given up too soon
The basket stands empty
When the Indian comes, I am here

T
T
T

I hear a small voice whisper a prayer
The ancient ones strain to hear

I

i

Even after the white man came, I was here

.
I am the Earth Mother, I will always be here!
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By Barbara Redner
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JUDY CLICK is the Coordinator for the Redwood Writing Project and was responsible
for the printing of this publication . She teaches high school English in Yreka,
California and has just completed her Masters Degree in the Teaching of Writing at
HSU. A 1979 participant in the Northern California Writing Project, Judy has been
active as a teacher consultant in composition.
PEGGY SUE GENSAW is of Yurok, Karuk and Tolowa descent. A senior in the ITEPP
program, Peggy has chosen to major in art. She enjoys silk screening, watercoloring,
and working with children.
LAURA LEE GEORGE, of Karuk ancestry, grew up in Hoopa, California and later
moved to ttie Eureka afea. She is a senior business major working toward a single
subject credential. Laura Lee has served on the Legal Compliance Committee for
Adoption of State Texts for grades K-8 as well as on the Appeals Panel for the
California State Board of Education . Future plans for her include learning the Hupa
languag~ along with her family.
COLLEEN GOFF is a Hupa Indian study ing Math . She likes to spend her free time sewing and doing calculus homework. She is the mother of a 13 year old girl, Shannon,
and resides in Eureka. Colleen plans to teach high school.
RAIN HAWKGHOST is a fullblooded Sioux Indian . She was born on the Rosebud
Reservation in Rosebud, South Dakota. She left the Rosebud in 1973 to attend
HSU where she is now a senior majoring in English. Rain's foremost amibition is
to write prose about the cross-cultural adjustment of Indian women.
JEANNIE McDONALD plans to be an elementary school teacher. With a degree in
liberal studies and a multiple-subject teaching credential , Jeannie plans to become an
elementary school teacher. She has already worked for thr~e years with the Upward
Bound Program. A Waho Indian, she enjoys swimming and reading in her free time.
DARLENE MAGEE is a Yurok from Pecwan and is the mother of five daughters. She
is completing her B.A. degree with a major in Psychology and a minor in Anthro pology. Darlene plans to complete a credential fo r Pupil Personnel Services.
DEL MAR KUSSEN is of the Yurok tribe and is a lifelong resident of Humboldt County.
After working in the woods most of his life, he graduated from College of the Redwoods in 1980 with an A.A. in Human Services. A Social Welfare and Sociology
major at HSU, Del received his B.A. in Social Welfare in 1982. Del is the father of
two children, Doreen and Russell Markussen, who now live in the Hoopa area. Del
plans to get into counseling and dreams of becoming a legal counsel in the future.
BARBARA REDNER , a Tlinget Indian from Alaska, has resided in Humboldt County
for twenty-five years. The mother of four children ages 16, 12, 9 and 7, she has a
B.A. is Sociology and is presently working on an elementary credential with the bilingual program at HSU specializing in the Tolowa language. One of her special
interests is teaching poetry to children.
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NANCY RICHARDSON is a member of the Karuk tribe with special interests in making
basket s and learning the Karuk language in context to culture. She is interested in
American Indian cultural activities both contemporary and traditional. Her goals
are to bridge the gap between two worlds while keeping the culture alive and functioning in everyday life. Nancy has become a member of the Indian Teachers's Education Personnel Program and the Bilingual-Cross Cultural Emphasis Program at HSU
to achieve these objectives.
JOHN P. SCHAFER is a member of the English Department at HSU. He grew up in
Vermont and received his Ph.D. in English and Education from the University of
Michigan. He ~as taught E,nglish as a second language in Africa and Southeast Asia
and English at Tulane University in New Orleans. He was the teacher of the special
writing class that produced this anthology.
L YN SHAW is of Hupa, Yurok and Karukdescent. An ITEPP graduate, Lyn is working
with the bilingual program at HSU. She is the mother of two young children and enjoys doing freelance artwork in her spare time. Lyn contributed the artwork for this
publication.
EDMUND SMITH is a Yurok Indian from Weitchpec, California . Also a senior ITEPP
student, Ed will graduate from HSU with a major in English in June of 1983. Previous to entering HSU, Ed was a student at College of the Redwoods.
DAWN YEATON is of Hupa and Chilua descent. She is currently completing B.A. requirements in Psychology and will work towards a credential in Pupil Personnel
Services. Her goal is to work with children. She likes reading, animals, and enjoys
the outdoors.
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RECRUITMENT ACTIVITY
Native American College Night

PROGRAM
Invocation
Welcome:

Meet with representatives from:
Betty Sundberg, Coordinator
CORE Student Affirmative Action
Humboldt State University

Introductions:

Information:

Joe Giovanetti, Director
Title IV-A
Eureka City Schools
College Admissions
Chris Munoz, Assoc. Director
College/School Relations
Humboldt State University
Financial Aids
Roy Redner, Counselor
Financial Aids Office
Humboldt State University
College . Support Systems
Marina Oliver, Counselor
College of the Redwoods
Adelhia West, Student

Sponsored by: CORE Student Affirmative Action
Coordinated by: CORE, SAA
Title IV-A
College of the Redwoods

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
CORE Student Affirmative Action
Indian·Training Educational Personnel Project
Educational Opportunity Program
Native American Veterans Outreach
Financial Aid Office
...
Admissions
Bilingual Emphasis Ciedential Program
Humboldt Indian Alliance
·
Native American Career Education in N.R.
Native American Studies
COLLEGE OF THE REDWOODS
Allied Health Education Careers
Extended Opportunity Program and Services
Native American Studies
COMMUNITY AGENCIES
California Rural Indian Health Board
North Coast Talent Search
Title IV - Indian Education Act
United Indian Development Association
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Humboldt Regional Occupation Program
Northern Calif. Indian Development Cooperation
Calif. Indian Legal Services
OTHER CAMPUSES
Stanford University - Native American Program
Sonoma State University

A

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

- Core Student Affirmative Action Program

•

Arcata, California 95521

•

(707) 826-4791

Novmeber 23, 1981

Denise Quitiquit
ITEPP
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA
95521
Dear Denise:

4

With your assistance, the first annual Native American College
Night was a big success.
In fact, we can now say with confidence
that the effort to put together a program next year will be
worthwhile.
Enclosed you will find a summary of the evaluations that have
been received.
If you would like to add additional remarks
or comments, or if you have suggestions for future programs,
please bring them to my attention.
We will be happy to provide names and addresses of the evenings'
guests if you would like to send them further information.
Again thank you for representing your program.
made a difference.

Your contribution

Sincerely,
·-:::-··,. ...... ,.... ::.
_

./

'

./ "
Betty / Sundberg
CORE Student Affirmative Action
·'
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EVALUATION OF NATIVE M1ERICAN COLLEGE NIGHT
QUES1'ION #:
1.

Overall, how would you rank the College Night using a scale
of 1 to 10, with 10 be~ng the highest rank?

10-2
2.

8-4

7-2

5-l

What particular aspects of the workshop made you decide
on the above ranking?
Students asked good questions and were very concerned about
their education. Parents where fantastic and very supportive
of their sons/daughters. Program organized well.
•

t

Program introductions, coordination with programs.
interest shown.

Student

I thought that the workshop was well organized, with the
exception of not being able to hear the individual speakers
adequately.
People involved were very enthusiastic but I would like to have
seen a larger turnout of students - perhaps invitations to
students and parents would help.
Staying power of the crowd.
Singing; the warm informal atmosphere.
Cooperative effort (programs) .
The enthusiasm and good quality of the workshop.
It was a decent turn-out. The speeches were short which was
good. Marina and Adhelia's speeches were inspirational and
to the point. Usually at these things you have to listen to
a whole bunch of information you can ' t use and don't want.
That wasn't the case tonight.
3.

Did you receive the information in time to develop your plans
and were your questions answered?
Yes, HSU-SAA staff were very friendly a .n d helpful with
transportation and motel arrangements.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA

4.

What aspects of the prog r am d i d you particul ar ly like?
Ev e rything . Presentations, talking to parents and students ,
meeting new people.

Question #4

(continued)

Meeting with students individually and having the opportunity
to hear short descriptions of other programs that were present.
a. A broad representation from and within the respective
college campuses
b. The available access to vital information, i.e. financial
aid, admissions etc.
Opportunity for personal contact with students.
Meeting the people.
Opportunity to meet with all the people.
•

.I

Singing and program information.
The music, presentations and the students and parents.
Format was great. Excellent representation from the local
educational programs.
It was a great idea to have only a
few speakers otherwise it would have drug on and on.
5.

How could the program have been improved? What was missing
that you would like to see included in a future program?
More college representatives.
Newspaper and radio
A

publicity~

microphone for the speakers would have been helpful.

I would like to see the same or similar organized program
offered in Hoopa and Crescent City.

More people.
What did the songs mean - history?
Perhaps more social activities, i.e. singing groups etc.
None
More community people. ~1ore general information on college
admissions.
Short and to the point is best. Explanation of
educational options, i.e. JC, UC, State system brief and to the
point could be added.
6.

Would you be interested in participating in a future program?
Yes
Yes
Yes

--

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, bigger next year!
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INTRODUCTION

The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program
(ITEPP) at Humboldt State University in Arcata, California,
came into being over a decade ago as the Indian Teacher
Education Project.
be an

invaluab~e

Since that time it has proven itself to

resou•rce able not only to provide a needed

service, but able to survive in a changing environment.
Through its unique approach and ability to adapt, ITEPP has
been successful in maintaining a persistent assault on the
educational constraints faced by American Indian people.
The purpose of this booklet is to present in a condensed
form info~mation about the program, the changes it has undergone, and its impact on the community.

An examination of

ITEPP in this manner is appropriate in order to disburse and
make easily accessible information about the program.

Such

information can serve both as an acknowledgment of accomplishments and as an example for those involved in similar efforts
or concerned with similar "problems."

ITEPP is not an

isolated effort but a small part of a much larger struggle.
As such, all should take interest in and instruction from
its progress.
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ORIGINS OF ITEPP

Indian Education at Inception of Program
In 1969, the first year of ITEP, the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare in its report, aptly named "Indian
Education:

A National Tragedy - A National Challenge," sum-

marized a three year study authorized by Congress.

. .
the flndlngs:

Among

'

•

Dropout rates among Indian students were twice
the national average in both public and federal
(Bureau of Indian Affairs) schools.

•

Indian achievement levels were two to three years
below those of white students, with Indian
children falling further behind the longer they
stayed in school.

•

Only one percent of Indian children in elementary
schools had Indian teachers or principals.

•

One-fourth of all elementary and secondary
teachers, by their own admission, preferred not
to teach Indian children.

•

More than any other minority, Indian pupils
believed themselves to be below average in
intelligence.

Though somewhat more encouraging than they had been 20
or 30 years before, the statistics clearly showed something
seriously wrong with the education available to Indian
children and youth in the United States.
In recognition of the dismal failure of the educational
system in terms of its purpose and responsibility to Indian
people the United States Government, and Indian communities
themselves, initiated action to reverse the disappointing and
often negative impact of the educational experience on Indian
children and communities.

Federal legislation with fairly
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immediately and far reaching impact on State and local
government was instituted.

Indian communities mobilized

to attempt to exert increased control and influence on the
education provided to their children.

These efforts resulted

.in development of numerous organizations and educational
programs aimed at meeting the needs of Indian children.
j

I

Originally funded through the Education Professions Development
Act as a pilot project in 1969, ITEP, now ITEPP, was one of
these educational programs.
ITEP - Response to Intense and Immediate Needs
The Indian Teacher Education Project represented an
organized viable interdepartmental educational program to
train students to effectively teach youth of American Indian
ancestry.

In Arcata, California, at Humboldt State College,

an accredited five year institution offering baccalaureate
and masters degrees, the program was and is located in
Humboldt County about 300 miles north of San Francisco and
100 miles south of the Oregon border.
At the inception of the program the primary industry
in the region was forest products and a consistently high
unemployment rate had earned the area a special depressed
designation.

Among the Indians who were the largest minority

group within the region, the unemployment rate was six times
the national average.

According to

The Bureau of Indian

Affairs Labor Report, March, 1969; the unemployment rate
for Indians

(Hoopa) was already 23.4 percent.
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The region

.

had a high rate of welfare recipients.

In addition, the

average income of an Indian family residing in the Hoopa
Valley Reservation was a mere $2,719.95.

(The Bureau of

Indian Affairs Labor Report, March, 1969)
As a result of these economic conditions school districts
had not been able to develop modern curricula that met the
needs of youth' of

Arne~ican

Indian ancestry.

Indeed, this

region of California was and is still burdened with large
numbers of small rural schools (11 two teacher schools in
Humboldt County alone) and the necessary concentration of
managerial skill, talent and time necessary to meet the needs
of American Indian minorities simply did not exist.
Foun.ders of the ITEP program identified historical
factors common to Indians in the United States which lead
to severe deficiencies in educational performance such that
a very small percentage of Indian children finished high
school and very few attended college.
A survey by the California State Department of Education
seeking to determine ethnic backgrounds of public school
pupils, indicated a minimum of 12,000 pupils could readily
be identified as Indians.

As a group, their school achievement

was much less in formal education than their white counterparts

(8.9 median school years).

The State Advisory Commission

on Indian Affairs, in its report to the Governor and Legislature, indicated that Indian children exhibited a secondary
school dropout rate approximately three times greater than
the State average.
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Inasmuch as the lack of formal education is generally
related to poverty, among other things, a need for properly
trained Indian teachers and counselors to improve educational
opportunities for American Indian children was identified.
In the late 60's there were only 184 Indians certified as
teachers and only 15 Indians certified as administrators in
the

Californi~ public ~ school

system which served approximately

five million public school children.

More specifically, the

needs of Indian children were identified and classified by
ITEP's founders into the three major categories set forth
below:
I.

The Needs of American Indian Children: Classroom
Teaching:
l.

Indian youth need teachers who understand the
culture of the American Indian .

2.

There is a need for teachers who understand the
cross-cultural conflicts experienced by American
Indian children.

3.

There is a need for teachers who understand
learning in terms of the psychological needs of
American Indian students.

4.

Indian children need teachers who can adapt the
standard American classroom to Indian pupils.

II. The needs of American Indian Children:
Guidance-Counseling:

Classroom

1.

There is a need for teachers who can establish
a psychological contact with an American Indian
youth.

2.

Indian children need teachers who understand
standardized testing in relation to the concept
of intellectual acculturation.

3.

There is a need ·for teachers who have knowledge
of occupational and vocational information.
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4.

Indian children need teachers who understand
the guidance-counseling process for American
Indian pupils in a school setting and for those
students leaving school -- making a transition
from the world of school to the work world.

III. The Needs of American Indian Children:
and Community:
1.

Classroom

Indian youth need teachers who are sensitive to
the relationship between American Indians and
the community power structure.
I

.I

2.

There is a need for teachers who are aware of
the problems of American Indian pupils who live
on the reservation, rancheria, or in a rural area.

3.

There is a need for teachers who are aware of the
problems of American Indians who live off the
reservation or rancheria in ghettos or urban
settings.

4.

Indian youth need teachers who can assist the
American Indian ln developing a community control
of education.

ITEP - Purpose and Structure
In response to these needs, ITEP was developed as a campus
based interdepartmental educational program to provide for an
expanded training program designed to graduate American Indians
with the type of broad-based training which would increase the
supply of appropriately prepared American Indian educators.
The program was structured such that participants could
receive a baccalaureate degree and teaching credential in four
rather than the normal five years required by the State of
California.

During the academic years, each participant would

fulfill the requirements of a baccalaureate degree and work as
a para professional in the classroom.

During the intervening

summers, the participants would complete a unique credentialling
program as well as increase his/her awareness of American
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Indians; their history, their cultures and their contemporary
problems.
As para professionals the students would move from a
teacher's aide, to a teacher's assistant, to a teacher's associate, and finally to a teaching intern, culminating in the
student's

be~ng

certificated at the conclusion of the four year

program.
Administration
As a central feature of the ITEP program, Humboldt State
College agreed to share the administration of the project with
an Advisory Board composed of Indian community members and ITEP
students as officio members and Humboldt State University
faculty members as ex-officio members. Formalizing and continuing the intense influence and input of the American Indian
community in ITEP's development the Advisory Board was charged
with the responsibility of establishing,
guides the director,

(1) the policy that

(2) the guidelines for cooperating with

the College and public school systems,
ing project participants,

(3) criteria for select-

(4) the policy that governs the

project participants, and (5) criteria for evaluating the
program.
As the project developed members of the Advisory Board
assumed the additional responsibility of serving on two
important committees of the project, the Selection Committee
that reviews and selects new participating students on the
basis of applications

submitt~d,

and the Review Board.

The

Review Board consists of three non-student Advisory Board
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members, one student board member, and the Project Coordinator.
Students not fulfilling project requirements are referred
by the Director to the Review Board to examine the student's
current situation and recommend to the Director any necessary
administrative action.
The project's administrative staff and structure has consistently

bee~

limiteq, with a Director and minimal support

staff, effectively implementing the program through a combination of diverse personal skills and effective utilization of
related services and resources available both within the
University and within the Indian community.

ITEP is housed

within the administrative purview of the School of Behaviorial
and Social Sciences.

The director reports to the Dean of the

school regarding academic functions of the program; fiscal
control of the project lies with the Humboldt State University
Foundation.

Throughout the history of the program all admin-

istrative staff have been Indians.
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I T E P (P)

C H A N G E S

ITEP(P) CHANGES
Expansion of Program Focus
Since its imception in 1969, the Indian Teacher Training
Project has been an increasingly effective vehicle for the
preparation of Indian people to assume perhaps the most vital
of any community service role -- the education of their own
children.

Fe~ other 6areers have such profound implications

for the movement of Indian people toward the achievement of
self-determination.

The pursuit of that goal has been con-

ceptually addressed in the fundamental purpose of ITEP: to
train American Indian people who are effective classroom
teachers at the professional level

(including complete State

certification) and who, in addition, are prepared to assume
educational leadership roles in a broad range of activities
such as community liaison and coordination, Indian project
.....

administration, counseling, and related social and educational
services.
The Humboldt State University, ln conjunction with the
Indian Community Advisory Board, has articulated the primary
purposes for the Indian Teacher and Educational Persotinal
Program as follows:
l.

To provide a fully accredited, accelerated,
four-year teacher preparation and educational
personnel training program for American Indian
people.
This program shall culminate in a
baccalaureate or master's degree and California
Teachin~ or Pupil Personnel Services Credentials.

2.

To prepare American Indian educators with a
diverse understanding of the history and cultures
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of indigenous tribal nations. Additionally, to
provide such educators with appropriate theoretical
orientations and applied methodologies to effectively meet the needs of Indian students and assume
an educational leadership role within Indian
communities.
For over a decade of operation, ITEP has remained consistent
in its basic focus, and continues to achieve its primary purposes
by successfully integrating theoretical study, through regular
matriculation,'with a~ applied instructional methodology facilitated by a mandated four-year fieldwork requirement.

The inno-

vative design of ITEP has proven to be such an effective
methodology for training of Indian teachers that the scope of
the program has been expanded to include the preparation and
training of American Indian educational personnel.
Initially, the program's emphasis was placed solely on the
training of Indian teachers, the preparation of counselors was
included.

In 1980 the program was modified and the scope of

the project expanded to include all educationally related
professions.

The project name was appropriately changed to

Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program (ITEPP).
Funding Sources
Effective and successful implementation likewise moved the
project from its original status as a 1969 pilot project pursuant to the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) to
a recipient of its subsequent funding from D.H.E.W. •s Career
Opportunities Program (1970-76), and E.P.D.A., Teachers for
Indian Children (1974-75), and finally, beginning in 1977

.

Title IV of the Indian Education Act.
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In addition to these

federal sources of funding, since 1973, the State of California
has provided support through the payment of all staff salaries
and related administrative costs.
Evolved/Refined ITEPP Component Design
The innovation leading to the increased scope of the
program has also resulted in the refinement of an ITEPP Design
consisting of what can be categorized into the six basic components set forth below.
1.

Recruitment.

The major participant recruitment

effort is concentrated within the service jurisdiction· of
Humboldt State University, including California's six northermost counties--Del Norte, Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino, ·siskiyou,
and Trinity.

This area represents the traditional homelands

of the State's largest indigenous tribal populations; they
include the Tolowa, Karuk, Hupa, Yurok, Wiyot, Porno, Wailaki,
Nomalaki, Concow tribal groups.

Moreover, the HSU service

jusisdiction encompases California's largest Indian reservation,
14 federally recognized and four terminated Indian rancherias,
and numerous rural Indian communities.
The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program
has implemented an expanded recruitment effort with its major
thrust occurring in the winter and spring quarters.

Recruit-

ment activities generally include the following:
a.
__....

Public service announcements are published ln
newspapers, specifically Indian newspapers distributed throughout the State.
ITEPP also uses
the information dissemination services offered
by the University's public relations system.
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b.

The administrative staff distribute pamphlets
and other ITEPP recruitment information to Indian
educators and prospective students attending
various conferences and workshops annually (e.g.,
those convened by the National Indian Education
Associate and the California Indian Education
Association).
Recruitment materials are routinely
mailed to high school counselors, administrators,
and Indian clubs and organizations, as well.

c.

The ITEPP Coordinator assumes primary responsibility for local Indian student recruitment, in
conjunction with the recruitment efforts of the
Educdtional Opportunity Program at HSU. At various
times during the academic year, the Coordinator
visits local school districts and discusses the
Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program
with Indian students.
Recruitment pamphlets also
are disseminated at such schools.

d.

Periodically throughout the academic year, local
high schools that enroll significant numbers of
Indian students coordinate visits to the Humboldt
State University campus. During these field trips,
the staff of ITEPP and other Indian-oriented programs
at HSU make presentations to the visiting students.

The ITEPP students have participated with increasing
effectiveness in program recruitment.

Procedures have been

established whereby ·upper-division and graduate students who
have demonstrated above-average academic performance are given
an opportunity to attend statewide or national educators'
training workshops.

At such meetings, ITEPP delegates not

only benefit from a broadened educational experience, but also
serve as valuable program recruiters.

In the latter capacity,

these students have distributed pamphlets and firsthand experiential information about ITEPP to educators and prospective
student participants.
A new and innovative recruitment procedure implemented by
the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program in recent
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years has expanded recruitment efforts concentrated on American
Indian freshman and sophomore high school students.

The

establishment of systematic methods for early identification
of prospective ITEPP participants not only increases student
motivation at the high school level, but also produces better
qualified student applicants for admission into the Indian
Teacher and Edpcation"\1 Personnel Program.
2.

Selection and Admission.

Generally, ITEPP candidates

must comply with the regular admission procedures of the
University.

Applicants who meet the University's requirements

for admission are referred to a special ITEPP Selection Committee.
The Committee is comprised of both student and community members
of the ITEPP Advisory Board, as well as the ITEPP administrative
staff.
Applicants who have academic deficiencies are reviewed by
a team consisting of the ITEPP administrative staff and a
representative of the University's Admissions Office.

If it

is their judgment that a student has demonstrated the potential
to succeed at the University, the student may be referred to
the ITEPP Selection Committee for review and possible acceptance into the program under a special admittance procedure of
the University.
The Selection Committee reviews the applications and
establishes priori ties for admission.

Applicants who rate in·

the higher priorities are invited for interviews.

In order to

assure adherence to the established priorities, special
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....

participant selection forms are used to assist the Committee
in objectively reviewing applications and conducting interviews.
The Selection Committee also is provided with specialized training in the interpretation of students' high school transcripts
and the detection of other achievements that indicate the
potential for academic success at the University.
Additional
factors
considered by the Selection Committee
4
.,
include the student's identification as an Indian, tribal affiliation, financial need, commitment to an educational career,
empathy for children, and previous involvement with Indian
community affairs.

The final selection of ITEPP candidates is

based upon their overall demonstration, during the application
and

inte~view

process, of genuine interest in working in the

field of education within Indian communities following completion of the program.
3.

Student Orientation.

The Indian Teacher and Education

Personnel Program has implemented a comprehensive student
orientation that occurs one week prior to the beginning of the
fall quarter.

At that time, students are made aware of the

primary goals and objectives of ITEPP and their responsibility
for the continuing success of the program. An overview of
ITEPP office procedures and Educational Resources Center
(library) also are presented, as well as the general "ground
rules" for participation in the program.
All ITEPP students are required to sign an individual
contract agreement entitled "Basic Terms of Participation."
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By way of signing this agreement, ITEPP students commit themselves to complete a minimum of 15 units per quarter and six
hours per week of fieldwork in their respective practicum
settings.

Additionally, they are apprised that their academic

progress at the University will be closely monitored; and, in
the event they should fall below minimum acceptable performance
standards, they may be dropped from the program.

The agreement

also discusses the payment schedule for student stipends and
book allowances.
Students also are oriented to the general University
campus and its support services .

Other University programs

and procedures are summarized for students in an ITEPP Student
Handbook which further explains the activities and procedures
of the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program.
The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program has
developed a close working relationship with the Educational
Opportunity Program/Special Services Program at the University.
Together, they have implemented a basic skills assessment procedure designed for early detection of students' academic needs.
The procedure enables ITEPP personnel to be responsive in
providing support services, such as tutoring or special classes,
to students in need.

As a direct result of this new student

assessment procedure, specialized courses in reading, writing,
and vocabulary development have been implemented and additional
relevant curricular offerings are continually under development.
4.

Regular Matriculation.

During the regular academic

school _year, ITEPP participants are enrolled at the University
in a course of study leading to the completion of a
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baccalaureate or master's degree in their major field of
study.

Although ITEPP enjoys a close working relationship

with the Native American Studies Department at HSU and encourages participants to enroll in courses offered by that Department, these courses are comprehensive in nature.

In order to

address the specific needs of ITEPP participants for culturallyrelated

educa~ion cla~ses,

ITEPP offers a series of courses

designed to provide an understanding of teaching methodologies,
curriculum design, and educational project administration.

The

ITEPP-sponsored classes not only provide a cultural orientation
but are specifically designed to prepare Indian educators to
meet the needs of Indian children.
Each ITEPP participant receives ongoing counseling and
academic advising.

Students are provided with a comprehensive

course outline that details on both quarter-by-quarter and
annual bases the course of study required to complete a baccalaureate degree in the major field.

The innovative design of

the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program provides
an opportunity for participants to earn their baccalaureate
degree and Standard California Teaching Credential in four
years rather than the usual five-year period at other colleges
and universities.

In order to complete this accelerated

program, however, ITEPP students must accumulate at least 15
units per academic quarter, including the special

six~week

ITEPP Summer Session.

5.

Summer Session.

In addition to the State-required

curriculum, the general emphasis of the ITEPP Summer Session
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is on special courses of study in American Indian education.
Such curricula take into account the culture and heritage of
Indian children by providing instruction in teaching methods
and techniques that have proven successful for the education
of Indian children.

The following are examples of courses

taught in previous ITEPP Summer Sessions:
a.

Motivation of American Indian Teachers arid Students;

b.

American Indian Educational Management;

c.

Multiple Approaches to Developing American Indian
Curricula;

d.

Native American Counseling Psychology;

e.

Comparative Value Systems of the Native American
and European; and

f.

Native American Art Forms.

Because the ITEPP Summer Session is designed exclusively for
program participants, University faculty and visiting professors
are recruited on the basis of their demonstrated ability to
instruct American Indian students effectively.

In this regard,

professors are strongly encouraged to integrate practical
examples of how curriculum included in general educational
theory and methods courses can be applied to Native American
students at the elementary and secondary school levels.

Thus

ITEPP participants are able to satisfy State credentialing
requirements while enrolled in courses that are specially
designed to meet the anticipated needs they will encounter as
educators of Indian children.
Identified as perhaps the most significant aspect of the
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ITEPP Summer Session is the fact that it fosters a sense of
program solidarity among the students and staff.

This feeling

of unity is best captured in the writing of an ITEPP alumnus
who stated that "the Summer Session creates a close family
bond among all ITEPP students that is carried throughout the
regular academic year."

The same student concluded, "if it

weren't for this strong student support system, I could not
A

have made it through the University."
6.

Fieldwork (Practicum Requirement).

The fieldwork

component is the most important and rewarding aspect of the
Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program.

It is this

innovative practicum experience, required throughout the students'
four years of program participation, that affords ITEPP participants many unique opportunities not available to other
prospective educators.

Such opportunities include:

a.

Immediate introduction to the classroom and overall
public school system;

b.

Early exposure to valuable role models provided by
a variety of supervising teachers;

c.

Opportunities to experience a diversity of instructional
tasks and grade levels (e.g., preschool, elementary,
secondary, and Indian tribal or community education
programs);

d.

Opportunities to increase the cultural awareness of
public school students and staff by serving as resource
persons who represent the Indian community; and

e.

The means by which to earn a monthly ITEPP stipend,
thus enhancing the participants' sense of responsibility and accomplishment.

In response to recent impact evaluations of the Indian
Teacher and Educational Persotlnel Program which found that many
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graduates of the Program had become employed with Indian tribal
and community education programs, . in recent years, special
fieldwork assignments have been developed for intern placements
in local Indian organizations to most appropriately and realistically prepare students for their work in Indian communities.
ITEPP participants are required to spend at least six hours
per week in

t~ir

res8ective fieldwork placements.

In return,

they earn a monthly stipend and three units of academic credit,
as well as gaining valuable experience in the practicum setting.
The broad exposure afforded by the variety of fieldwork assignments available assists ITEPP participants in making rational
decisions about their educational programs and future careers.
Another beneficial aspect of the fieldwork experience is
the group discussion held once every two weeks by ITEPP
participants.

These discussion sessions afford students the

opportunity to address special concerns and issues, including
problematic situations encountered during fieldwork.

In

general, students have indicated that their practicum experience-especially in schools with substantial Indian student enrollments--significantly enhanced their self-confidence and professional preparation.
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INSTITUTIONALIZED REVIEW AND RESPONSE
In addition to the basic innovative component design of
ITEPP, other crutial features of the program have remained
constant.
input.

Among the most important of these is Indian community

Through the ITEPP Advisory Board and intense student

and administrative interaction with Indian organizations and
j

I

'

communities as well as lnvolvement through fieldwork with the
actual education of Indian children, ITEPP is forced to confront
and adapt to actual changing and persistent needs of Indian
people.
To assure appropriate response and adherence to ITEPP's
fundamental goal of positively impacting Indian people through
the educational process, an extensive review, evaluation and
recommendation procedure has been developed, requiring both
internal assessments and external evaluations of specific and
broad aspects of the program.
In the past such evaluations have identified a variety
of concerns ranging from varied productivity of support staff,
and weakness in coordination with related University departments
to such things as lapses both in significant leadership and
concentration on the primary purpose of the program, and changes
in community needs and varied but related occupational directions
of program participants.
ITEPP has survived because it has met such findings with
constructive changes for growth and improvement in the programs,
and because it has been serious in its attempts to evaluate
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assess and respond to past weaknesses as evidenced by its
ongoing program efforts, the performance of program graduates,
and the situation within the Indian communities the program
strives to maintain itself as a viable part of.
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IMPACT OF ITEPP
Indian Education More Than a Decade Later
American Indian educators throughout the State of California
are becoming increasingly concerned with the current status of
Indian education.

Specifically as observed in the public

school system, Indian students again are experiencing disproportionately

~gh

rates of marked underachievement, repeated

as well as extended periods of absenteeism, and a growing percentage of attrition.

This critical situation is further

aggravated by social alienation from the dominant society, often
aggressive in nature, and a renewed trend of adolescent alcohol
and drug abuse.

The current phenomenon in Indian education seems

to be a r ·egression to a status similarly experienced in Indian
communities during the pre-1960 era.
The public school system has implemented programs through
the Indian Ecucation Act, Title IV, and the Johnson O'Malley
Program, sponsored by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

However,

the motivational impact of teapher's aides, cultural presentations and field trips, and arts and crafts courses provided
by such specially-funded programs has inspired only a shortlived growth in Indian education as observed during the late
1960's and early 1970's.
The public school system within the State has been repeatedly
criticized for its lack of flexibility in curricular design,
affirmative action efforts in employment, and its persistent
desire to maintain strict adherence to a Euro-American philosophical orientation.

The basic problems of cultural and
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linguistic differences among Indian students have not been
systematically addressed.

There still exists an overt effort

on the part of the public school system to change the student
to conform to the norms of the institution, and almost no effort
toward institutional change to better accommodate the cultural
diversity of its student population.
Adaptation and Perspective - Hope For the Future

'

The Indian Teacher Education Project (ITEP) was established
in 1969 with the primary purpose of impacting institutional
changes within the public school system.

The program sought to

accomplish this task through the preparation and training of
qualified American Indian Educators.

These Indian educators

not only would understand the cultural behavior characteristics
of Indian students, but also would have the knowledge of bicultural instruction methods to teach the "necessities of life" in
the dominant society without the sacrifice of tribal identify.
Throughout its history of program operation, ITEP has come
under the direction of many different individuals.

In the

transitions from director to director, concentration on the
primary purpose of the program has at times been broken.

That

is, the goal of preparing American Indian Educators periodically
has given way to that of training Indian people as educators.
The distinction made here is that ITEP participants often have
enrolled in the prescribed teacher preparation curricula without appropriate tutoring as to how they might impact needed
changes in Indian ecucation, or indeed and even more fundamentally, how they might identify appropriate and needed changes.
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Clearly, the far reaching institutional changes initially
targeted by the program have not been accomplished.

In recent

years, the status of Indian education has changed, and so has
the Indian communities' attitude toward professional occupations.

There now seems to be a prevailing emphasis among

Indian people on the individual's need for cultural and economic
survival in today's society, and the need to fight larger, social
•
causes or to pursue careers that require higher education has

•

-

been placed in a somewhat lower priority.

The percentages of

Indian students completing the secondary educational level have
decreased significantly and the numbers of Indian students enrolling in college represent only a small fraction of those matriculated during the late 1960's and early 1970's.

As an example,

recent Indian student enrollment at Humboldt State University
represents only about twenty percent of the Indian student
population of several years ago.

Indications are that other

California colleges which formerly enrolled substantial numbers
of Indian students also are experiencing similar declines in
student enrollments.
While difficult to substantiate at this relatively early
stage the anticipated impact of ITEPP can best be illustrated
by the 1976 projection of ITEPP staff and advisory board members
that "the importance of training for professional Indian
educators cannot be overstressed.

It will only be through

Indian teachers and other Indian educational personnel that
our people will have a

lastin~

impact on the educational system.
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Public schools are now willing to allow Indian programs because
there is money available to the districts.
are gone, it will be only Indian

~ducators

When these funds
who will be left

to 'carry the ball' for Indian children and the Indian perspective of education."
With increasing numbers of ITEPP produced American Indian
Educators versed not only in what the educational system or

' to offer
'
"schooling" has
but grounded also in the knowledge and
perspective of their own people, a hope for continued innovation
and adaptation emerges.

Comprehension and leadership can combine

not only to attempt to impact the educational system and effect
institutional change within that system, but also to impact
Indian communities by strengthening them and allowing for a
productive interaction that results in not assimilation but
rather regeneration and evolution.
Impact Analysis
In line with the discussion set forth above, an Impact
Ayalysis Study concentrating on ITEPP's first decade of existence found limited impact on Humboldt State University, local
public schools -and Indian organizations and communities.

In

relation to impact on the University the analysis concluded
that "ITEP is perceived by the University as a 'self-contained'
appendage to the University, not an integral part of, or integrated into its bureaucracy."

ITEP was perceived as having

simply a "visual impact" -- "it is a window dressing to the
University."
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In relation to impact on public schools the analysis coneluded that there were weaknesses in the fieldwork placements
of students and ITEP graduates placed in different institutions
had limited impact with minimal effect on curriculum or the
variety of educational experience available at a school.
Impact on ITEP graduages as well as on Indian organizations and communities was concluded to be mixed, a finding
that a majority of ITEP graduates were not teachers but rather
in the field loosely defined as administration and more
intricately involved in community based programs than originally
anticipated.
Additionally, ln the analysis numerous recommendations
were advanced.

These were then acted upon such that in the

immediate subsequent external program evaluation an increased
momentum in program growth and development was noted.

The

evaluator observed "a renewed sense of pride among students,
staff, and Advisory Board members as the success of the project
became more apparent.

The administration of ITEP had imple-

mented "innovative Indian education curricula, special workshops,
and small group discussions that resulted in an increased awareness and involvement in American Indian community issues.
Additionally, the program created an atmosphere of challenging
academic excellency that established new scholastic expectations
for student participants.

If continued in subsequent years,

these expectations will inspire heightened student motivation
and success at the University."
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Program accomplishments are varied but in fairness, in
any far reaching sense it is too early to access overall
impact.

Nevertheless, current indications are good.

Because of the effectiveness of ITEPP's selection procedures and the overall educational training of Program
participants, ITEPP has enjoyed an outstanding "track record"
in terms of the number of graduates who week employment that

•

involves the education of Indian students.

The need for

professional Indian educators within the State of California
and all across the Nation has generated significant job
opportunities for ITEPP graduates, particularly in rural
public schools and Indian community education and other projects.
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ITEPP IN THE COMMUNITY

The following ITEPP graduates exemplify the diversity
of careers in Indian education made possible by the Indian
Teacher and Educational Personnel Program:
1.

Ona Lee Alameda-Kimber, a Yurok-Karuk Indian,
currently is employed as a Third Grade Teacher
by the Plumas Unified School District in Quincy,
Cali~ornia.
The area has a significant population of Maidu and Pitt River Indians.

2.

Andrew Andreoli, a Hupa Indian and previous Director
of the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel
Program, currently is employed as an Education
Administration Consultant by the Office of Instructional Support and Bilingual Education in the State
of California Department of Education.

3.

Patricia Augustine, a Porno Indian and the recently
elected Chairperson of the Sherwood Valley Rancheria,
.currently is employed as a Community Counselor by
an Indian Child Welfare Project.

4.

Loren Bommelyn, a Tolowa Indian, is employed as a
Teacher of art, physical education, and Tolowa
Language by the Del Norte Unified School District
in Crescent City. The School District serves the
traditional homelands of the Tolowa people.

5.

Lois Donaghey, a Cherokee, is employed as a School
Psychologist at the Sonoma County Office of Education.

6.

Adrienne Drake, a Hupa, is the Director of the Hupa
Tribal Career Center and Adult Education Program
on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation.

7.

Craig Ervin, a Yurok Indian, is a Native American
Cultural Consultant and Curator at the Clark
Memorial Museum in Eureka, California; the museum
serves as a cultural resource for many educational
programs in Northern California.

8

Joseph Giovannetti, a Yurok-Tolowa Indian, is employed
as the Coordinator/Teacher in the Title IV-Part A
Indian Education Act Program of the Eureka City
Schools.
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9.

Ramona Gutierrez, a Navajo, currently is employed
as a Fourth Grade Teacher at the Trinidad Elementary
School; the School serves both the Trinidad and Big
Lagoon Indian Rancherias.

10.

Stanley Griffin, a Yurok Indian, is a Third Grade
Teacher, at the Chiloquin Elementary School in
Chiloquin, Oregon.

11.

Jeanine Henderson-Hodges, a Wailaki, currently is
a Title I Project Coordinator and Teacher at the
Gold Trail Union School District in Placerville,
California.

12.

' Lowrey, a Maidu-Pitt River Indian, is a Native
Dwight
American Counselor and Financial Aid Advisor at Lassen
Community College in Susanville, California. He also
serves as the Chairman of the Susanville Indian
Rancheria.
.

13.

Marina Oliver, a Pitt River Indian, is a Native
American Counselor at the College of the Redwoods
in Eureka, California. She also serves on the Boards
6f California Indian Legal Services and the . Indian
Teacher and Educational Personnel Program and lS
.active in other Indian community activities.

14.

Shirley Parrish, a Hupa Indian, is the Principal
Teacher at the Kashia Reservation Elementary School on
the Stewarts Point Indian Rancheria.

15.

Elsie Ricklefs, a Hupa, currently serves as the
Chairperson of the Hoopa Valley Business Council on
the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation; in her capacity
as Chairperson, she is the ultimate administrator
of all tribal education programs serving the Hupa
people.

The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program,
through the accomplishments of its graduates, appears to be
successfully achieving its objectives.

As the graduates of

ITEPP continue to serve the needs of Indian students, they
also will continue to impact significant changes within Indian
communities, the starting point for effectuation of real
"institutional change."
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ITEPP APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

V.

3.

The Reading Specia list (authorizes the holder to serve as a teac her o f the reading in any grade level from preschool through secondary and adult
ed ucation.

4.

Th e l earning Hand icapped Specialist (authorizes th e h old er to serve in classes for the learni ng handicapped at all grade levels) _ _ _ __

5.

Pupil Personnel Services with Specialization in Counseling (General Authorization) and school psychology _ __ _

6.

The Clinical-Rehabilitative Services Credential for language , Speech and H ea ring Services (language, Speech, and H earing Specialists) _ _ __

7.

Preschool Ce rtifi ca te (to work in preschool programs) _ _ __

8.

Social We lfare degree (for positions in public welfare , child welfare services, family service, etc .) _ _ _ _

Names , addresses, and phone numbers of two individuals (not related to you) who you will contact to write letters of recomme ndation concerning your
qualifications:

City

VI.

VII.

(An academic reference)

(A personal reference)

Na me

Nam e

Address

Address

State

Zip

City

State

lip

Explain your expe rience in working with children and your desire to become a participant in the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program
(Include your experience with Indian children)

Please w ri te a short autobiography, including all work experience (use additional paper if needed)

Location

Indian Teacher
and Educational
Personnel
Program

The University is located on the northern coast of
California, 275 miles above San Francisco and 100 miles
south of the Oregon border, in a unique and spectacular
setting of redwood and fir forests , rivers, bays. lagoons,
meadows, rangelands, mountains and ocean. An
invigorating, healthful climate features cool summers and
mild winters. Ocean and river fishing for the great
chinook and silver salmon is world-renowned. The
nearby beaches are popular for cookouts , driftwood collecting and rock hounding. Clam digging is excellent. The
coastal range of mountair,J raising to the east provide
superb hunting.
This area also has the largest concentration o f
Indigenous California Indians in the state encompassing
two reservations (the largest , the Hoopa reservat ion in
Humboldt County and the Round Valley Reservation in
Mendocino Countv) and a number of rancherias .

The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program (ITEPP) at Humboldt State University is designed to
train a selected group of American Ind ians and Alaskan
Natives for credentialing as teachers and counselors for
Indian communities and public schools. The program is
dedicated to training Indian educators who will be able to
function successfully in public schools and Indian con trolled and operated educational programs and institutions.

ii~'

Admission and
Eligibility
Requirements
(subject to change)
Participants must be an American Indian or Alaskan
Native and a high school graduate or a junior college
transfer student. No specific high school co urses are
required for entrance, but students are. enco uraged to
participate in an academic, college preparatory program.
Besides academi'c records , factors considered in admissions include non-academic achievements, personal / academic references. and criteria set up by the Selection
Committee of the ITEPP Advisory Board .

The Hoopa Reservation is approximately 55 miles
from Arcata along a winding and scenic highway. The
University is fortunate in being situated in an area which
can draw a substantial number of applicants from many
tribal affiliations: Hupa, Yurok. Karok. Tolowa. Chet co, Tututni , Wiyot, Mattole, Pomo , Wailaki, Cahto.
Pit River, Maidu and Wintun to name a few

INDIAN
TEACHER
AND
EDUCATIONAL
PERSONNEL
PROGRAM
...,

The Indian Teache r and Educational Personnel Program docs
not discnminate on the basis of either sex or handicap in the
educational programs or activities it conducts. T itle IX o f th e

Education Amendments of 1972. as amended, and Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. as amended. and the
Administrative Regu lations adopted under those acts. proh:bit
such discrimination in educational progra ms and activities whtch

include admission of students as we!! as emplo)..' ment. Quesuons
regarding discrimination on the basis of sex or handicap should be

addressed either to : State Universit y Dean . Student Affai rs , The
California State University and Colleges. 400 Golden Shore.
Long Beach, CA 90802. or Regional Director of the Office for
Civrt Rights, Region IX. 760 Market Street, Room 700. Sa n
Francisco, CA 94102.

Applicants who are accepted as students shou ld note that
"directory information " ma y be released by ITEPP at any time
unless ITEPP has prior written objectiOn from the student specify ing the specific information that the student requests not be

Because there are more applicants than places
available. those students who are more qualified than
others and who will add diversity and excellence to the
program will be selected.

released. The following information is mcluded within the defini ·
tion of "directory information": the studenfs name. address.
telephone listing, date and place of b1rth. major held of study.

Program applications are expected to demonstrate a
commitment to working with Indian people following
their graduation from th e program.

and, when authorized in writing by the student. other similar

class schedule. participation in offic!ally recogn ized activities and
sports, dates of attendance, degrees and awards received. and
most recent previous educational ag~ncy or institution att ended,
information.

J

Curriculum
Humboldt State has approved programs and is
authorized to recom mend students to the State of
California for the issuance of several credentials. Persons
applying to ITEPP may select one of the following as the ir
credentia l objectives :
(1) MULTIPLE SUBJECTS , a credential for those choosing to be an elementary school teacher ; (2) SINGLE
SUBJECT , for high school teachers ; (3) THE
CLINICAL-REHABILITATIVE SERVICES CREDEI\TIAL , for Language , Speech , and Hearin g Services
!Languag e , Speech a nd Hearing Specialists); (4) PUPIL
PERSONNEL SERVICES , a crede ntial for thise in terested in counseling careers ; (5) LEARNING HMDICAPPED SPECIALIST : (6) READING SPECIALIST :
or a stud ent may pursue a course of study leading to a (7)
PRESCHOOL TEACHER'S LICENSE or a (8) SOCIA L
WELFARE DEGREE .

Support
Offered

Application
Procedures

Students participating in the program may receive a
monthly stipend, month ly dependency allowance, payment of tuition and fees (for California residents only:
non-residing students may pay their own tuition of
approximate ly $6 70 per quarter), and a textbook .
allowance. Individual financial requ ire ments beyond the
stipend must be hand led independently by the student

Participants are se lected by a sc reening committee appointed by the Advisory Board . It is very important that
all required materials be submitted to ITEPP. Appli cations will not be processed until all of the following
information is received:

In addition , ITEPP offers supportive services for
acade mic advising , placement and supervision of
fieldwork, library and reso urce center. a program office
centrally located on campus providing a mailbox for student study area. greeting place , typewriters and other
equ ipment access.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The ITEPPP application form
Two (2) letters of recommendation
(a) an academic reference
(b) a personal referernce
A high school transcript (required of first·
time freshmen and students with less than 84
transferable units)
A copy of college transcripts, if the applicant
has previously attended college.
First-time freshmen, or lower division
transfer applicants must nle an ACT or SAT
score in order to be admitted to the Univer·
sity. If you have not taken one of these tests,
please do so as soon as ·possible. Contact
your high school, or junior college counselor
for a time and place of testing.

Applicants selected for the program
compl ete the HSU application process.

Program
Requirements

...

A st ud ent may receive a baccalaurate degree and
teaching credential in four (4) years and three (3) summers . In order to meet all requirements within th is time , a
student must complete an average o f 15 units per quarter
(with a minimum of 12 units).
In addition to the academic course requirements , a
trainee is required to do supervised fi e ld work for a
min imum of six (6) hours per week in a public school , or
in an Indian organization or agency.
Finally, ITEPP students must P<H;ticipate in 1ummer
'Jther
l cou r
(lch a·
ljned
p urse

must

also

Program
Expansion
ITEPP is looki ng to increase the number of students in
the program. We are actively seeking graduate students
and those that may have some college credit but no
degree. We now have an associate student status which
enables a student to receive a ll program benefits except
the stipend and dependency allowance . Other benefits
such as book allowances. tuition and fee deferment in
add ition to curriculum and teaching enha ncem ent as well
as special trips and other program functions are possib le
for the associate student. The ITEPP facility and
resources are also available for th eir use . Many associate
Sf "rl n~' f brin~ •h~:. owr 1:~- ~,cjaJ ~ '~ •- jthe p-~~···r
i'·1erc
I fl' l'l
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NOTE: T he following application form, and subsequent
applicant's files will be reviewed by non-HSU personne l.

Mail application to:

I. T.E.P.P.
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INDIAN TEACHER AND EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL PROGRAM
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

I.

SSP ________________________________

Legal Name

M.l.

First

Lost

Other

Mailing Address

Telephone

It

Business

Home

II

Zip

Stole

City

Street

Term Applying for: Fall 19___

\vinter 19 _ _ '

Spring 19_ _

Summer 19 ___
\.l.'hvn '.J

Have you been enrolled in ITEPP'! ____ _

If

Have you applied to ITEPP previously?____

If yes, when7

Have you been enrolled in HSU ____

If yes, wh en?

Have you previously applied to HSU?____

If yes . when 7

Y'- ' ~.

Have you been a resident of California for at least one year? ____
Have you been convicted of a felony? _ __
Are you eligible for BIA higher educa tio ns fun ds? _ _ _ _ (Yo u must be at least

1/ 4

enro ll ed member of a federally recognized tribe to qualify.)

High school graduated from - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - - · - - - -

III

Name of College

Street

City

Stole

Zip

Nome of College

Street

City

State

Zip

Nome of College

Street

City

State

Zip

What Degree (s) or Credential(s) do you hold?

Degree

IV .

Date gradu ated ___ _ __

Credential

Date Received

None

None

AA

Multiple Subjects (elem )

MA I MS

Single Subjects (seco ndary)

BA / BS

Preschool Certificate

Oth er

P .P .S. (Counseling)

Credentials Offered by ITEPP
What credential do you wish to seek while in ITEPP? (Please check o ne)
Multiple Subjects (elem. level) _ __
2.

Your major will be Libe ral Studies.

The Single Subje cts Cr edential (secondary level) _ __
For this credential , you must select one of the fo llowing authorized Single Subjects majors : (circle one)

Art

Mathematics

Business

Music

English

Physica l Education

Foreign Language

Ph ysical Science

Home Economics

Social Science

Industrial Arts

Life Science

Date Received

A

CONSTITUTION OF ITEPP STUDENT CLUB

CONSTITLTTIO!'I OF THE I. T. E. P. CLUB
Preamble
We, the n•embers of the I.'I'.E.P. Club, of Humboldt State University,
in order to form a cooperative democratic government, provide for the
efficient handling of affairs, and to insure the rights and benefits of
duly authorized and organized government, do ordain and establish this
constitution.
The ITEP CLUB is organized to benefit the ITEP members in regards
to financial, social or any other personal hardships that may appear.
Article I - Name
This organization shall be known as the ITEP CLUB of Humboldt State
University.
Article II - Membership
Section 1 - Any person duly registered as a student at Humboldt State
University and fulfilling the memb e rship require ments of
the ITEP CLUB may be a member of this organization.
Section 2- Membership Qualifications: Me mbers of Humboldt .State
University having interest and knowledge in the benefit
of Indian education and identifying with the Native
Americans.
Section 3 -Eligibility for Office: To hold an elective office in the
ITEP CLUB, a member must have a C or above grade average.
Section 4 - All new ITEP students will be automatically admitted as a
member.
Article III - Elective Offices
Section 1 - The elective officers of the ITEP CLUB shall be President,
Vice-President, and Secretary/Treasurer.
Section 2 - The term of office shall be from the time of election until
new offiers take office immediately following the next election. No officer shall serve more than two consecutive terms.
Section 3 - Election Procedures
(a) Nominations of officers will be held at a general meeting
to be held within two weeks of the beginning of .the first
quarter and third quarter of each academic year.
Nominations
are to be made from the floor.
(b)
Election - Officers shall be elected by a simple majority
of the votes cast a t the secret ballot election to be held
within one week of the nominating ~e eting.
Section 4 - Duties of the President
(a) To call and preside at all meetings of the group and of
the executive board.
(b) To perform all executive duties p roperly
the executive of organizations.

designated to

Constitution - ITEP CLUB
Page 2
\C) To appoint officers not otherwise ~rovided for ln the
Constitution who shall hold office during the term of the
President, or at his pleasure.

(d) To serve as an ex-officio member of a l l Committees.
Section 5 - Duties of the Vice-President
(a) To assume the duties of the President during his
absence and to succeed to the office of President should
it become vacant.
(b) To serve as an ex-officio member of all committees.
(c) To serve as official greeter and representative of the
or gro,up to all incoming students or visitors.

c~ub

Section 6 - Duties of the Secretary/Treasurer
(a) To keep the minutes of all meetings of the Executive
Board.
(b) To post the minutes of the meetings in the ITEP office
and to see that a copy of the minutes is on file in the
ITEP office.
(c) To handle such correspondence and records as are required of the office.
(d) To transact and record all financial reports to the
organization at regular meetings or when requested to
do so by the President.
Article IV - Executive Board
Section l - Membership
(a) J.lembership on the Executive Board shall be given to
the following offices: Preside nt; Vice-President; Secretary/
Treasurer; Faculty Advisor; and three members of the organization appointed at large; and all committee chairpersons.
(b) The voting members of the Executive · Board shall be all
the members "excluding the presiding officer who shall vote
only to resolve a tie and excluding the Faculty Advisor.
(c) A quorum shall consist of two thirds of the current
student enrollment oh the board excluding the committee
chairpersons
Section 2 - Powers
(a) To draft the laws and regulations of the organization.
(b) To make ~ pp ropriations from the treasury.
(c) To fix membership fees or dues and order them collected.
(d) To appoint officers to fill the vacancy of an elective
office except as otherwise provided for in this constitution.
(e) To conduct and/or dispose of any business of the organization which may be of an emergency nature.
(f) To approve the appointments of the President.

Constitution - ITEP CLUB
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(g) All actions taken by the Executive Board must be approved
by a 2/3 majority of a quorum of the membership of the
Executive Board.
(h) The Executive Board may originate a petition to amend
this constitution.
Article V - Meetings
Section 1 - The time, date, and p lace of regular meetings shall be determined by the organization at the first ~egular meeting of the
ye~r to be held during the second week of the Fall Quarter
in each academic year.
Section 2 - A special meeting of the membership may be called by the
E*ecutive Board or upon the receipt by the President of a
petition signed by 20% of the merriliers .
Section 3 - One/third of the memb ers hip shal l constitute a quorum a t
any meeting of the membership.
Section 4 - Business shall be transact ed by 2/3 of the quorum at any
meeting of the membership.
Section 5 - The parliamentary authority for this organization shall be
ROBERT'S RULES OF ORDER.
Article VI - Initiative , Referendum and Recall
Section·l- Petition:
Initiative , referendum, and recall shall be
initiated by a petition signed by l/3 of the me mbership
and submitted to the Faculty Advisor.
Section 2 - Procedure:
When a duly authorized petition is received,
a secret ballot election shall be ca lled within two week s .
Section 3 - Validation: A 2/3 majority of a quorum of the membership
must vote in favor of the petition in orde r for it to pass.
Any petition so passed will become affective three days
after the date of t he votin g.
Article VII

- Authority

This constitution is based on t he authority of the Constitut ion of the
Associated Students of Humboldt State University and nothing herin shall be
constructed in violatton'thereof.
Article VIII - Amendments
Section l - Petition: An amendment to this constitution shal l be presented in the form of a petition signed by l/3 of the
members and submitted to t he Executive Boa rd.
Section 2 - Procedure:
The Executive Board shall call a secret ballot
election within two weeks after the peti tion has been
received.
Announcements of the time and place of the
election must be placed in each student's mailbox and
posted in the ITEP office.
Section 3 - To be adopted, the ame ndment must receive a simple majority
vote of approval by the membersh i p . Upon approval, the
amendment shall go into effect immediate l y.

I

Constitution - ITEP CLUB
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Article IX - Enabling Clause
This constitution shall become the official governing document of the
ITEP CLUB of Humboldt State University upon ratification by 2/3 majority vote
of the membership, and approval and acceptance by the Student Legislative
Council of the Associated Students of Humboldt State University.

ADVISORY BOARD
List of Members
By-Laws
Newspaper Announcement
Minutes

Indian Teacher & Educational Personnel Program
Advisory Board Members
1981-82

TRIBAL AFFILIATION

NAME
Joseph Giovannetti

Tolowa

Susie Long

Yurok

Joseph Orozco

Hupa

Roy Redner

Shoshone

Maria Tripp

Yurok

'

Violet Tripp

Karuk

ALTERNATES
Marcellene Norton

Hupa

Marina Oliver

Pit River/Maidu

STUDENT OFFICIO
Laura Lee George

Karuk

Colleen Goff

Hupa

Hale Knight

Pomo

Cheryl Lewis

Karuk

Delford Markussen

Yurok

Linda Saxon

Hupa

STUDENT ALTERNATES
Rona Nichols

Cherokee

Dawn Yerton

Hupa

Vicki Ferris

Hupa

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
Dr. JeDon Emenhiser
Dr. David Smith
Ms. Iris Ruiz

Indian Teacher Education Project by-laws . as adopted June 26, 1980.

Retyped

August 26, 1980.
ARTICLE I
ARTICLE II

Name:

INDIAN ,TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT ADVISORY BOARD

Objectives:

To share the administration of the Indian Teacher Education Project with
Humboldt State University.

Specifically, the Indian Teacher Education

Project Advisory Board will help establish:
a.

The policy that guides the Director

b.

The guidelines for cooperation with HSU and public school systems

c.

Criteria for selecting project participants

d.

The policy that governs the project participants

e.

Criteria for evaluating the Indian Teacher Education Project

A

ARTICLE III
a.

.,

Members:

The board will consist of 12 officio members:
six (6) non-students.
ITEP participants.

six (6) students and

Student members shall be currently enrolled

All officio members of the Advisory Board shall

be of American Indian descent.
b.

Ex-officio members are Advisory Board members, who, by virtue of their
knowledge and/or position he ld, cons titut e a r e lation to the Indian
Teacher Education Project inclusiv e of the ITEP Advisory Board.

Ex-

officio membership will be indefinite in number.
c.

In the event that a member of the Board is absent from three (3) consecutive regular meetings of the Board without reason acceptable to the
Board, they shall forfeit membership on the Board.

Any member having

two (2) consecutive unexcused absences from regular meetings shall be
notified in writing by the ITEP secretary.
ARTICLE IV
a.

Election of Board Members and Officers:

The student representatives, six (6) in number, plus alternates in consecutive numerical order shall be elected by the ITEP student body.

The

term of office for student representatives shall be one (1) year.
b.

The non-student board members, six (6) in number plus alternates in consecutive numerical order, shall be elected by the Advisory Board.

The

term of office for non-student members shall be one (1) year.
c.

Vacancies on the ITEP Advisory Board shall be filled by either a student
or non-student alternate.
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d.

The alternate shall have a term of membership equivalent to the balance
of the unexpired term of the member being replaced.

e.

If no alternate is available, the ITEP Advisory Board shall meet and
elect a member within one month's time and preferable before the next
regular meeting of th e ITEP Advisory Board.

f.

The method of election for the non-student memb ers shall be as
follows:

The names of all candidates must be submitted not less than

15 days prior to the election at the regular September Advisory Board
meeting.
g.

All new Board members shall be seated immediately following the election
of the non-student members.
..

h.

I

The officers of the ITEP Advisory Board are to be elected from the officio
members of the Advisory Board.
majority of the officio members.

the officers shall be elected by a simple
The officers of the Advisory Board are

to be:
1.

Chairperson

2.

Vice-Chairperson (Parlimentarian)

3.

Secretary

Officers are to be elected for a t erm of one (1) year. Nominations and
elections for officers are to be made at the regular September meeting of
the ITEP Advisory Board.
ARTICLE V Rotation of Office:
No officer of the ITEP Advisory' Board shall be eligible to hold the same office
for more than two (2) consecutive terms.
ARTICLE VI

Meetings and Awaiting a Quorum:

The regular advisory board meetings shall be held bi-monthly in September,
November, January, March, May and July .

Notices of these meetings shall be

mailed to all advisory board members at least two weeks prior to the date of
the scheduled meeting.

If a quorum is not present by the scheduled meeting

time, then those members present shall wait 1/2 hour to provide for an
opportunity for other members to arrive.

Should a quorum still not be present

after 1/2 hour, the meeting shall be automatically cancelled for that date.
Board memb ers are to notify th e project secretary at least one day in advance
if they do not plan to attend.
ARTICLE VII

Special Advisory Board Meetings:

Special Advisory Board meetings may be called by agreement of any one (1) of
the following groups:
a.

Director of the Indian Teacher Education Project
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b.

At least 2/3 of the officio memb e rs of the Advisory Board

c.

A 2/3 majority of the student participants of the Indian Teacher Education
Project (ITEP Club)

Written notice of such meetings shall be made at least ten (10) days prior
to such meetings, or notice by telephone of such meetings shall be made at
lea~~

72 hours

~ior

All reasonable efforts must be made

to such meetings.

to provide notice of special Advisory Board meetings to all officio members
of the Advisory Board.
ARTICLE VIII

Minutes and Financial Report:

The minutes of the previous meeting of the Advisory Board will be read at
every meeting of the Advisory Board.

The minutes will be kept by the secre-

tary of the Advis~ry Board ~f the ITEP project.

A financial report will be

given at every regular meeting of the Advisory Board.
ARTICLE IX

Voting:

Only officio members of the Advisory Board shall have voting rights on
matters brought before the Advisory Board.
ARTICLE X Method of Amending By-laws:
The Indian Teacher Education Project Advisory Board by-laws can be amended
only at a monthly meeting or special meeting of the Advisory Board, and only
if approved by a 2/3 majority (8) of the officio members of the Advisory
Board.

A notice of the proposed amendment must be given to all members of

the Advisory Board at least fifteen (15) days prior to the Advisory Board
meeting. Amendments to the by-laws may be recommended by any of the following:
a.

Director of the Indian Teacher Education Project

b.

At least 2/3 (8) of the officio members of the Advisory Board

c.

A 2/3 majority of the student participants of the ITEP project

ARTICLE XI

Recall of Advisory Board Members:

For purposes of the ITEP Advisory Board, the method of recall of Advisory
Board members shall be:
a.

A vote of at least 2/3 (8) of hte officio members of the

ARTICLE XII
a.

Advis~ry

Board.

Conflict of Interest:

Should any ITEP Advisory Board member believe that any pending matter
will place him/her in a position of conflicting interest he/she shall
so state and abstain from voting in that matter.

b.

Should any ITEP Advisory Board member be in a position of conflicting
interest with respect to any matter and refuse to disqualify him/herself
then, the simple majority of the iTEP Advisory Board shall express to

-3-

the secretary, in written form, their belief that such a member is in
a position of conflicting interest, then:
1.

If the matter is not yet determined, the Advis ory Board member in
question shall automatically be disqualified f rom the matter or,

2.

If the matter has been determined, the decision as to the matter
shall be voided and the matter redetermined with the disqualification of that Advisory Board member in question.

ARTICLE XIII

Parlimentary Rules:

The rules of order that shall regulate the Indian Teacher Education Project
Advisory Board are the Sturgis Standard Code of Pa rlimentary Procedures;
Second Edition, Ne\.1 and Revised.

-4-

29 October
Roxanne- here ' s a copy of the clip from the Times Standard
and we printed the story in the Statements -Sorry again for the mix-up .•. we simply lost it
somewhere, and I do apologize.

I.

Advis ory panel
seeks indian
ARCATA-The Indian
Traimng Education Per·
sonnel ProJ ec t IITF=PP) at
Humboldt State Um\·ersily 1s
seeking n om i:1ati o ns for
lnd;an representati\·es to
th ei r advisory board.
Nominations will be acceptC'd by telephone to the
ITEPP Office until 5 p.m.
Thursday . Nominations may
also be made during the
regular meeting held at 5
p . m. Thursday.
Board
members rC'c ei ve a tra ve l
allowance for attending the
bi-monthly meetings.

I

''

./

INDIAN TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL PROGRAM
Advisory Board Meeting
t-1INUTES
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER:

Th e October 28, 1982 special meeting was called
to order by Acting Chairperson, Colleen Goff
Vi nominated Colleen and Cheryl seconded to elect
Colleen as temporary Chairperson. Passed.

GUESTS:

Meyo Blue Cloud was guest at this meeting.

AGENDA:

Approved as presented.

1'-1INUTES:

Th e July 29th and September 30th re gu l ar meetings
were cancelled due to the lack of a quorum. The
}TEPP secretary read the May 27, 1982 minutes.
Approved as pres ented .

ELECTI ONS :

At this time, ballots were hand ed to the current
members for election of the 1982-83 community
board members. Elected were David James, Vi
Tripp, Glen Goodwin, Frank Tuttle, Susie Long,
and Wanda Quitiquit, with Maria Tripp as alternate.
Prior to this meeting, the ITEPP student body had
elected student representatives to serve on the
1982-83 advisory board. These representatives were
sea·ted a long with the community members upon completion of community ele cti ons.
Denise nominated Laura Lee George and Calisa
nominated Frank Tuttle. Maria moved to close
nomi n ations . Laura Lee was e l ec ted Chairperson.
Nominated for Vice-Chairperson were Frank Tuttle,
Darlene Magee, and Calisa Moser. Vi moved to close
nomina tions. Calisa was elected Vice-Chairperson.

Officers:

ATTENDANCE:
HEMBERS PRESENT 1981-82

Marcellene Norton - Off icio
Cheryl Lewis-Officio
Rcy Redner-Officio
Colleen Goff-Officio
Laura Lee Geor ge-Offic io
Violet Tripp-Officio
Dr. JeDon Emenhiser-Ex-Officio

MEMBERS ABSENT 1981-82

Vicki Ferris-Off icio
Del Markussen-Officio
Susie Long-Officio
Linda Saxon-Officio

MEMBERS PRESENT 1982-83

Mary Raigosa-Officio
Darlene Magee-Officio
Colleen Goff-Officio
Laura Lee George-Officio
Denise Quitiquit-Officio
Calisa Moser-Officio
David James-Officio
Violet Tripp-Officio
Maria Tripp-Alternate Officio

MEMBERS ABSENT 1982-83

Glen Goodwin-Officio
Wanda Quitiquit-Officio
Susie Long-Officio
Frank Tuttle-Officio
Dawn Yerton-Alternate Student Officio

'

BY-LAWS:

The current by-laws typed 8/80 were handed to
members present with instructions to the ITEPP
secretary to mail to officio members not present.
The members will look over and bring suggestions
for changes to the board meeting.

FINANCIAL REPORT:

Each member present was handed copies of the State
& Federal budget reports. Lois & Betty Ann gave
them a brief rundown on the amounts and what each
category included. Report accepted as presented.

OPEN MEETINGS:

Lois presented the board with copies of California
Government Code open meeting policy as pertains to
advisory boards in state offices. She reviewed
the policies that affect our board with the members.

STUDENT REPORT:

Darlene reported that the Club had held elections
for officers of the ITEP Club and student representatives on the Advisory Board. She reported that the
Club had a booth at Activities Faire. Cheryl
suggested that the students choose someone to give
the report so that it can be more informative.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT:

Listed are names of items handed to members for
their information. Each member was handed a copy
of these reports so they could review at their
convenience.
Agenda
Financial reports - State/Federal
ITEPP by-laws
Open Meeting Requirements
1981-82 Evaluation OVERVIEW
Fall 1982 participants
Fall 1982 Fieldwork Placements
1982-83 Operating Proposal

.,

I

I
Evaluation:

Lois handed the board copies of the 1981-82
Internal Evaluation "OVERVIEW" done by Vincent
Herrera.
She had condensed the information in
the evaluation and reviewed the information and
recommendations with the board:

Operating Proposal:

The board members were handed copies of the
Operating Proposal for 1982-83. Lois went over
the objectives of the proposal with the board.

Ryan Act:

Lois then reported on requirements of the Ryan
Act and the question of the 5th year study program.
,A conunittee was formed to meet with Lois to decide
which direction to go regardin g some of the questions
brought up upon review of the Operating Proposal and
the Evaluation. Those on the committee are Calisa
Moser, Denise Quitiquit, Dave James, and Laura Lee.

Coordinator Report:

The Administration is still in the process of
negotiations.

ADJOURNHENT:

The next regular meeting was set for November 11, 1982
at 7:00 p.m. at which time the upcoming proposal
will be discussed.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:50 p.m.
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Giavann0t~i-Officio

Ma~cellc~e

M~ria

No~ton-Qfficio

T r ~pp -Cff i cic

Vicki Ferris-Officio
De~ . ty

Ann McCovey, Secretary

I

I NQI.1\N TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNfl . PROGRAM
I
Advisory Board Minutes
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER:
The May 27, 1982 regular meeting was called to order
at 6:20 p.m. by Chairperson, Joe Giovannetti.
ATTENDANCE:
~1embers Present:
Joe Giovannetti-Officio
Susie Long-Officio
Vi Tripp-Officio
Marcellene Norton-Officio
Colleen Goff-Officio
Cheryl Lewis-Officio
Del Markussen-Officio
Linda Saxon-Officio
Je Emenhiser-Ex-Officio
Members Absent:
Roy Redner-Offi ci o
Maria Tripp-Officio
La~ra Lee George-Officio
Iris Ruiz-Ex-Officio
Staff Present:
Betty Ann McCovey-Secretary
Guest:
Frank Tuttle
AGENDA:
Approved as presented
11INUTES:
The regular March meeting held on April 1st
was cancelled due to the lack of a quorum.
FINANCIAL REPORT:
The report was accepted as presented.
STUDENT REPORT:
There was no report.
NE\~ BUSINESS:
Alternate: The current members voted to bring
alternate Marcellene Norton in as a regular
member.
Graduation Dinner: The community members were
invited to the ITEPP graduation dinner and a
get-together at the ITEPP office right aft~r
graduation. The dinner will be held on June 25.
The get-together June 12.
Summer additions: Glen Goodwin and t1ike Baca,
associate students, expressed interest in attending
summer school and receiving a stipend as temporary
full-time students for summer. After discussion
on the budget, the board voted to accept these
two persons for the summer session.
Director selection: Dean Emenhiser reported on the
status of the selection process. He stated that
two candidates would be coming in for an interview
with persons concerned on June 4 & 7.
Evaluation: Vincent Herrera is doing the evaluation
of ITEPP for 1981-82. The ITEPP secretary set up
appointments for community members to talk with him.
Letter: Glen Goodwin presented the board with a
letter he had written regarding remarks and attitudes of one of his instructors. After a lengthy
discussion, the board asked Glen to keep them
info
informed of any new developments.
ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 p.m.

,
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INDIAN TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL PROGRAM
Advisory Board Minutes
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER:

ATTENDANCE:
!'-!embers Present:

The January 28, 1982 regular meeting
was called to order at 5:43p.m. by
Chairperson, Joe Giovannetti.
Joe Giovann e tti-Officio
Susie Long-O f ficio
Roy Redn e r-Officio
i\laria Tripp-Officio
Vi Tripp-Officio
Laura Le e George-O f ficio
Coll e en Goff-Officio
Cher y l Le~is-Officio
Del I·larkussen-Offic i o
Linda Saxon-Officio
J e Emenhiser-Ex-Officio
Iris Ruiz-Ex-Officio

Members Absent:

Joseph Orozco-Officio
i\larc e llene Norton-Alternat e Officio
i'larin 8. Oliver-Alt e rnate Officio
Da vid Smith-Ex-Officio
Rona Nichols - Student Alternate
Dawn Yerton-Student Alternate
Vicki Ferris-Officio

Staff Present:

Larry Gorosp e -Director
Betty Ann McCovey-Secretary

Cu e sts:

Chris Peters
Barbara Redner

AGENDA:

A qu e stion on th e evaluation by
Pat Tswelnaldin was raised. After
discu s sion, it was decided not to add
this subject to the agenda. Tabled
until next meeting. Del moved and
Susie seconded to accept the agenda
as presented. Carried.

MINUTES:

The r e adin g of the November 17, 1981
minutes was dispensed with as all
members had received a copy.

FINANCIAL REPORT:

Copies of the latest report was handed
to members present. A question on the
projected status of the dependency
allow~nce brought out several calculators among the members. The ITEPP
secretary will have a projected budget
for the next meeting. Report accepted
as pr e sented.

DIRECTOR REPORT:

Copies of the report were handed to the
members present. A question/answer
period followed.
Report accepted as
presented.

COORDINATOR REPORT:

There was no report.

STUDENT REPORT:

Laura Lee reported that plans were being
made for a dinner for Roxy & Laura Lee's
daughter was running for queen of the
basketball tournament held in Hoopa.

OLD BUSINESS:

Chris Peters gave the members present
a run d01m on the h i g h 1 i g h t s in the
different sections of the continuation
proposal. ~lcmbcrs 1vc re given a copy
of the proposal to rc.:1d at their leisure.
A copy is available at the ITEPP office
for review.
It was suggested that those
persons who wrote letters of support
should receive a letter of thanks. Joe
will follow up on this matter.

NE\Y BUSINESS:

Joe reported that he had been in contact
with the S.W. Resource and Evaluation
Center in Tempe, Arizona. They are
interested in puttjng on a seminar on
board responsibilities. It was decided
that Joe contact them to set up the
seminar.

ADJOURNi'-lENT:

The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 pm.

-

The costs for Larry awl Roxy were covered
by the conference. Roxy will be attending
a Teach e r Preperation and Licensing conference in Sacramento in the near future. ITEPP
participated in a College Night held at
Redwood Acres. Plan s are being made for
College Motivation Day to be held at HSU in
April, 1982. She then gave a short run-down
on the latest happenings on previous participants in the ITEPP program.
DIRECTORS REPORT:

There was no report.

STUDENT REPORT:

The students are getting committees togeth er
to ra-is e money for t he future graduates. This
includes fry bread s a les, a dance, and
followin g up on color book sales and recipe
sales.

~

OLD BUSINESS:

There will b e a repo r t on a rough draft of the
proposal on December 1, 1981.
Discussion on the revisions of the by-laws
was tabled. Betty Ann will mail copies to
all members.

NEH BUSINESS:

There was no new bus i ne s s.

ADJOURN11ENT:

Roy move d and De l se conde d to adjourn. Carried.

I~

N TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSO~
Advisory Board ~~inutes

t1EETI NG CALLED TO ORDER:

ATTENDANCE:
1980-81 Menbers Present:

1

PROGRAM

The October 29, 1981 special board meeting to
conduct elections for 1981-82 was called to
order by Chairperson, Joe Giovannetti at
5:20 p.m.
Dawn Yerton-Student Officio
Ethel Casey-Student Officio
Laura Lee George-Student Alternate Officio
Vi Tripp-Community Officio
Maria Tripp-Community Officio
Joe Giovannetti-Co~unity Officio
Susie Long-Community Officio

1980-81 Members Absent:

Vera We a therford-Conu11unity Officio
Marcellene Norton-Community Officio
Howard Chavez~Student Officio
Juan Laos-Student Officio
Betsy McDonald-Student Officio
Bruce Kaye-Student Officio
Je Emenhi ser- Ex-Officio
David Smith-Ex-Officio
Iris Ruiz-Ex-officio

1981-82 Members Present:

Del Markussen-Student Officio
Cheryl Lewis-Student Officio
Linda Saxon-Student Officio
Colleen Goff-Student Officio
Joseph Orozco-Community Officio
Rick Knight-Student Officio
Laura Lee George-Student Officio
Roy Redner-Community Officio
Susie Long-Community Officio
Joe Giovannetti-Community Officio
Maria Tripp-Community Officio
Vi Tripp-Community Officio

1981-82 Members Absent:

Marcellene Norton-Community Alternate Officio
~1arina 01 iver-Community Alternate Officio
Rona Nichols-Student Alternate Officio
Dawn Yerton-Student Alternate Officio
Vicki Ferris-Student Alternate Officio
Je Emenhiser-Ex-Officio
David Smith-Ex-Officio
Iris Ruiz-Ex-Officio

Staff Present:

Larry Gorospe-Director
Betty Ann tkCovey-Secretary

ELECTIONS:
Action:

There were no nominations from the floor. Vi
moved and Ethel seconded to close nominations.
Carried.
Joe then asked the board their op1n1on as to
whether they would accept nominations and votes
called in by Marcellene Norton as she could not
attend this meeting. After discussion, Susie
moved and Laura Lee seconded not to accept call
in votes and nominations as the by-laws do not
cover this matter. Carried. This matter
brought to the board's attention the need to
update and revise the by-laws. This will be
discussed at the next regular meeting.

Chairperson:

Vi nominated Joe Giovannetti for Chairperson
Th~re were
no other nominations. Susie moved and Vi
seconded to close nominations. Carried.
Joe elected by acclamation.

Vice-Chairperson:

Cheryl nominated Del Markussen and Vi
seconded for Vice-Chairperson. There were
no other nominations. Laura Lee moved to
cT~se nominations and Del seconded. Carried.
Del elected by acclamation.

PROPOSAL:

Action:

& Susie seconded the nomination.

At this time, Larry handed copies of a rough
outline of some of the subjects being covered
in the 1982-83 proposal. As this was a special
meeting to conduct elections, the secretary
left the meeting at this time.
After lengthy discussion on the proposal and
its status, it was decided to call a special
meeting to gather input for the proposal.
A meeting was set for November 4, 1981 to
cover this matter.

....
INDJ.

) TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNI.

PROGRAM

ADVISORY BOARD MINUTES
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER:

The October 5, 1981 meeting was called to order
at 5:15 p.m. by Chairperson, Joe Giovannetti.

ATTENDANCE:
Members Present:

Susie Long-Officio
Joe Giovannetti-Officio
Violet Tripp-Officio
Maria· Tripp-Officio
Marcellene Norton-Officio
Howard Chavez-Officio
Betsy McDonald- Officio
Dawn Yerton-Officio
Bruc~ Kaye-Officio
Je Emenhiser-Ex-Officio

!'l embers Absent:

Vera Weatherford-Officio
Ethel Casey- Officio
Juan Laos-Officio
Laura Lee George - Alternate Officio
David Smith-Ex-Officio
Iris Ruiz-Ex-Officio

Staff Present:

Larry Gorospe-Director
Roxanne Treece-Coordinator
Betty Ann !1cCovey-Secretary

Guest:

Mary Raigosa-student

AGENDA:
Action:

Howard moved & t·iaria seconded to accept agenda
as presented. Carried.

~H NUT ES:

Action:
BUDGET REPORT:

Action:
COORDINATOR REPORT:

The minutes were read by Joe. Bruce moved and
Maria seconded to accept as read. Carried.
Betty Ann presented copies of the 1980-81 budget
to members present. She explained projected
expenses. The budget should close out at near
zero. Larry explained that the money budgeted
for audit had been moved to cover expenses in
other categories. He explained that HSU had an
internal audit so it was unnecessary for our funds
to cover it. There was a question on who is responsible for what is to be ordered for the project.
Larry explained that any purchase goes through
several offices, including Auxilliary Accounting
Foundation and Purchasing.
Susie moved & Howard seconded to accept budget as
reported. Carried.
Roxy handed cGpies of memos given to students since
the quarter started. She told of the orientation of
our new students (3) and the potluck that followed.
The summer newsletter has been sent out and most of
the student placements have been set.

i

Roxy then told the Board of a new Bill that had
been passed - AB757 which requires that a person
do a proficiency test for basic reading, writing,
and mathematics in order to be awarded any credential, permit, or certificate.
She then told of the decisions of the Review Board
regarding students that had been reviewed. The
Review Board recommended that these students be put
on contract which specifies courses to be completed
during the 1981-82 school year. None bf the students
were recommended to be expelled.
There was a question as to why the community board
members had not been invited to the student potluck.
The board will be invited to all future ITEPP functions.
Action:
DIRECTOR REPORT:

Susie moved and Dawn seconded to accept the report
as presented. Carried.
Larry reported on up-to-date plans to attend the NIEA
in Portland.
He read the activities reports from July, August and
September to members present.
He then gave a rundown on the bilingual program on
campus and what the pros & cons on being in both the
ITEPP program and the bilingual program were. The main
concern was how a person would receive the stipend
offered by both programs. Larry had called Hashington
and was told that they could not r e ceive both. TI1ey
could receive 1/2 stipend from each program but not
both. ~1aria moved and Susie seconded to have Larry
write a letter to the students explaining what the
program entails. Carried.
The proposal is due January 8, 1982. Input from the
advisory board and students is being sought.

Action:
STUDENT REPORT:

Howard moved and Betsy seconded to accept the report
as presented. Carried.
There was a short report on the California Indian
Days recruitment trip and the NIEA trip to be attended
in Portland in October ..
Mary then gave the results of the student elections
for the school year 1981-82. President, Darlene Magee,
Vice-President, Peggy Gensaw, Secretary/Treasurer,
Rona Nichols. Advisory board members are Laura Lee
George, Colleen Goff, Rick Knight, Cheryl Lewis, Del
Markussen, and Linda Saxon, with alternates, Rona
Nichols, Dawn Yerton, and Vicki Ferris.

Action:

Vi moved & Marcellene seconded to accept report as
presented. Carried.

OLD BUSINESS:

There was no old business.

NEW BUSINESS:

A special advisory board meeting has been set for
October 29, 19 81 at 5:00 p.m. to elect members for
the board for 1981-82 school year. This me eting
is necessary because we do not have a regular
meeting in October Hhen we usually elect members
for the current year. Members were directed to
write in or call in nominations to the ITEPP office
with the deadline to be Octobe r 21, 1981.
The revision of the Associate Student form was
tabled.
The selection c ommittee decided to review associate
student applicants onc e a quarter.
The members of the advisory board a s k the staff to
look into the possibility of having coffee at the
meeting. Larry will follow up.

ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting was adjourned at 7: 50 p.Q.
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STUDENT NEWSLETTER
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SPRING RETREAT
Recently, a survey was sent to
you regarding the' upcoming required seminar at the.Lazy L
Ranch in Arcata.
It lS a
planning device to help us complete the planning o~ the ev~nt.
You will receive 1 credit for
attending the two day seminar.
The seminar will focus on
discipline. We have three
presenters who will provide
their views from those of a
teacher with experience working
with Indian students in an
Indian center, an Indian
teacher working in the Public
School System in Redding, and
our own Juan Laos who recently
attended a classroom management
workshop and is completing his
student teaching. Nicole Wood
will be presenting on Positive
Energy - and Indian Values, and
Calvin Rube will speak on
Natural Law for Indian people.
We will meet at the ITEPP office
at 8:30 ··a.m. on April ·3rd to · '· -~ :.
share rides to the Lazy L Ranch ·· 1 '"-~
on Fickle Hill Road. Potlucks
will be arranged for both days.
NOTE: All Consultants are of
Indian heritage.
Tentative Schedule as follows:
~Jffi

April ·

3

8:30 Meet at ITEPP to
share rides to Lazy L
9-11:30 Workshop with
Nicole Wood, Lazy L
"Positive Energy and
Indian Values"
: 11:30-1:30 Recreation
- Potluck
1:30-4 Nicole Wood
Continued from morning.

'.

.• l

~.

4-5 Juan Laos "Classroom Management Model"

April

.8:30 Meet at --:' ITEPP
share rides ',::'

',

Law

'

~~,-

l

3-5 Jim Price "Discipl~n~ ~,
PUI)lic ·School Mode 1" · -~ -.. ,"·
''; ~-·:., ;f
• ,,.· ..<
,..
CIEA MEETING-POTLUCK
~

'

.

~-

-.}·

~-·

..

On Friday, March 19, there WJ,.' llr":r
~~'*'
be a CIEA Chapter meeting at · ' ·.,:1:1·
· 11:30 a.m. in the ITEPP office to :iv
plan for the upcoming CI~A . <l , ;:... ,. '~11.
conference. Since that lS · ~·~. '·
stipend day and also the last ·
day of the quarter, we will have
a potluck after the meeting.
All ITEPP stude~ts are urged
attend.
'

,l

'

JUST A REMINDER ' .
Roxy will not be in' t;he off~ce ~:.~
March 15-26.
::
, J:'

·

'

'

. ,. }lAIN
I opened my eyea
And looked up at the rain,
And it dripped in my head
And llowed into my brain,
And ail that I hear as I lie in my bed
Is the slishity-slosh of the rain in my head.

.J

I step very softly.
I walk very slow,
I can't do a handstandI might overflow,
So pardon the wild crazy thing I just saidl'm just not the Sclme aince there'a rain in my head.
':,

(OVLR) ·

"··

'·

There are some back issues of ~.:
Runners World on the . table by
the fireplace.
Also some runners
type books on the red table by
the heater.
They're for your
use.
Speaking of runners
Deanna and Rona ran in a special
all women's race last weekend
in Arcata.
They both .completed
the three mile race.
Congratulations!

H
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IMPORTANT DATES
!-larch 20
29
April 2
7

~

SPRING QUARTER

0

rz...

ADD/DROP
First ' day of class
Last day to DROP
Last day to ADD
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DID YOU?

m

Register for the ITEPP Retreat
and the Discussion group? If
not, remember to ADD these
courses:

d en
c
~~
..9

3CL1

.

013002 ED 101 ITEPP TRAING SEM
013001 ED 101 ITEPP FLDWK DISC

· · THE BEATITUDES

THE NEW BEATITUDES
lessed are the corporations: for theirs are the kingdoms of the world.
Blessed are the complacent: for they shall never mourn.
llessed are the aggressive: for they have inherited the nrth.

' · · Blessed are the poor i!1 spirit, ior theih i~ the kingdom of heav:en. ·

,· · Blessed are they that mourn, 'for they shall be comforted . ·r~\#.):;
:

·:

-dlessed are they which do hunaer and thirst after nothing but
righteousness: for they shall be ea.Uy IAtitfied.

ili!Med are the merciless: for they shall obtain power.
-...IesKe~

are the pure in race: for they shall see themselves as God.

BJes.ed are the armed forces: for they shall call themselves the children
of the Revolution.

_ lesaed are ye when men shall revile you and say all 11\Anner of evil
apinst you for the sake of the poor and -starving.
Send for the ceMOr and secret poUce.
Rejoice and be exceeding glad.
Smur the electrodes and shu-pen the knives.

Blessed are the meek, for they 'shall inherit the earth .
, Bles~ are they which do hunger and
shall be filled .
·

.

'··~~,.. :r "

thir~t

after righteousness, for they
'
' ·
-,.....
~;...,-,,
Blessed are the merciful. for they shall obtain mercy.
'

.. Blessed are th~ pure in heart, for they shall see God .

\t."

Blessed are the peacemakers, for' they shdll be called the children of God .
Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven.
Bles~

are ye, when men shall revile you , and persecute you, and shall
say all manner of evil against you falSt-ly, for my sake .

Rejoice, and be exceeding glad . for great is your reward in heaven, for
so persecuted they the prophets which were before you .
· ··

Ye own the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost his 11\Afket value,
invest in rul estate.

7hc aLove was cont~ibut0d Ly Rudy G0~· ry.

It is from the program booklet' . . ......
of
a plu.y he saw at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre, "SAVAGES".
·-~·o,;:· 3/sz
'

.f .·

ITEPP SPRING RETREAT
The Annual ITEPP Spring Retreat has been scheduled for April 3-4. It will be held at the
Lazy L Ranch in Arcata. One credit will be offered. Attendance is necessary.
Several consultants will offer workshops relating to Discipline. Another topic area
will be "Positive Energy". The hours will be 9:00 a.m.-5:00p.m. with a two hour break
for lunch and recreation. Horses will be available for riding as well as equipment for
softball, vollyball, ancf hiking. 1

PROGRAM PLANNING AND PROPOSAL WRITING FOR NON-PROFIT PROGRAMS
Sponsored by Inter-Tribal Council
This workshop will be conducted by Chris Peters, who has had
grant writing.
DATE:
LOCATION:

severa~

years experience in

February 18-19, 1982
TIME: 10:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.
Indian Action Council, Board Room - 219 5th, Eureka, CA

TOPICS INCLUDE:
*General Orientation to Federal Application Process *Instruction for
Needs Assessment Research ~·:A Review of Funding Sources ~·:Grant Writing
Procedures
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL

(707) 677-3039

UIHS DANCE
February 12, 1982 - 9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Eureka

Music. by WILD CHILD
Get your tickets from our President, Darlene
DANCE SOME MORE
February 14, 1982 - 8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

Fat Alberts

Music by MERV
Benefit for Hoopa Tourney Queen Candidate
Jennifer George
$2. s.o
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Find the tribes (either diagonal, horizontal
or vertical).
Acoma
Aleut
Apache
Arapahoe
Assiniboine
Blackfeet
Caddo
Cherokee
Chippewa
Chitimacha
Choctaw
Colorado River
Comanche
Cook Inlet

Coushatta
Creek
Crow
Eskimo
Flathead
Haida
Hopi
lnipiat
Kickapoo
Kiowa
Kootenai
Laguna
Lumbee
Lummi

Manulek
Menominee
Mohave
Mohawk
Native Hawaiian
Navajo
Nez Perce
Oneida
Onondaga
Papago
Pawnee
Pima
Pueblo
Puyallup

Salish
Seminole
Seneca
Shawnee
Shinnecock
Shoshone-Bannock
Sioux
Suquamish
Tlingit
Tsimshian
Ute
Winnebago
Yakima
Yaqui
Zuni

DATES TO RE!-'lEMBER
Nov. 11

Veterans Day (public
school holiday)

18

Native American College
Night - 7:]0-9:00 p.m.
Redwood Acres

19

Advisory Board Meeting

20

Stipend Day

24

Last day to DROP

25-27

Holidays

27-29

CIEA - Fresno

30

Pick up registration
materials for Winter

DIRECTOR'S CORNER
As you all know by now, Roxy
will be leaving ITEPP. We won't
ever be able to replace her but
we wish her well in Los Angeles.
Roxy has been a central member
of our ITEPP staff for approximately
years and has been my
right h a nd person since I have
relied on her for many things.
The trip to NIEA was termed
successful by me. We accomplished several things. We
recruited, disseminated program
information, as well as provided
an educational experience for ten
of our students. The upcoming
film festival and CIEA meetings
may well be the end of student
group travel since travel and
funds have been cut. Our Spring
group program workshop which was
held at Shasta Lake last year,
will have to be implemented at
a closer location.
I want to thank you all for
participation and commitment to
the ITEPP program.
I know the
classes and meetings are difficult to fit into an already
tight schedule.
Larry

ITEPP CLUB

~

The club had two meetings during
October. Committees were set up
to review the by-laws and to plan
fund raising activities for the year.
A committee was also selected to be
in charge of an ITEPP Dance,
scheduled for the first part of '82.
The fund raising committee met
and decided not to sell candy. They
planned a fry bread sale for
Wednesday, November 18. Please sign
up to help with this first fund
raising activity of the year.
( OVER

nEGISTRATION FOR WINTER

PRESENTORS NEEDED

At the end of this month, you
will be registering for next quarter.
2gistration materials will be avail-~le on Monday, November 30, and
must be turned in by Friday,
2cember 4. Anyone failing to
egister during this week will
p ersonally have to ~ ~ $25 late
y9gistration fee.

The Eureka City Schools Title
IV program is looking for people
to make cultural - educational
presentations to their students.
If you have fieldwork hours to
make up or would just like to
present something to the students,
please contact Joe Giovannetti or
Adelhia West at 443-0861 ext. 247.

Please see Roxy for the classes
y ou should take.
THOUGHTS TO PONDER
(heard 'round the ITEPP office)
"Th~ meaning of the standard
deviation is that if you were to
take one measurement, you have a
68% chance of being within : 10
of the average value, and a 98%
chance of being within ~20. The
formula for calculating standard
deviations is! O&
~)~
»I
says Darlene. Denise ~ponds,
"Wh atmere so we of yo ur te act
i ou so rt ho ug tsu hi le att
emgt in gtor ea bthis?" Then
Colleen throws her two cents in:

Ji

SCHOLARSHIP AHARD
word has been received that
oe nise has been awarded a Sequoia
Fellowship. This grant is made
y the Association of American
_ ndian Affairs in New York.
Congratulations, Denise!

LETTERING
A large selection of stick-on
fe tters in a variety of colors and
~v pes
is available for your use
lr class projects or in your fieldWd rk.
If you're interested in
seeing what's available, see Roxy.

V.. IIPif.ro
~ ~ 2.rr
.N

t.J;. .f (lcJ£,) ~ X.i..:: \~lft'.,c~ '-)d~~
~

""

Do you think they've all lost it?

,..

WELCOME BACK! !

TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

I'm 'sure you are all glad to be
back to school - to see all the
ITEPPers and, of course, the ITEPP
staff.
I hope the computer was
good to you and yod don't Have to
do too much adding and dropping.

Having trouble getting everything
done in the 24 hour day? Plan on
attending the Time Management
Workshop by Iris Ruiz of Special
Services.
Iris is an Ex-officio
member of our Advjsory Board and

Let's make this a good year!

is a.nxiotts

Lo help y(lll d<•v<•l(lp

rnana~c.~mcnt

skU ls.

has two sessions.
NHE 118.

All are held in

Wednesday-October 14,
Wednesday-October 21,
(attend both)
CLASS SCHEDULES
Please get your schedule to Betty
Ann as quickly as possible - October
6th at the latest.
We need them to
schedule the required ITEPP Discussion
Group.

t.im<~

Each worksltop

12-l
12-l

OR
Thursday-October 29,
Thursday-November 5,
(attend both)

]2-l
12-1

DISCUSSION GROUP
This quarter, all ITEPP students
are required to attend a discussion
group session.
You will receive 1
unit for participating.
Be sure to
ADD:
Ed. 101 - 013000- 1 unit.

NEW STUDENTS
ITEPP has three new students
this Fall:
Ed Smith, and Carl
Pettit, who were with us this
summer and LaRain Hawkghost.
Ed
and LaRain are English majors and
Carl will be completing the Liberal
Studies course of study.

ITEPP CLUB
. WELCOME ! .
I

The club will be electing new
officers and planning events for the
coming year.
Got any ideas? Let's
hear them at the first club meetin~.

* * * * * * * *

* **

SUMMER PROGRAM
As you may be aware, we placed
a survey form in your mailbox to
aid us in finalizi~g the plans for
the SW11mer program.
We received
four forms in response.
As it
looks now, we will have the
English l00jl24jl03J, ·taught by
John Shaffer, Humboldt State
University - 4 units, Education
103, Communications Between Indian
Organizations, taught by Elvira
Barlow (Yurok) - 4 units, and
Education 101, Indian Educational
Personnel Training Skills, taught
by Donald Barlow, (Sac & Fox)
4 units.
The classes will begin on June
21st and continue until the end
of July.

* * * * * * * * * * *
COLLEGE MOTIVATION DAY
ITEPP students are needed to
help with the American Indian
College Motivation Day for high
school students, Thursday, April 22.
Please let Roxy know by
Wednesday, April 14 if you would
like to help.

* * * * *

* * * * * * *

*

*

*

*

* * * * * *

*

Vicki will be in Spokane
Washington the week pf April 13-16
playing in the National Indian
Activities Association Basketball
Championships.
Good luck to you
Vic.

*

* * * * * * * * * *

If Rona, Ethel, or Howard
look rather harried these days,
it's because they're doing full
day student teaching (and all
doing a real good job:) Hang in
there .....

* * * * * * * * * *

* *

Anyone interested in having
back issues of Sports Illustrated
to use or give away is welcome to
the pile on the shelf by Roxy's
desk.
Maybe you know some young
people that would like to read
them.

* * * * * * * * * * *
Roxy will not be in the office
April 19-30.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
Is your file for financial aid
for '82-'83 complete???

* * * * * * * * * * * *

BELATED HAPPY BIRTHDAY
April 4
8

Darlene Magee
Betsy McDonald

* * * * *

* * * * * * *

HIA MEETS every THURSDAY at
5:30p.m. at Ethnic Studies.

Lots of workshops and events
are going on in the community and
on campus this quarter.
Keep
your eyes open for the things
that interest you.
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ITEPP PARTICIPANTS
Fall Quart er

1981

Name

Tribe

Major

Class

V_i_c tori ne B i.11y

Wiyot/Redwood Creek

Liberal Studies

('

J:thel Casey

Hupa

Art

Graduate

Iloward Chavez

Porno

Liberal Studies

Graduate

Vicki Ferris

Hupa

Physical Education

Junior

Rudolph Geary

Miwok/Maidu/Wylaki

Psychology

Graduate

Yurok

Art

Senior

Laura Lee George

Karok

Business

Senior

Colleen Goff

Hupa

Bus i r:ess

Senior

Rain Hawkghost

Sioux

English

Junior

Bruce Kaye

Navajo/Hopi

Hale Knight

Porno

Liberal Studies

Sophomore

Juan Laos

Yaqui

Social Science

Graduate

Cheryl Lewis

Yurok

Liberal Studies

Senior

Darlene Magee

Yurok

Psychology

Senior

De l Markus sen

Yurok

Social Welfare

Senior

Jeannie McDonald

Washo e

Liberal Studies

Senior

Deanna McLaughlin

Karok

Liberal Studies

Senior

Virgil Moorehead

Yurok/Tolowa

Physical Education

Senior

Calis a Moser

Win tun

Liberal Studies

Senior

Rona Nichols

Cherokee

Liberal Studies

Senior

Carl Pettit

Oteo/Cherokee

Liberal Studies

Senior

Sherri Provol t

Yurok

Education

Graduate

Denise Quitiquit

Porno

Psychology

Graduate

Mary Raigosa

Miwok/Wintun/Nomlaki

Liberal Studies

Senior

Nancy Richardson

Yurok

Liberal Studies

Senior

Linda Saxon

Hupa

Liberal Studies

Cradua.tr:

Edmund Smith

Yurok

I:nglish

.Jun irn·

Sheryl Steinruck

Tolowa

Child Developme nt

Cracluatr:

Ade lhia West

Mohigan

Social Welfare

Senior

Walter Wilson

Wintu/Shoshone

Liberal Studies

Graduate

Dawn Yerton

Hupa

Psychology

Senior

Peggy Gensaw

'

_Psychology

•••••••••

.
oernor

Sophomore

Newsletter Covers

Fall Quarter Graduate

For the past couple of years,
the covers for the ITEPP Newsletter have been illustrated by
Carolyn Risling Shaw. An ITEPP
graduate, Lyn does an excellent
job of portraying local Indian
people and their activities,
past and present. She just completed work on a Native American
Mental Health Promotion Project
which was prepared by Shenandoah
Films. The materials from this
project will be field tested
soon and will then b~ distributed
statewide. Lyn also provided art
work for the American Indian curriculum developed by the Indian
Action Council of Northwestern
California in Eureka. One of her
paintings was awarded first place
in the Art show at Indian Days at
Cal Expo in Sacramento. She also
has shown her work at several
local art exhibits.
ITEPP is
fortunate to have a graduate that
uses her talent in the service of
Indian people.

Walter Wilson completed his
program with ITEPP during Fall
Quarter by fulfilling the requirements for a BA degree and teaching
credential. A Liberal Studies
major, Walter emphasized in Arts
and Humanities. Some of his excellent photography is on display at
the ITEPP office. He will receive
a Multiple Subjects credential.
Congratulations, Walter!

DONATIONS NEEDED FOR CALVIN RUBE
On November 27, Calvin Rube's
home and storage shed were burned
to the ground in Weitchpec.
Rube, a Yurok Headman, is
seeking to gather replacements
for the lost articles. The
destroyed items had been passed
on to Rube by previous head-men
and had been used to train
generations of local spiritual
leaders.
Rube is appealing to local
residents who might be willing
to donate replacement articles
or who would be willing to help
to make new ones in the traditional way. Persons willing to
donate should contact:

Special ITEPP Course
Joe Giovannetti, Title IV Coordinator for Eureka City Schools
was the instructor for the special
ITEPP course offered during Fall
quarter.
The course, entitled
Proposal Writing for American ·
Indian Programs, focused on Title
IV, Part B regulations as outlined
in the Federal Register. Each sec~.
tion of regulations was discussed
in detail at the class meetings and
students learned the many asp~cts
of writing a good proposal.

Calvin Rube
Box 14
Weitchpec Rt.
Hoopa, CA 95546

3

ITEPP Club

Seminar Course

ITEPP students elected officers
for their club at the beginning of
Fall Quarter.
Serving for 1981-82
are:

During the Fall quarter, the
ITEPP seminar was utilized as both
a communication device to make
ITEPP program announcements and to
provide American Indian Human
Potential training for the participants of ITEPP.
The HPS was implemented because
it imparts positive experiences for
its members and it helps improve
the self-concept, enhances the
planning life styles, clarification of values and goal setting.
Assisting in the presentation of
the Human Potential activities
were group leaders Carol Morris
and Sh a ron Sligh. Next quarter,
the ITEPP seminar will focus on
fieldwork discussion in addition
to its communication function for .
ITEPP administrative purposes.
ITEPP students have been involved
in their fieldwork experience in
a wide variety of situations
·
ranging from teaching in public
schools . to providing services in
Indian organizations.

President - Darlene Magee
Vice President - Peggy Gensaw
Secretary/ - Rona N'1c h o 1 s
Treasurer
·
Several meetings were held during the quarter and many items
were discussed.
Committees were
set up to review the by-laws and
to plan fund raising•activit~es
for the year. A committee was
also selected to be in charge of
an ITEPP Dance, scheduled for the
Spring Quarter. On November 18
the club held a fry bread sale in
the quad. Club members also
decorated the ITEPP office for
Christmas and planned a Christmas
Potluck/Party for the end of the
quarter. Gifts were exchanged at
the party (with Howard Chavez
receiving the most original one-appropriate too considering
January's cold spell) and a good
time was had by all in attendance.

EPD Conference
Haskell Indian Junior College in
Lawrence, Kansas was the scene for
a National Education Professional
De v elopment conference held in
November.
Representing ITEPP at
t his meeting were Larry Gorospe,
Ro xanne Treece, and Rudy Geary.
EPD program staff members a0d
students from throughout the
nation gathered to discuss their
programs and to participate in
informative workshops.
Congratulations are in order for the
staff of the Southwest Resource
and Evaluation Center IV for
organizing and sponsoring the
conference and Gerald Gipp and
his still at Haskell for their
gracious hospitality.
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ITEPP UPDATE

CIEA CONFERENCE

The ITEPP proposal was submitted
~~r new funding in January.
The
program may be experiencing diffiult times in the near future. Many
_ ther Indian programs are having
their program funding levels reduced
~ r cut back completely because of
resident Reagan's econ~mic policies.

The Humboldt State University
Chapter of the California Indian
Education Association will hold
its spring meeting in Arcata at
Humboldt State University on
May 28, 29, 30, 1982. The ITEPP
Chapter of CIEA is busy planning
the 3 day eve nt which will include
speakers, workshops, and many
other (~vents .
1\lso invo]\·l-~d in

Roxanne Treece, the program coor' inator, has completed plans for
eaving the program sometime during
t he summer.
Larry Gorospe, the
n rogram director, will leave ITEPP
:hortly after the summer program
LS under way on June 30th.

planning acLiviLj_L'!s

lor

L11 0

Wl 'l' k-

end is tl1e Humboldt Indian Alliance
'
(HIA), a student group at HSU.
The theme for the conference is
"The New Federalism: What It Means
for the American Indian Education".

The ITEPP Seminar consisted of
>resentations by staff members,
c on~unity persons, and an education
co nsultant.
The subjects covered
vere;
Curricula Materials for
L ndian Children, ITEPP Library
Resources, and Media Tapes and Films
JY local T.V. Shows and Film Makers.
rhe consultant made a presentation
on learning styles.
Fieldwork
~iscuss ion was also briefly exJlo red.
ITEPP sponsored Calvin
-hube (a Yurok Headman for a series
of talks on campus concerning the
Natural Law).

For furt h e r information on the
confer e nce, cal l the ITEPP office
(707) 826-3672.

Two new members were added to
the ITEPP staff by way of the
Northern California Indian Develop-ment Council CETA Program.
They
will assist the program and gain
experience in the process as aides .
Plans hav e been finalized for a
spring seminar on Discipline,
Positive Energy, and Indian Values.
_ The summer program featuring Indian
pres~ntors is nearing completion.

Pe ggy Gensaw
CIEA Reg ion I Representativ e

Larry Gorospe
Director

(1)

I

ITEPP PARTICIPANTS
Winter Quarter 1982
Name

....

'-

Victorine Billy
Ethel Casey
Howard Chavez
Vicki Ferris
Rudolph Geary
Peggy Gensaw
Laura Lee George
Co 11 een Goff
Rain Hawkghost
Bruce Kaye
Juan Laos
Cheryl Lewis
Darlene Magee
Del Markussen
Jeannie McDonald
Deanna ~1cLaugh 1in
Virgil Moorehead
Calisa Moser
Rona Nichols
Carl Pettit
Sherri Provolt
Denise Quitiquit
Mary Raigosa
Nancy Richardson
Linda Saxon
Edmund Smith
Sheryl Ste i nruck
Ade 1hi a West.
Dawn Yerton

Tribe

j

Wiyot/ Redwoo·d Creek
Hupa
Pomo
. Hupa
t~iwok/Mai du/Wyl aki
Yurok
Ka rok
Hupa
Sioux
Navajo/ Hopi
Yaqui
Yurok
Yurok
Yurok
Washoe
Karok
Yuro k/ To 1ow a
Wintun
Cherokee
Oteo/Cherokee
Yurok
Pomo
Miwok/Wintun/Nomlaki
Karok
Hupa
Yurok
Tolowa
Mohigan
Hupa

(2)

Major

Class

Liberal Studies
Art
Libera 1 Studies
Physical Education
Psychology
Art
Business
Mathematics
English
Psycho 1ogy
Socia 1 Science
Liberal Studies
Psychology
Social We 1fare
Libera 1 Studies
Liberal Studies
Physical Education
Liberal Studies
Liberal Studies
Liberal Studies
Education
Psychology
Liberal Studies
Liberal Studies
Liberal Studies
English
Child Development
Social Welfare
Psychology

Senior
Graduate
Graduate
Junior
Graduate
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Graduate
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Graduate
Graduate
Senior
Senior
Graduate
Junior
Graduate
Senior
Senior

r

PPS INTERNS

3TUDENT TEACHERS

Denise Quitiquit and Rudy Geary 1
PPS credential candidates, com-.
pleted hours toward their internship requirements during Winter
Quarter. Denise was assigned to
the Trinidad Elementary School and
Rudy to the HSU Career Development
Center and the College of the
Redwoods.
The Pupil Personnel
Servi c es crede ntial program re quir e s a n ex t e ns .i v e int e rn s hip
which th e se s tudents will complet~
during Spring Quarter.

Three ITEPP students completed
: heir half-day student teaching
_ lSsignment during Winter Quarter.
Ho ward Chavez, assigned to Alice
3irney school in Eurekalhad a
_3 uccessful quarter in Jeff Self's
5-6 grade class.
At Marshall school
Ln Eureka, Rona Ni chols was actively
I
_nvolved in the e ducation of the
13t h grade student s in Sally Siler's
r oo m.
On the high school level,
~t h e l Casey completed her half-day
-~equirement in the Art department
a t McKinleyville H,igh School.
All
:hree of these students continued on
~ : o fu l l-day teaching during the
Spring Quarter.
Completing her full-day assignment
-l uring Winter Quarter was Linda Saxon.
Linda taught the 4th grade at Dow's
1 rairie Sch o ol
in McKinleyville. Her
Jaster teacher was Kim Sutton.
In June, Howard, Rona, Ethel, and
Jinda will complete their program with
TEPP.

Carole Korb, pres e ntor at
session of ITEPP Seminar

Linda Saxon preparing lessons
(3)

Commencement activities for Humboldt State University will be
held on Saturday, June 12 beginning at 9:00 a.m. with the ceremony
for the College of Behavioral & Social Sciences. ITEPP students
participating will be Rudolph Geary, Darlene Magee, Del Markussen,
Betsy McDonald, Deanna McLaughlin, Calisa Moser, Adelhia West, and
Dawn Yerton. Foimer ITEPP graduates and members of the Indian
community are invited to attend this important event and cheer these
Indian students who have worked so hard to receive their degree.

* * * *• * * *

~

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Attention ITEPP graduates! Will your credential expire in
June? Trying to reinstate an expired credential is a hassle, so be
sure you renew yours as needed.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Two India·n persons have been working in the ITEPP office
during the Winter Quarter through the CETA work experience program
of the Northern California Indian Development Council, Inc. in
Eureka. The two workers, Brian Long and Franklin Thorn are quite
a help to the office staff. They will continue their work during
Spring Quarter.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ITEPP participants, Bruce Kaye, Mary Raigosa, Sheryl Steinruck,
and Calisa Moser took time from their very busy Winter quarter
schedules to make a special presentation to the history classes
at Arcata High School. History teacher, Kay Escarta, requested that
the students come to present supplementary information on American
Indians.
Each student spoke about their own tribe and the film, "We Are
These People'' from the new Native American Mental Health promotion
project developed by Shenandoah Films, was shown.

(4)

·Trinidad-Clam Beach Run
February 6, 1982

Here Comes Larry:

Larry Gorospe, ITEPP Director

7th Place
Mike Baca, Associate Student

A large crowd was o n hand for the race

Also finishing the 8.5 mile run were Carol Aubin,
time worker and Gerald Crnich, ITEPP Graduate.

(5)

ITEPP part-

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
Arcata, California 95521
POSITION VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Effective July 1, 1982
_ Title: Director, Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program.
Qualifications: The Director must hove experience in Indian Education, including teaching (preferably
with an elementary or secondary credential). Cultural experience with Indian people and demonstrated obi li ty to understand the Native American perspective ore required. Applicants should
provide evidence of succes5ful administrative and counseling activities. Since the doctoral degree
is required for tenure and promotion, those persons who have at least doctoral candidate status will
be preferred.
Rank: Lecturer equivalent to Assistant Professor.
----

'

I

Salary Now in Effect: Step placement based upon qualifications and experience, currently from $21,852
to $26,316.
Professional Duties: The Director is responsible for the day-to-day management of ITEPP, including working with faculty, administrators, and an advisory board; directing staff; and counseling students. In
addition the Dire ctor plans program activities in consultation with others, including the development
of the annual Title IV, Part B grant proposal.
The Program: The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program has a 12-yeor record of meeting the
needs of a major Indian community in California and the nation, Its essential elements include four
years of study, with summer sessions, leading to a bachelor's degree and a teaching credential, or two
years of graduate study leading to a master's degree and a counseling credential; intensive monitoring
and assistance with study skills; a mandatory field placement; and special courses, seminars, and
cultural experiences.
The University: Humboldt State University, located near scenic coastal redwoods, was established in
1913 and is now the northernmost campus of the California State University system. It offers more than
60 baccalaureate programs and a dozen master's degree programs to 6600 full-time equivalent students
with opproximo rely 400 full-time equivalent faculty. There ore rancherias and a reservation nearby.
-

Application: A letter of application, curriculum vitae, and professional placement file should be sent to:
Professor Herbert W. Hendricks, Chair
ITEPP Search and Screening Committee
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Humboldt State University
Arcata, California 95521
Phone (707) 826-3766 or 3716
If on applicant is not registered with a placement office, he or she should solicit at least three letters
of recommendation from persons familiar with his or her work and professional capabilities. For those
applicants whose quo lifi cations warrant furthe r consideration, an interview wi II be arranged. Applicants must be prepared to assume program responsibilities by September 15, 1982 at the latest. Applications, complete with placement file or letters of recommendation, must be received by May 15,
1982.

040182
(6)
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F. JAC.:SON. CPA
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F. JACKSON
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EKLUND . CPA

ARCATA , CA 95521
(707)

822·4835

The Board of Directors
Humboldt State University
Foundation
Humboldt State University
Arcata, California
~

We have examined the financial statements of Humboldt State University Foundation for the year ended June 30, 1982, and have issued
our rep ort thereon dated September 13, 1982. As part of our examination, we reviewed and tested Humboldt State University Foundation's
system of internal accounting control to the extent we considered
necessary to evaluate the system as required by general ly accepted
aud iting standards. Under these standards, the purposes of such evaluations are to establish a basis for reliance on the system of internal accounting control in determining the nature, timing, and extent
of other auditing procedures that are ne cessary for exp ressin g an
opinion on the financial statements and to assist the auditor in pl an ning and performing the examination of the financial sta tements.
The objective of internal accounting con trol is to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the safe guarding of asse~s
a gainst loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and the reliabilit y
of financial records for preparing financ ia l statements and maintainin g accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance
recognizes that the cost of a system of internal a cco unting control
should not exceed the benefits derived and also reco gnizes that the
eValuation of these factors ne cessarily requires estimates and judgments by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the potentia l effectiveness of any system of internal accounting
control. In the performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes of jud gment, carelessness, or other personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segre ga tion of duties can be circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented intentionally by management with respect either to the execution and recordin g
of transactions or with resp ec t to the estimates and judgments required
in the preparation of financial statements. Further, projection of any
evaluation of internal accounting control to futur e periods is subject
to the risk that the procedures may become inadequa te because of chan ges
in conditions, and that the degree of compliance with the procedures
may deteriorate.

HUHBOLDT STATE UNIVERSIT Y FOL:\ DATION
I NTERNAL ACCOUNTING COKTRLIL
AND
ADHINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
June 30, 1982

Our examination of the financial state~ents made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, including the study and
evaluation of Humboldt State University Foundation system of internal
accounting control for the year ended J une 30, 1982 that was made for
the purposes set forth in the first para g raph of this report, would
not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system because it was
based on selectiye tests qf accounting records and related data.
No recommendations \vere made for the current audit period.

Status of Prior Years' Re commendations

RECO~~ N DATION

1

Signed checks should not be returned to the Accounting Technician
or Clerical Assistant who prepared or reviewed check requests.
Due to limited staff, managem e nt did not con s id e r this recommendation to be viable and considered the accounting c o ntrols surrounding
signed checks adequate.

RECONNENDATION 2
~lonthly bank reconciliations should be reviewed and the review documented by appropriate Auxiliaries Accounting Staff to insure all steps
are being followed and to insure clerical accuracy.

This recommendation was implemented in the 1981-82 fiscal year.

RECmL"lENDATION 3
Original invoices/billings should- be canceled by use of a cancellation stamp.
This recommendation was implemented in the 1981-82 fiscal year.

-·

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
INTERl"lAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
AND

ADHINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
June 30, 1982

RECOl1MENDATIO:\ 4
Propertv reports as prepared by the Humboldt State University
Property Office and the subsidiary ledgers as maintained by the Auxiliaries Accounting Office should reflect timing differences only.
Management has taken steps to improve the situation during the
1981-82 fiscal ~-ear.

Additionally, we have revie\ved Humboldt State University Foundation's operations for those items specified on page two of Humboldt
State University Foundation's "Request for Proposal" dated
March 12, 1980.
Our comments regarding those specific items follows:

-i

I

1.

No disclosures were made in the course of our examination to
suggest that expenditures by Humboldt State University Foundation could cause loss to the Organization's tax exempt
status under Section 50l(c) of the Internal Revenue Code and
Section 23701 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.

2.

Humboldt State University Foundation exp e rienced a working
capital increase of $71,941 with a year-end working capital
of $695,009 for combined funds. We feel these amounts of
working capital are adequate for Humboldt State University
Foundation to meet its operational objectives.

3.

Reserve funds for current operations and capital replacement
were $118,546 and S65,200 respectively. The ratio of these
reserves to the historical cost of fixed assets is 115.53%.

4.

Hurnboldt \ State University Foundation's management plan for
procedures for long-term trends appears to be adequate.

We would also like to thank the management and staff for their cooperation and assistance during the course of our engagement.
1,\

./
I :_.
September 13, 1982
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N

INTHODUCTION
The primary objectives of the 1982 Indian Teacher
Educational Personnel Program (ITEPP) is to train American
Indian people who are effective classroom teachers at the
professional level and who, in addition, are prepared to
assume educational leadership roles in a broad range of
activities such as community liaison and coordination,
Indian project administration, counseling, and related socl

ial and educational services.
The means by which these objectives are to be met is
stat ed in three basic components:
1.

to provide training and preparation to 30
Indian Students (100 %) in ITEP's Educational
Personnel Training Program for Indian people,
(Pre-service component)

2.

to provide in-service training to 15 certificated teachers currently involved in the instruction of Indian children,

3.

to provide in-s ervice training to 15 Indian
teacher paraprofessionals (teachers aides )
from the Humboldt State University (HSU)
service reqion.

Due to the limited financial resources allocated for
the internal evaluation,

this report will ne ither 'be swn-

mative nor comprehensive in nature.

The main focus of this

internal evaluation will be dire cted towards the assessment of the pre-service component listed a bove as well as
an analysis on the effectiveness of program administrat ion
in meeting the goals and

obj~ctives

stated in the grant

application.
The design and content

ot

the grant application provide

the basis for all management and evaluation activit i es .
l

The application in its entirety serv e s as a contract
between the Office of Indian Education and the contractor
which in this case is Humboldt State Univ e rsity Found ation,
Indian Teacher Educational Personnel Prog ram .
The contractor is responsible for developing and implementin g the contract.

,,

2

.. .

M E T H 0 D 0 L 0 G Y

I

METHODOLOGY
The evaluation covers the implementation per io d from
June 1, 1981 through June 8, 1982.
A total of two man days we re spent at the project site
at which time the evaluator interviewed ITEPP staff,
students, and Advisory Board members; reviewed fue grant
application , The Adviso ry Boards By-laws , Direct6rs job
descript ion, and the 1980-1981 evaluation report .

The

analysis of~ t hese p~ogram documents provided the baseline
data f or the internal evaluation and were central in the
formulation of the advisory board and student evaluation
questionnaire.
Interviews were conducted with seven Advisory Board
members, four of which were Indian Community representatives and three were student members currently enrolled
as I TEPP participants.

Information was gathere d through

the use of a n Advisory Board Questionnaire (see appendix).
The interviewees were both liberal and generous with
their answers .
The; questionnaire was designed to elicit responses ln
three main catagories:
1.

Advisory Board members understand ing of their role.

2.

Effectiveness of co@nunication between program
director and Advisory Board.

3.

Overall program ma na geme nt.

A 66 item questionnaire (see appendix) was used to
elicit information from the ITEPP student participants.
The instrument was structured in such a manner as to
ascertain student opinions about the following :
3

• Orientation to the ITEP program
• Course Content
e

ITEPP Libra r y

• Summer Sessions
• Counseling Ski l ls Training
• Fie ldwork
• Workshops and Conferences
~

~

ITEPP Director

Tl1ese topics are comprised prima rily of the obj e ctlves and activities stated in the three year proposa l
application.
Dy evaluating these elemen ts, progress can then be
measured in terms of whethe r objec t i ves
been met .

~a ve

o r have not

By closer examination of st ud e11t responses to

certain items on the questionnaire the evaluator was able
to ascertain the degree of succe ss.

The eval ua tor

wa~

assisted with the typing , distrib-

uti on and coll ect i on of the quest ionnair e by an ITE PP
staff member and an ITEPP Coll eg e Work Study student.
Thirteen

(13) questionnaires were return ed which rep-

rese n ts 46.5% of enroJ_led IT EPP students.

It is important

to note that many it ems in th e questionnai re were phrased
exactly as th ey appear in the proje ct proposal , therefore ,
several q uest ions may appear to be runbiguous and vag ue
(se e question 14 on student questionnaire).
ate that some objectives

stat~d

This may indic-

in the pr op os al may need

to be examin ed more carefully and defined more c l early .

4

In f ormation wa s al s o g a t hered throu g h in f ormal dis cussi on with the Project Di re ctor an d th e Project Coordinator.

Thoug h both have indicated they will no lon ge r

be invo lved with the program, their sugges tions have been
incorpo rated in this evaluation r e port.

5

P ROJECT

ADVISORY

BOARD

PROJECT ADVISORY BOARD
The Advisory Board consists of representatives of
the I nd ian Community, ITEPP student participants and
H.S.U. personnel .

The Boards' primary objective is "to

share the administration of ITEPP with Humboldt State
Unive r sity".
The Board lS composed of 12 Of fic io members, 6 of
whom are members of the Indian Community a n d 6 of whom
I;

ar e part icipating ITEPP students .
Th e Board me mbers interviewed shouJ d b e commend ed
on th e ir sincere in te rest in the suc ess of the program.
Board rr1embers spoke openly and honestly ln their appraisal of th e administrative responsibilities which
they share with H.S.U.

''

Role
It became apparent after sever al int e rviews that
not all Advisor y Boa rd members have a cl ear u nd e rstandin g o f the goals and objectives of the ITEP program.
Some me mbers did have a superficial understanding that
it was to educate Indian people and get them g raduat ed
from coll eqe ,

howevc~r

t he essential con cop tual need for

t he prog r a m was not expressed by some of the interv i ewees.
In order to work t owards a so l u tion one must f irst un de rsta nd th e problem.
In regards to the Co-administrative relationship th e
Advisory Board shares with II. S .U. a sma ll perce ntage of
those interviewed remain unc e rtain as to the fun ction of

6

I

the board.
Though

al l had a genera l understanding that they were

to work with H.S.U. administration and the program
Director, the actual g uid elines for implementation
remained unclear.
In contrast those Board members that responded
knowledgeably appeared to have strong ideas about the
!

'

function and role of the Advisory Board .
such

QS

these generally l ead to

Inbalances

rnisunde~standings

and

confusion in policy setting.
The importance for all to understand the functional
aspects of the board 1s apparent in light o f the responses
to th e question;
Do you fee l you have an opportunit y to make chan g es
1n the direction of the ITEP program?

If so, how?

Responses ranged from - no everything see ms cut and dry
to - y es we have an opportunity to provi de in - put and
o f fer ideas.
Specifically, the By-laws stat e that the Advisory
Board will establish:
a.

policy that guides the director

b.

guidelin e s for cooperation with H. S.U . and
public schoo l systems

c.

criteria for selecting project p0rticipants

d.

policy that governs the project participants

e.

criteria f or evaluating the Indian Te acher
Education Project

There are four legal documents covering the roles,

7

,
responsibilities, and various administrative functions
of the program , these are :
l.

Rules and regu l ations of the funding source

2.

By- lavls

3.

H. S . U. policies and procedures and

4.

The contents of the grant applic at ion itself.

Therefore , the management, administration , and
li

evaluation of the program is governed b y these provisions .
The effectiveness of the Advisory Boa rd lies , in
part, ln each individua l members understand ing of th ei r
basic duties and responsibilities.

Communicution effectiven ess with Director
I ~

In futbcr discussions with the board

tttcmb<~r s

, w i thou L

exception all indicated a strong need for a more open
communicative atmosphere with the Director.

The evaluation

guestirmnaire indicated that Communicat.ion between the
Director and Advisory Board members was less than satisfactory.

Advis ory Board me mbers all exp ress ed a desire for
I'l'EPP to work clos ely

vJi.Lh

more colOrnunity peop le .

He sour-

ces exist in the community which hav e not been tapped .
Many community agencies provide services at no cost , and
many Indian individuals have yaluable experience that
could contribute to the growth of the student.s awareness.

8

Also expressed were concerns about the Director's
tendency toward favoritism of a few select students.
'The primary concern however, was th e poor communica-tion
between Director and Advisory Board.

Conclusion
'The Indian 'Teacher Educational Personnel Program

'

'
has done much to increase

th,~

number of Native American

Personnel in Indian education leadershi p positions.
One student Advisory Board member s ta ted that she
was appreciative of the fact she was given an apportunity to get an education so that she could help other
Indian students stay in school and complete theirs.
It is this spirit which all involvc cl with the progr<tnl
should strive to maintain.
The importance of mutual cooperation and communication cannot be overly stressed.

It is an ideal which,

if not attainable, should certainly be worked towards.
Communication is the beginning of understanding.

Recommendations
In respect to this evaluation the following are
submitted as

reco~nc n dations :

1.

efforts b e made towards ori con tation of Advisory
Boa :rd me mbers to goals, obj e c ti ves, b udgets,
policies and proceedures.

2.

a board members packet be deve loped to include
the abov"'~ menti o ned ·documents.

3.

more community croodwi ll and social fu nctions be
establishe d such as po tluck s or open house at
9

the beginning of th e school year to acquaint
students , staff, community , a nd administration
of the upcoming schedule of even ts , the goals
and directions for the new year .
4.

a formal procedure be impl eme nt ed which outlin e s the steps necessary for the director to
report to both H. S.U. administration and the
Advisory Board .

5.

a mo re con s ci en tious adherency to policies and
proceedures that are curr e ntly established in
r egards to the ITEP P stude nt selection process ,
workshops, and report requir ement s.
4

10
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EVALUATION OF COURSE CONTENT
Pre-service
Orientation
Pursuant to the proposal, the following has been
stated as an objective:
To provide 95% of the participants with an orientation to ITEP and University requirements.
All of the respondents to the questionnaire answered
ln the affirrrfative .

'The orientation proved to be helpful

and in formac ive to new enrollees.

The orientation is

particularly important because it provides information
on the ITEP program, responsibilities of students, unit
requirement and stude nt services among others.

The

coordinator lS to be com.1nended for h e r thoroughness ln
mee tin g this objective.

Course Content
Objective:
To provide 3 special emphasis and focuse d courses
designed to investigate the educational needs and
issues confronting American Indian Educational
personnel today.
a.

to acquire basic curricula concepts concernlng
Indian Educa tiona l needs.

b.

to be aware o f the State of the Art on I ndian
curriculum dev e lopme nt.

c.

to be provided with knowledge on management and
administration r e lated to Indian organizations .

d.

to know the his or ies of the legal r es ponsibilities and issues that confront persons in
Indian education.

.

ll

e.

to be provided with philoso p hi c al and app li ed
aspects concerning Indian edu c atio n in their
attempt to address the issu es for me e t i ng t he
special educational needs o f In dia n children.

This particu la r obje ctive

proposed to cover quite a

bit of information in 3 courses, however , the student responses indicate that students did in fa c t have a better
understanding of educational needs and i ssue s of Native
l~erican

students.

There were two excepti ons.

Stud ents

!

were divided in th eir und erst anding of the history of the
l egal r e sponsibilities and issues in

I n d ~a n

Education and

in their knowl edge of management and administration of
In d i a n o rganiz at ions.

Additional studen t comme nts se e m

to genera ll y agree, tha t overall, this ob j e ctive has b ee n
met.

(

'

So me stud e nts did fee l however, that mo s t of these

topics could be addr e ssed in the sununcr se ssi o n .

This

comment may warrant addition;:1 l c o nsidera.tion by program
staff.

Objective:
To maintain a uti liza tion rate of ITEP library resour c es by st u dents of 10 it ems per st ud e nt ye a r .
All of the student indicated that they are using th e
l ibrary citing as positive points , t he avai la bi lity a.nd
convenience of the reference materials.
Studen t

criticism fe ll into two ca terg ories, quantity

of mat e r ials and catal ogui ng of materials.

St ud e nts ex -

pressed a de sire for more resburce materia ls suc h as

12

tapes, music, arts and cultural related matter. Additionally, refe rence materials need to be categorized and shelved
appropriately thus facilitating a more efficient retrieval
system.
Summer Session s
Object.ive:
To provide an I'l'E P summer session ln order to meet (a)
~

educa tion department requirements,
requirements,

(b) State licensin g

(c) training that will address the ap-

proaches, methods, and techniques which are pertinent
to the education of Indian children.
Virtually all of the respondents were enrolled in three
summer

st~ssion

classes with one exception.

It appears from

the r espo nses re ceived that this objective needs more scrutiny.

A majority of the students responded negatively to the

ques ti on

11

j\re

the obj ec ti v es of the courses mllde clear to

you? 11 a signific<.:mt numbe r of stude n ts in dicated that whether
they learne d the concepts, facts or skills described as
objectives of th e co urses depended h eavily on the professor.
Students were most opinionated on how the smruner sessions
could be improved.

They suggest:

l.

More involvement with students and community elders.

2.

Offer classe s that mee t degree or credential requirements.

3.

Diversify classes so as to include non-Native American
cour se s s uch as c omput ers in educatio n , classroom
manag~ment, record keeping, reading programs, hands on
activities for K-Jrcl.grade, etc.

13

4.

more attention be paid to the quality of presenters and more consideration of stud e nt input
as to types of courses .

5.

more professional and academic classes and not
so many "fun " classes .

The s t udent suggestions are not without merit and I
strongly recOIThllend they be given sincere consid e ration by
administration and Advisory Board members.
i

Cou n sel~Skills

Training

Objective:
To provide a 3 day workshop for I TEP participants ,
Indian Educational personnel, 15 teacher aides ,
and 15 t eachers to train workshop participants in
the process of g uidanc e and counseling for Indian
students.
This has be en revised in a lett er addressed to Ms.
Alice

~'1illiams,

Grant Specialist Office of Education

dated June 8 , 1979.

The revision reflect ed the follo wing

change:
The guidance workshop will be only one day and cover
fewer topics and methodologies.
Students compl eted a two day workshop on guidance and
couns el ing for Indian students.
In general, students responses on the questionnaire
indic ate that a majority felt the guidance workshop h e ld
the ir attention and int erest .

A significant number ev-

pressed that the instructors could have been more organStudents were divided in their

iz ed in their presentations .

ov erall assessment of the training session which a ga in
14

seems to indicate the workshop
some and not for others .

was beneficial for

Students suggestions inc l ude:

Better planning and scheduling by program
management .
2.

Revise or eliminate session on building
Native American self-esteem.

3.

Improve the selection of presenters and
give more thought to the scheduling of
workshops.
Imnrove the professional quality of the
"
~
'
workshops.
Conduct workshops in facilities conducive
to learning .

Fieldwork
Objective:
To maintain an average of six ( 6) hours of field I ~

work per wook per student for the year.
In meeting this objective students are to meet once
every two weeks in small group sessions to discuss practicum.
Analysis of the questionnaire responses in regards
to the fie l dwork training experience indicated that all
students have or , are, currently involved with this training .

And that , with only one except i on, all have found

it to be a valuable experience.

All experience good

rapport with their worksite supervisor and all are in
agreement that the coordinator is always available when
help is needed.
There does appear to be
group sessions.

problems with the small

A significant number of student respondents
15

I

~orne

did not feel the group sessions were benefical to their
fi e ld work practicum.

There also seemed to be some

confusion as to what exactly was the function of the
small group session.

A few students indicated that

group sessions were not held every two weeks and that
their attendance was, at best, occassional.
and suggestions

CommE!nts

students listed include:

l.

Invoive everyone by encouraging students to
bring ideas on how to minimize h<1sscls w.i th
site supervisors.

2.

Each week one member of the sessio n could
act as faci litator for discussion.

3.

Classes should have more direction and structure, content was not always defined.

4.

Return to its original intent; discuss problems
and experiences of fieldwork tr aining .

5.

Needs good facilitation, possibJ.y involv e
local Native American teachers to sh a re their
experiences and knowledge.

6.

Topics should dea l with teaching practicum and
le gal responsibilities.
Discuss real classroom situations, problems and methods to deal
with them.

viorkslior_s ar:td Conferences
Objective:
To send 20 ITEP participants to workshops or conferences focused .on Indian educational n eeds .
All of the respondents attended at least one workshop with the major ity attending three to five.
A majority of the students actively participate 1n
the workshop conferences, thi§ is a positive indication
that students find the workshops/conferences benefical
16
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and worthwhile.
Students were also in agreement that the number of
workshops/conferences was "just enough" .

Nearly all of

the students felt they had a say in the kinds of workshop/conferences they attended.
A few students expressed displeasur e in the method
of stud e nt selection for workshops/conference participation.

In addition, a' few students felt they had no input

as to the kinds of workshop s/conferences they wou ld like
to a tt e nd .

Overall evaluation of workshop s and confer e nces

appears to be favorable.
Recommenda ·tions for improvement are:
l.

Establish a more forma l proc eedure for selection
of stud e nts to participat~ in workshops and
confer e nces, or strictly adhere to the existing
proceedure.

2.

Active ly solicit the suggestions of all students
as to the kinds of workshops/conferences they
would like to attend.

3.

Coordination and pl an ning of worksho p s need more
improvement.
Establi s hment of budgets travel
allowances, participant e xpenses, need to b e
given more thought.

ITEPP Administration
The project adminis t r ation
of transition.
Roxann~

lS

currently in the process

Mr. Larry Gorospe, Project Director and Ms.

Tre e ce, Project CooJ·dinator, will terminate their

employment with ITEPP this summer.

Therefore, any critical

examination of the afor e me ntion ed individuals strengths or
weaknesses and sug ges tions for their imp r ovement would
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serve no practical purpose.

However, general observations

on administration and program management will be made in
accordance with responses of the questionnaire.
Students were divided i n their appraisal of the Director's management capabi l ities.

Many found him helpful

and available to discus s academic as well as other concerns
while many

mor~

found him unavailabl e and unhelpful .

li
responses were
about ' equ a lly divided in the

The

stu~e11ts

assessme nt as to whether the director had done a good job
ln select i ng workshop instructors as well.
In oral interviews with Advisory Bo ard members , a
significant number had stated they felt the director showed
favoritism towards some of the students.
questionnaire responses clearly indicates

The students
that about half

the students needs are being met and half are not (based
on a 46.5% return rate).

Students conunents and suggestions

are:
1.

Director needs to be a more positive public
relations man for ITEPP.

2.

Maintain more visibility ln the management of ITEPP.

3.

More active involvement in program and other activities on campus.

4.

Planning n eeds to b e done on a more long term scale.

Conclusion
The general consenus among students .is that the ITEP
program is both a valuable and important educational expcrience.

There are some components that could be refined to

better meet the needs of the students, such as the sununer
session.
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In addition to the suggestion and recorrunen da tions already
made and after interviewing and compiling the questionnaire da ta this evaluator submits the following recom..'lledations:
1.

Quarterly program evaluations be conducted by a

conm1i t tee of the Advisory Board members.

Those who are

most familiar and directly effected by the program are
also those whb are in ' a better position to truly understand
the ne eds of both program

and stud e nts.

The committees evaluation "report card"

then becomes a

guide for H.S.U. administration and program admin istration
to consider, discuss and revise or implement accordingly.
2.

In consid erat ion of the above recom1ne nda tion it

is important that l:Joard members:

3.

a)

receive aq orientation as to their role,
duties and responsibilities.

b)

Receive board training on program management, budget and program evaluation.

c)

Have available to each, th e documents which
govern program activities, policies and
proceedures.

The director maintain ongoing corrununication with

Advisory Board. H.S.U. adm ini stration , students and community.
4.

A strong job development component wo uld greatly

enhance the ITEP program and prov id e students with realities of the job market.
5.

Closer coordination with other departments at the

University would not only greatly benefit students it
would also increase the visibility of the ITEP program.
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...

6.

Consideration be given to the I ndian Teacher

and Educational Personnel program so as not to be limited
solely to educational professiona ls.

In conclusion, the Indian Teacher and Educational
Personnel Program has contributed considerably to the
supp ly of American Indian t e achers.
assum e d leadetship
administration.

po~itions

ITEPP graduates have

in many various levels of

With contin ued financial and public

support, a critical self evaluative eye , and a heathy
attitude for :::elf-imp rovement, ITEPP will continue to
produce Indian stud e nts with leadership abilities.
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AP P E ND I X

Indian Teacher & Educational Personnel Program
EVALUATION

In order for us

~o

evaluat,e the administrative and prograrrnnatic content

of the ITEPP program, please take the time to answer the following
questions.
Results of this survey will assist us in identifying both the positive
and negative aspects of the program.

With this data, revisions can be

made, which will better meet the needs of its clients - yourselves.
Your identity will remain anonymous, so do not sign your name on the
questionnaire.
PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO BETTY ANN MCCOVEY NO
LATER THAN JUNE 24, 19.82 •
The success of this evaluation depends on your sincere interest and
your full cooperation.

Thank You,

Vincent J. Herrera
Evaluator

Indian Teacher Educational Personnel Program
Student Questioneer

General Information
Please check and answer any information which applies to you.
1.

Sex a.

2.

Age a.

3.

Academic status a.

4.

Major

5.

---M b. ---F
18-20 b.

21-24 c.

25-28 d.

F b._Soph.' c.

29-32 e.
Jr. d.

33 or older

Sr. e.

Grad student

'

------------------------------------------------------------------Academic objective
-------------------------------------------------------

6.

Vocational objective____________~---------------------------------------

7.

Number of units taken this quarter?

8.

G.P.A. _________________________

9.

How did you hear about the ITEPP program?
(check all that apply)

-------------------------------------

conferences c. __on-campus visit d.

a.

brochere b.

e.

outreach recruiter f.___pow wow, booths, infor table

g. __word-of-mouth h. __from other Indian programs i.

friends

school

counselor or teacher j. __other (please specify) ______________________

Orientation
10.

Upon your enrollment in the program, were you given a one day comprehensive
orientation to ITEPP and University requirement? a.___yes b.

no

11.

Was the orientation helpful and informative? a.___yes b.

no

12.

How could the orientation be improved? _________________________________

13.

Additional comments? __________________________________________~-----

Course Content
Besides each of the statements listed below, please indicate whether you
Strongly Agree(SA), Agree(A), Disagree(D), Strongly Disagree(SD), or Don't
Know(DK) by circling one.
14. As a result of courses taken at

H.~.U.

through the ITEPP program,

A. I now have a better understanding of basic curricula concepts concerning
Indian educational needs.

A

SA

D

SD

DK

E

B. I have been made aware of the state of the art in Indian curricula
development.
SA

A

D

SD

DK

C. I have a better knowledge of management and administration of Indian
organizations.
SA

A

D

SD

DK

D. I have a better understanding of the history of the legal responsibilities
and issues in Indian education.
SA

A

D

SD

DK

E. I have an increased knowledge of Indian Philosophical concepts concerning
the special educational needs of Indian children.
SA
15.

A

D

SD

DK

Additional · Comments? __________________________________________________

ITEPP Library
16.

In the past 6 months how frequently have you used the ITEPP library?
(check one) _____ frequentl~ (12 or more times) ______occasionally (811 times) _____ seldom (4-7 times) _____ infrequently (l-3times)

17.

I

What do you like best about the library? _______________________________

18.

Wh~t

19.

Additional Comments?

do you like least about the library?

--------------------------------~-----------------

Summer Session
20.

How many classes (average) per summer session did you enroll in? a.
b.

2 c.

3 d.

4 e.

1

5

21.

Are the objectives of the courses made clear to you? a.__yes b. __no

22.

Do you feel you learn the concepts, facts, or skills described as

objectiv ~ :

of the courses? a.___yes b. ___no

23.

Do

b.

class activities generally hold your attention and interest? a.___yes
no

24.

How could the summer sessions be improved? _________________________________

25.

Additional Comments?______________________________________________________

Counseling Skills Training
26.

Did you complete a 2 day workshop on guidance and counseling for Indian
students? a.___yes b. ___no

27.

Were the objectives of the workshop made clear to you? a.___yes b. ___no

28.

Did you feel you learned the concepts, facts or skills described as

as objectives of the workshop session? a___yes b.
29.

Did class activities generally hold your attention and interest? a.___yes
b.

30.

no

no

Did you feel that the course helped you to develop a greater interest
in that area of study? a___yes b. ___no

31.

Were the instructors lectures organized? a___yes b. ___no

32.

Did the instructor allow the use of group discussion? a.___yes b.

33.

Overall what grade would you give the workshop training session? a. ___A
~

no

~,

(excellent) b. __B_(gooc!)_ c. ___C (average) d. __D (poor) e. ___F (ineffectivf

34.

What recommendations would you make to improve the workshop sessions?

35.

Additional Comments?

--------------------------------------------

Fieldwork

36.

Did you participate in the fieldwork training experience? a.___yes
b.

no

37.

Did you complete the fieldwork training experience? a.___yes b. ___no

38.

Are you presently involved in the fieldwork training experience? a.___yes
b. ___no

.,: Please

1

indicate whether you Strongly Agree (SA), Agree(A),

Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree(SD), or Don't Know (DK), by circling
one.

39.

I was/am made to feel like an important part of the worksite team.
SA

A

D

SD

SK

I was/am treated more like a "Helper" than an individual with something
valuable to contribute.
SA

A

D

SD

SK

40.

I have very good rapport with my worksite supervisor?

SA
41.

A

SD

D

SK

The ITEPP coodinator has been monitoring my progress through bi-weekly
visits to the fieldwork sites.

SA

42.

43.

SK

A

SD

D

SK

The fieldwork training has been a valuable experience?

SA

44.

SD

D

A

SK

Are small group sessions held every two weeks to discuss fieldwork
practicum?

a.~es

b. ___no

Have you been attending the small group sessions? a.___yes b.

45.
C_

no

occassionally
Group sessions are very beneficial to our fieldwork practicum?

SA

47.

SD

D

The ITEPP coordinator is always available when I need help?

SA

46.

A

A

D

SD

SK

Group sessions provide an opportunity for discussion and sharing of
training experiences?

SA

D

A

SD

SK

48.

How could the group sessions be improved? _____________________________

49.

Additional Comments?

-----------------------------------------------

Workshops And Conferences
50.

During the past year approx imately how many workshop and/or conferences
have you attended?

I

a.

9 or more b.

6-8 c.

3-5 d.

1 or 2 e.

0

51 .

Do you actively participate in the workshops/conferences? a.___yes
b. ___no c. ___occasionally

52.

In general have the workshops been helpful and worthwhile? a.___yes

b.

53.

no c.

most d.

some

The number of workshops/conferences scheduled was? a.

too much

b.___just enough c. ___need more

54.

Do you feel you have a say in the kinds of workshops/conferences you
j

'

attend a.___yes b. ___no

I

55.

How could the workshop/conferences selection be improved? _____________

56.

Juniors, seniors and graduate students, have you conducted an in-service

~

training workshop in Indian education and culture for teachers and aides
in the local public schools? a___yes b.

57.

Additional Comments?

no c.___preparing

--------------------------------------------------

ITEPP Director
Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree(SA), Agree(A), Disagree (D),
Strongly Disagree (SD), or Don't Know (DK), by circling one.

58.

The Director has been helpful in assisting me wi th my academic concerns?
SA

59.

D

SD

DK

The Director makes himself available to discuss any of my other concern.
SA

60.

A

A

D.

SD

DK

The Director has done a good job of selecting workshop instructors.
SA

A

D

SD

DK

61.

The Director is prompt in notifying me of my academic weaknessess.

SA

A

D

SD

DK

62.

What do you feel are the Director's Administrative strengths?

63.

What do you feel are the Director's Administrative weaknessess? _____ _

64.

What recommendations do you have for the ITEPP director that you feel

!

-----

{

would improve his managment of the ITEPP program? _____________________

I'

65.

What recommendations do you have for the overall improvement of the ITEPP
program?

66.

Additional Comments?

---------------

-------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------- · ··----
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Briefly
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( D), Strongly di sag ree (SD), or Don ' t know (DK) .

The I 'rEPP D.Lreclor has b een communicating e ffectively with the
following groups und individuals.
'JA
rL~U

.Facult y

HSU Admi nistr a tion
Advisory Board members

I'l'E.P Gta.ff

stud ents
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Public at;e nci es
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D
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